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17 Delete "B" Insert "A"11 -

5 Delete " noticeable" Insert "noteable"45 -

.

16 Insert "a" Between "using" And "more"47 -

48 14 Delete " deregulate" Insert " regulate"-

1 Insert "or" After Comma84 -

25 Delete "That" Insert "What"85 -

16 Delete " sufficient" Insert " fission"95 -

12 Delete " program" Insert " parameters"97 -

13 Delete " meters"97 -

15 Delete "that" Insert "but what"105 -

10 Delete " retrieval" Insert " relief"188 -

19 Delete " medium" Insert "immediate"191 -

~
~

24 Delete comma191 -

2 Delete "CCF" Insert "CC of"198 -

16 De.lete " year" Insert " years"198 -

13 Insert "the" after "had"200 -

14 Delete "Budnetz, B-u-d-n-e-t-:" Insert202 -

"Budnitz, B-u-d-n-i-t-z"

10 Insert "we" between "as" and "were"228 -

10 Delete " normal" Insert " formal"231 -

3 Delete "or" Insert "are"241 -
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Office of the Chairman !
6

'1717 E Street, N . W.

7 Washington, D. C. i

8 Friday, 7 September 1979 !

9 The Interview of Chairman Joseph Mallam Hendrie was
t

10 convened at 10:10 a.m.

11 PRESENT:

12 i KEVIN P. KANE, ESQ. i

i Deputy Chief Counsel, President's Commission on
/ 13 Three Mile Island
(

14 MARK E. CHOPKO, ESQ. -

Attorney for NRC; for Chairman Hendrie
15

JAMES A. FITZGERALD, ESQ.
,

16 Attorney for NRC
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itCK I PR00EEDINO5

2 Whereupon,

3 JOSEPH MALLAM HENDRIE

4 was called as a witness and, having caen first duly sworn,'

5 was examined and testified as follows:

6 EXAMINATION

7 BY MR. KANE:

S Q Would you state your full name for the record,

9 pleas e ?

10 A Joseph Mallam Hendrie.

11 Q Mr. Hendrie, have you had your deposition taken

12 cefore?

13 A Couldn't say for sure. Not recently at any rate.

14 O Let me just refresh your recollection then as to
/
'

15 what we are doing here today.

15 You have been placed under oath and although we are

1e sitting here in the relative informality of this conf erence |

15 room you should ce aware that the testimony you will give

19 nere has the same force and solemnity as if you were

2] testifying in a court of law.

21 My cuestions and your answers are being taken down by the

22 reporter here. They will be later reduced to a booklet f orm

23 and you will oe presented with a copy of that booklet, given
2, the opportunity to read it and to make any changes you deem

k 2; necessary.

1
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itCK 1 However, it's important to avoid the necessity for
~

changes as much as possiUe~by being as accurate and as precise2

3 as we can right now.

4 For that reason I would ask you at any point if you'

3 don't understand a question or you f eel some response needs

6 some clarification or amendment, please indicate that and we

4 will stop at that point and put that matter on the record.

3 Let me also remind you of the two basic ground rules in

9 any deposition. The first is that you respond audioly to my

10 questions since the reporter cannot take down a nod of the

11 head or a gesture and secondly, that you permit me to finish

12 my questions even if you know what the question is going to

13 be, which may of ten be the case.

14 The reason for that is tha t the repermer cannot take down

( 16 both of us at the same time and it makes for a confused

ie. record if I am attempting to finish the question and you are

1. attempting to respond. ,

13 Do you understand all that?

19 A I do, indeed.

20 w All rignt. Chairman Hendrie, I have here a

I

21 ciography which I believe you have previously provided to

22 tne p re sidential commission.

23 Let me just show you that and ask you if that is an

24 securate summary of your educational and employment
'

( 25 cackground.

|
.
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.tCK 1 A It is in part. If you would like a supplementary

2 document, wny, that is also --- the document I have just.

....___
-

3 given you is an entry listing sort of biqpaphy,. and that may

4 ce somewhat more complete than the press release.-

5 Q Ex c e llent. This bears the date of yesterday,

6 September 6, 1979.

7 A Yes, I went over it with my secretary a day or two

8 ago to check it out.

9 0 Let's have these documents marked collectively as

13 Exhioit I to the deposition.

11
(Deposition Exhibit I identified.)~

12 SY MR. KANE:

13 Q Mr. Hendrie , you a ssumed the position of chairman

14 of tne NRC on August 9th, 1977. Of course, you have had

15 previous. involvement in nuclear regulation, as well as in

16 the private industry.

!4 Could you please describe your duties in the position as

13 chairman of the NRC7

19 A I51nk you will have to delete private industry

20 from that.

21 0 I am sorry. That was with. the Brookhaven National
)

22 Laboratory previously. All rignt, excuse me for that

23 i nacc urac y.

24 Could you please, however, descrise your duties as the
|

s 25 chairman of tne Nuclear Regulatory Commission?
.

1
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|
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itCK 1 A I can certainly try. First of all, the chairman
'

2 is one of a group of five presidential appointees who

3 collectively hold the responsibilities and authorities under

4 the Atomic Energy Act for the agency.'

5 I act as presiding ofilcar of that collegial cody. I am'

_

6 also nominally the chief executive oiS.cer of the agency, and

I there fore , responsible for -- in eff ect .for the whole

8 operation of the agency, and deal as they occur with all of

9 the a ssorted questions of all natures that may come up

13 through the organization and f ail to be dealt with

11 adequately at a lower level in the command chain.

12 That is, those things which rise to the top of the

13 agency, riss nominally to me for decision or mediating

14 cetween warring f actions, or whatever the circumstances may

k 15 require.

16 Contacts outside the agency with the heads of other

17 government agencies. I am also nominally the spokesman for

la the agency in appearances outside the agency, notably oef ore

19 the Congress.

23 Way don't I quit there and let you go on with the

21 questions.

22 Q All rignt, yes. My next question was, I notice

23 that once or twice you mentioned that nominally you are the

24 chief executive officer of the Nuclear Regulatory

k 25 Co mmi ssion.

_- ___ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - .
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LtCK 1 As those words are normally used, do you think you are

2 the chief executive officer of the Nuclear Regulatory

3 Commission?

' 4 A In this agency, we don't really have a chief

5 executive officer in the sense that cabinet departments have

6 a head, and that, for instance, the Environmental Protection

Agency has a head.i

a he don't even have a chief executive officer in the sense
9 that a number of other agencies that are headed by

10 commissions have a head where the founding statutes for

11 those other agencies in f act give pre tty full administrative

12 powers to tne chairman.

13 Here, we operated under -- very much under a collegial

14 system which is derived from the Atomic. Energy Act, the

( 15 original provisions, which provide that the Commission is a

16 cody of five equal memoers and that the authorities and

ie power of the head of agency reside in the collegial ac on, and notl

IS the chairman.

19 Now, there was a later amendment to tne -- to those

20 circumstance s that came, I think a ye ar af ter tne Energy

21 Reorganication Act was passed and the NRC was formed.

22 Sill Anders got a provision passed w. ich said that tne

23 chairman is the chief executive officer and would deal with

24 administrative , personnel and cudget matters .

k 25 However, it retains f or the collegial commission an egual

:
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ltCK 1 voice in the appointment of senior of ficers of the agency

2 and in budgetary matters, significant budgetary matters and

3 so on.

4 An d tha t, coupled with tne original "five equals"'

5 language, and what I read as the inclinations, by and large,

6 of my colhagmu, leads us to conduct a collegial operation.

7 So there is in -- not a single head of the agency in the

3 sense that there is in most other sections.
9 O The reason I raise that particular question,

10 Chairman Hendrie, is that several of the presidential

11 Commission 3rs have voiced an interest in precisely now the

12 dRC Commission interfaces with the daily operations of the

13 NRC staff in terms of licensing, in terms of regulating

14 currently operating nuclear power plants and all the other
( matters in which the staff engages on a daily basis.15

16 My impression is that the five Commissioners themselve s,
~

le including yourself, are relatively removed from the
i

15 day- c-day op3 rations of the NRO staff. ,

1
.

-1/ Do you :nink that is a f air assessment ?

2] A dell, in the sense that tnere are five of us and j
;

|

21 2500 of them. And at 500 apiece, even if we divide up tn=
\

22 agency, there is still inevitaoly going to have to ce a

23 certain distance f rom tne day-to-day workings of everybody.

24 Now, there are some other considerations that enter that :

!

( 25 also affect the situation. The notaole one of those is tha:

:

|
\

|

| |
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LtCK I on all of the applications in review f or construction

2 permi ts, those are all by law to go through the Commission's'

3 adjudicatory chain, starting before a licensing board, to
talk to the staff aoout the merits of any of those cases is' 4

5 a violation of the ex parte provisions of the Administrative

6 Procedures Act.

7 0 If I could interrupt you at that point just so I'

S can understand.

9 A Yes.

h) Q Am I correct in my understanding that the reason

11 for that is that the matter may well at some point reach the

12 Commission for final adjudication on appeal?

13 A Well, in the case of construction permit

14 applications, why, that's a -- those cases are required oy

( 15 law to go cefore ocard.

16 So that in those cases, all of them, there will be coard

11 decisions and a review cy the Appeals Board. Whetner or no:

IS there are actually appeals from the Appeals Soard to the

19 Co mmi ssion, the Commission always has the right to reach

23 cown into the case and say, "#e want to look at this or

21 tnat," or the whole thing.

22 And eventually, at a minimum, we will sign off on a cese

23 that's oeen through that adjudicatory procedure by s aying --

24 well, typically, the counsel office will take a look at the

k 2a Appeals Board's conclusion, and so on. Then if there seems

>
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!1tCK I notning untoward, recommend to the Commission that we not

2 review on our own motion.

3 And so typically, I think, Don, isn't that right? Don't

4 we always end up signing a sheet that says we agree there is'

5 no review, as a minimum?

6 In some cases, ooviously, we do. So at least for all
.

construction permit cases, that is, the f ront-end licensings

a proce ss, tnose are all from the day they are docketed,

9 formally in the adjudicatory process, and we know tnat the

10 Commission nas the engagement that I have described.'

11 For operating license cases, it's not quite so

12 automatic. There is then an adjudicatory procedure only if

13 there is a petition f or hearing, so that on operating

14 license cases where there has been no filing for a hearing,

( 15 then we can talk to the staff.

16 Sut it's always a little difficult to keep sorted out

14 whicn case is and which case is not in the adjudicatory

IS cnain. And I think most Commissioners recognize that if

19 they start to talk aoout tne merits of any particular case

20 witn staff memoers, that they are very likely to be getting

21 into an improper ground.

24 And so tney will tend to eitner ask, or sheer cack and

23 tala about it in a general fashion.

24 C Inst tends to oe somewhat frustrating en occasion,

( 23 I would think, isn't it?

-_
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itCK I A It's enormously frustrating on occasion. It means

2 that Commissioners who are occasionally prodded by

3 congressmen, memoers of the public, learned counsel f or

4 presidential c,ommissions as to why they are not more down in'

-iKL
5 the cowels of safety machine here, one of the answers isg

6 that for certain of those getting down in tne bowels of the

I machine activities, it would be a violation of the United
.

S State s Code.

9 0 Do e s tha t --

10 A Which is a f airly compelling argument to me.

11 Now, I was talking aoout why aren't Commissioners closer

12 to the proce ss, and that is one reason.

13 But it is by no means all of the reasons. It's simply

14 one ir. the array, because, indeed, on a- safe ty problem, we
f

15 certainly discuss with the staff the generic aspects.

16 I don't have to discuss a problem of undersized
k

Icore-cooling pumps on Plant A in the context of Plant {.is

la can talk aoout it in the general case.

19 In the general case, that is certainly a permissiole |

23 discussion with the staff. So there are ways in dealing

21 with that, in part at any rate. Otner reasons that

22 Commissioners are not all tnat close- to the day-to-cay

23 workings of the staff have to do with the f act that thers is
I

24 a ste ady stream of papers that rise to the Commission level,

( 25 papers from the staff, incoming papers from outside,
|
I

|
1

,
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IECK I congressional correspondence and an assortment of other

2 things.

3 If you will, tne incoming array of papers, queries,

4 comdemnations, even occasionally praise, almost forms a'

5 screen whien you have to fight your way through in order to

get on out and talk to the staff, to begin to dig in detail6

e into what is going on.

S Sometimes, pursuit of one or another of the issues in the

9 incoming paper in your office will lead you out into that --

10 into one of those expeditions.

11 But for the most part, if you want to know what the

12 staff's doing in some detail, you have to go out and talk to

13 them.

14 Iney are 40-odd minutes to an hour away, 40 minutes to an
( 15 hour back, or more at rush hour. So it is hardly worth

16 doing unless you can put a half day into it.

II One of the things I tried to do when I came down here was

la to ge t a cay or a half day a week out in the sta ff office s,

19 and we went through that inte rmi tten tly.

20 I go cack into that program. I am not sure I have worked

21 my way all the way through the staff even yet. Certainly

22 all the major offices. Oo and meet with groups of 10 to 20

23 at a time.

24 So an hour and a half, two hours at a shot in order to

23 nave a reasonsole chance to have a -d or two froms

|

|
!
1
!
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LtCK 1 sverybody in the room and a good many words from the more

2 vocal ones.

3 But that's a time-consuming process. Commissioners find

4 their time heavily encumoered by the things that they have'

5 to co in their offices, that is, try to deal with the

6 incoming decision papers and information papers and consent

papers, the correspondence from outside, and appearing oni

8 the Hill.

9 I spend an awful lot of time in preparation for

10 congressionul hearings, and even at congressional hearings.

11 It's not a, in fact, trivial amount of time,

N
I 14 actually, the hours spent on the Hill with the Congress.

W
13 So tnat Commissioners find their time very heavily used.

14 And I think most of us who do keep up with the paper wor'< do

'

16 so oy dint of a lot of late-hour work at home.

16 And I guess some of us don't quite keep up with the paper

le work.

la

1J

23

21

22

23

24

( 20
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ndLC 1 0 Having seen over the course of the last thr ee

2 montns the volume of wha t some of that paper wcdc is l ik e , I

3 can uncerstand that. I am curious about certain of your

4 remarks, Chairman Hendrie.

5 The first poin t that you made about the adjudicatory

6 process in wnien the Connission has confined themselves, on

7 o ccasion as posing a problem for Commissioners who may wish'

6 to be involved in specific aspects of a matter which is in

the acjudica tory proce ss.y

10 Do you think that it would be a significant improvement

11 in the way tne NPC goes about its busine ss to se parate the

12 adjucictory f unction f rom the regulatory function f or tnose

13 no are in enarge? For example, to take the adjudicatory

th f unction away frem the Commissioners, or to leave the
.

15 Commi ssioners with that, but then to put the day-to-cay

lo regulatory responsioility somewhere else in a singls

17 indivicual, pernaps.

lo as you tnink that woulc be an improvement over the

is current situation, where you have got adjudica to ry

20 f uncticns and to some sense regulatory functions combined?

21 A I am not convinced that it would be an

22 in. prove me n t , in fact.

23 0 Nhen you are facec with a situation as a

24 Commissicner where tnare is some question about how, for

25 e xam.:l e , tne oesign review process is being a: plied in a

1
i

e

I

| 1
I I

*
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bwCE 1 specific case, to the extent that that ma tter is an

2 adjucication, I take it that as a Commissioner you are

3 precluced f rom addressing it on that specific basis?-

4 A You can't addre ss the merits of a case. That is,

5 I could not go down and talk to a Staff member aoout whether

o and why Plant A met Appendix K and argue with him about it,

7 or tell hir my views on it or something like that. But

c there are a number of things I can do. First of all, I can

V go and as: the Staff where that case is in the proce ss.
IC That is, I can ask questions about where it is in the

11 procedur e . If I find it's off track in a procedural sense,

12 I can e irtainly raise that issue and discuss it witn the

. 13 staff c.anagers who hava allowed it to get into that shape.

( 14 I can also ask "What is the progrer,s of your review of the

15 confere.ance with Appendix K7" Always be informed.

lo 0 I see.

17 A Su wnat I nave to be careful to ao is not then

15 start civing my opinion of things and attempt to influence

19 wha; is, af ter all, one of the parties in adjudication,

20 without the other parties being around and having

21 o pportunity to get their point of view.

22 3 I take it -- I am sorry.

22 A ;o I am no: completely helpless, and I don't want ;

2a to leave you witn the impre ssion f rom my remarks aoout the(
25 ex parte rules that it is by any manner or means a total

.

1
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bwCs I dissolement. It is one of the circumstances that we live l

2 witn, however, and once in a while we find ourselves

- 3 gritting our teeth because we can't quite get down and argue

4 at an early stage about some of the particulars that we

5 might want to argue about.

6 0 I take it the tenor of your remarks in part to

7 this subject are to the eff ect that the Commissioners are

5 not on top of the day-to-day operations of the NRC on a

9 daily basis, nece ssarily. Who is, in the NRC?

10 A Well, I'd agree with the comment "not

11 necessarily." I am not sure that I would agree that the

12 Commission is -- and the Commissioners generally are as

13 unaware of all of :nings that are going,on as the question

( 14 might be read to imply. But it's certainly true that the

15 Commi ssioners, and I guess I would have to include myself

lo tco, are not in wha t I would regard as an immediate total

17 control anc cocnizant situation with regard to all the

le things that are going on out in the Stff.

17 I think I am probably rather closer to that than any of

2G the other Commissioners. Both because a good deal more

21 Staff contacts comes through my office,' a wice variety of

22 acministrative, procecural, budgetary, personnel ma tters,

22 get flagged into me for checking. Matters that I consider

24 miner enougn so tnat I don't have to invoke the collegial
.s

25 Co mmi ssion . And also because, having been a memoer of the

.

/
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bwC4 i Staf f myself for a while some years ago, and having been

2 around it f or, I don't know, 20 years, off and on, I know it
,

3 a lot better than any ;f the other Commissioners.-

4 0 However, again, what I think you have said is that
'

5 there is no one of the five Commisioners, including

yourself, who is in total, immediate control of theo

7 day-to-cay operations of the NRC7

e A I think that is right. On the other hand, I

v s u spe c t t ha t it may also be true of a number of other

10 government agencies.

11 0 Who, if anyone in the NRC is in total immediate

12 control of the day-to-day operatior ?

13 A The Executive Director. ,

'( la 0 You would identify the Executive Director for

15 O cera tion s -- e-

lo A Yes.

17 0 -- Mr. Gossick, as being the one who is really in

lo total, immediate control?

19 A fes.

20 0 I am curious about that because the Senate-House

21 Ocnf erence Report on the Reorganitation Act of 1974 does

22 make the comment that the Executive Director for Operations

23 will be the coordinating and directive agent below the

24 Commission for tne eff ective perf ormance of the Commi ssion's
s

25 day-to-cay operational ano administrative activities. And
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owCK 1 you would say, then, that the Executive Director for

2 Operations is in charge of the day-to-day operational |

- 3 activities of the Staff ?

4 A Just so.

5 0 All right. The reason I make a point of that is

because in discussing the matter with Commissioner Ahearne,o

7 I did come across a statement t ha t he made in a speech just

6 recently. I believe it was in June of 1979 before the

9 National Energy Resources Organization. The comment he made

10 was that to cite a study which was prepared in 1976 by the

11 Joint Committee for Atomic Energy which concluded that the

12 Chairman of the Commission would not appear to have the time

13 to administer the Commi ssion on a daily, basis. Even if he

( I4 did, he is much too removed and isolated from the dcy-to-day

15 proclems by tne layg, upon layer of management in the

lo organizational strecture. The Executive Director for

17 operations could not perf orm as an eff ective manager of the

li Coanission's offices, because the major offices can bypass

19 him anc go directly to the Commission. No one is in a

20 positicn to manage eff ectively the Commission's

21 organization, anc no one is so doing.

22 Tne statement maae by Commissioner Ahearne in the speech

23 was, that statement was made in 1976, which would have oeen

24 before your time as Chairman. Commissioner Ahearne also
(

25 sta tec that he cid not think the ma ttter has changed.

l

.

e
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bwCK I Do you think that is an accurate description of the |
|

2 current managerial structure of the NRC7

3 A I think it's a trifle starker than the reality.
,

4 But there is certainly no doubt that they have touched upon

5 some of our management problems. The se are imposed u pon us

o by the laws under whi.ch we operate, and there is not much we

7 can do about them until we can get the law changed.

6 The situation with the Executive Director is as follows:
I have always regarded the Executive Director as thev

10 cay-to-oay manager on behalf of the Commission of that large

11 Staff out there. The Commi ssione rs a..d the Chairman

12 inevitacly have a certain amount of turning outward from the

13 agency type of du tie s, Congre ss, and so, on. We need an

.( 14 on-the-job inside cnief who manages the Staff on a

15 cay-to-day basis. I regard the Executive Director as being

to t ha t pe r son. And I regard the other office directors as

17 reporting to the Commission through him for normal purposes,
*

la but witn, as the statute reads, the right to come directly

19 to tne Commission snould they f eel they are not ge tting

20 reasonacle treatment f rom the Executive Director. That is a

21 view which is currently reflected in a manual enapter which

22 was adopted by NRC finally some months bef ore I came here,

23 April or May of 1977, as I recall.

24 The Commissioners, however, themselves, I think you will
s

25 find a mixed view amongst the five si tting Commi ssioners,
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' owCs I and it's quite clear that not all of us agree with that |
|
'

2 . definition. So those who do not agree, or who, for one

3 raa=vi o r ano the r, are no t fond of the present incumbent,

4 finc it convenient to operate as thcugh that were not the

5 case. In a -- anc since the Agency head is, in f act, five

o people, that make s f or a somewhat confused situation at

7 times. It leaves the Executive Director in some doubt as to
o whether, in f act, he has the authorities that he ought to

9 have to run the Staf f on a day-to-day basis. And, again,

10 that sort of indistinctne ss is reflected in some of our
11 management problems.

12 But it's also -- it also ought to be noted that where

13 these proclems a ppeared to me, and plea,se note I said

( 14 " appeared," appeared to me to be acute during the first

15 couple of years of the NRC's existence, wnile I was not here

lo Inen, you see, my view of that is that of an outsider and

17 may not be totally accura te. But at least it appeared to me

16 tnat those problems were acute in the first couple of years,

is cecause there were very strong and independent personalitie s

20 as neacs of the major offices with that statutory authority

21 to go to the Co mmi ssion . They were people f rom, for the

22 most pa r t , outside the organization, and they felt they had

23 a statutory mandate to deal directly with the Commission,

24 and that the Executive Director was, well, maybe some sort

25 of c nief of acministration.
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bwC4 i When they neeced new office space, why he was the logical

2 person to go and deal with GSA to get it for them --

3 0 I see.-

4 A -- but was not in any sense directing and

5 coordinating their eff orts.

o Q Sort of an administrative manager.

7 A Yes.

6 Q As opposed to an operational manager?

Y A Just so. Now, what I want to note is that for

10 however correct or incorrect that view of mine from outside

11 the agency is, as to the first couple of years, I think I

12 ought to note for you that at the present time I think the

13 level of cooperation amongst major offi,ce heads oetween --

( 14 between them and with the Executive Director, is very

15 considerably better. There are also strong personalities

lo out t ne re a t the heads of those offices now, but they are

17 also people wno have oeen on the Staff long enough to

lo recognize, to have known each other a long time, to

li recognize tnet working together is an essential thing. And

20 I tnink there is much le ss of the kind of diffic ulty that --

21 than there was a couple of years ago. Bu t i t s t i ll i s --

22 out the whole system continues to have these flaws in it in

23 a management sense, which leads to certain weakne sses.

24 C Yes. I was curious scout that, because we have
s

25 taken 14r. Gossick's ' oeposition prior to today. And I scent
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bwC4 I some hours with him going over the functions of his office :
1

2 as Executive Director for operations and the types of

- 3 matters he becomes involved with. My impression was that

4 Mr. Gossick does not become too intimately involved with the

5 technical details of the ongoing daily work of the Staff.

6 A I think that's correct and is a function both of
7 the level of his job and the f act that he has to deal with

E the whole large group of the Staff. And also Mr. Gossick is

9 an aeronautical engineer, a pilot, a military officer and
|

10 not a --

11 0 -- nuclear person?

12 A -- reac tor engineer. So his personal expertise in

13 nuclear matters is acquired cVer the la,st five, six years

,( 14 that he's been in the business and is not a f undamental

15 professional specialty.

16 O As a result of that deposition, Chairman Hencrie,

17 and other things that I have heard and picked up over the

lo course of the last f ew months of this investigation, my

19 impre ssion is tnat except as to very major matters wnich

20 mignt go to the Commission itself for a decision on a policy

21 basis, fo using instead on day-to-day matters in nuclear

22 reac :or regulation, for example, decisions would be made by

23 Maroid venton, tne head of that division, and not by

24 .!.r. Ucssick, the Executive Director for Operationst isn't'

s

25 that an accurate statement?
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bwC. 1 A Certainly. |

2 0 The same would apply for Nuclear Reactor Research

3 and for Inspection Enforcement?

4 A Sure.

5 0 And for the other major offices?

o A Absolutely.

7 O Okay.

6 Chairman Hendrie , something which has come up several

V times in the course of this investigation, and I believe

10 there was a comment made by Commissioner Trunk of the

11 Presidential Commission last week in the course of the

12 public hearings, when Harold Denton was being eyestioned

13 about how his proposal for the resumption of licensing

( 14 relates to trust, confidence in the way the NRC is going

15 about '.ts business and, specifically, going about the

lo licensing of pl an ts. In May of 1979, Congre ssman Ertel of

17 Pennsylvania testified before the Commission. He brought to

lo the Commission's attention at that time a le tter which he
ly had written to you in conjunction with Congre tsman Goodling

20 in .ebruary of 1979, rela ting to concerns that both of these

21 Congressmen had over the current state of licensing of

22 nuclear power plants. I have a copy of that le tter here.

23 I know you receive a lot of correspondence, but I wanted

24 to ask you if yo recall receiving that letter? |

l
'

25 A I don't recall the specific le tter, but I am sure )

| |
!

!
|

|
'

I

|

|
i
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awCK 1 tha t it would have come across my desk. All incoming

2 correspondence makes at least one pass on the way in and one

_ 3 pass on the way out. There was a f air flurry of

4 Congressional correspondence over the publication in about

5 mid-January, I think, of the Commission's conclusions

o f ollowing the st idy by Hal Lewis and his group on the -- on

7 WASH-1400. So this would be one of those. I don't remember

6 it particularly. [

Y

10

11
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r
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15
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rc CK 1 Q All right. Congressman Ertel explained to the .

2 Commission in some written testimony that he submitted that

3 he had written this le tter to express nis concerns over the
-

safetysystemsofTMk-l and TMI-2 which were among some 164

5 plants whose continued operation had been sJpported by low

o accident procabilities of the Commi ssion report.

7 He explained to the Commission that he received in

6 response a le tter f rom you, dated March 15, 1979. And he

v provideo the Commission with a copy of that letter.

10 I woulo like to show a copy of that letter to you and ask

11 you if you recall having sent that letter in response? I

12 mignt note there are some marks on the copy of that letter

13 wnich are my own, and not yours.
,

', 14 MR. KANE: While you are reading that, if I can
9

15 have this le tter, dated February 9, 1979, addressed to the

16 Honorable Joseph Hencrie from Congressmen Ertel and

17 Goodling, marked Exhioit 2 to the de position, please.

le (Exhibit 2 identified.)

Iv TH5 WITNESS: Yes.

20 SY MR. KANE:

21 0 Do you recall sending this le tter in response,

22 Chairman Hendrie?

23 A We ll, not spe cifi ca lly. But it reads well and has

24 my signature at the end of it. pre tty clear that I read it
s

25 and a pproved and signed it.
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rc CK 1 Q G ood. All right. The letter is dated March 15,

2 1979, approximately 13 days before the accident at IMI-2.

3 On page 2 of this le tter -- towards the top of the page,

4 you make the statement: "The designers, builders and

5 operators of these plants are required to have eff ective

6 quality assurance programs and their work is subjected to a

7 continuing licensing and inspection proce ss by the NRC."

8 As of March 28, 1979, did TMI-2 have an effective quality

9 assurance program?

10 A I guess I would have to say I don't know, in the

11 sen e that I don't recall recently enough, at any rate, to

12 have it in mind having read reports on inspections of the

13 quality assurance programs there. ,

( 14 Q All right.

15 A I think it is f air to say that, in a sense, you

lo hope that operators of nuclear power plants, like those of

17 us on the regulatory side , ought to be bright enougn with

to all the operating experience to anticipate problems, that it

ly wa sn' t u p to tha t le vel .

20 0 As of March 28, 1979, was the work of TMI-l and at

21 TMI-2 subject to continuous licensing and inspection process

22 by the NRC?

23 A Continuing in the sense that we don't stop looking

24 at a plant once it nas an operating license. That is, there
s

25 is an inspection process which as gone on in the pa s t ,

|

|
,
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re Cf I visitations f rom the regional of fice and once in a while, I'

2 gue ss, f rom the headquarters I&E office for these plants.

3 And that continues throughout the lif e of the plant. So,

4 certainly continuing in that sense.

5 0 All rignt. I take it that, knowing what you know

6 today, you would not say that as of March 28, 1979, TMI-2

7 had an eff ective quality a ssurance program?

6 A Well, as I commented a moment ago, if one stands

y back from the details, which would be -- the details would

10 be looking at thi ng s tha t they do to keep their maintenance

11 in shape, their operators up to snuff, the plant records in

12 good shape.

13 You can go through and check this an,d check that, see
.

' ( 14 wnether the log for a certain day was properly kept, see

15 whether the maintenance reands show all of the maintenance

lo checkoff s that are required, and so on.

17 If you step back f rom that detail and say, . look, the

lo reason you have quality assurance programs is not to be sure

1-v t ha t paper numoer 22 go t laid in the right bin, although

20 that is part of it. The reason you have quality assurance

21 programs is to try to have tne highest quality operation

22 enat you can have.

23 Ano since we have had a major accicent at Three Mile

24 Islanc, the proce ss for wns tever -- f or howev.tr good it may
s

25 nave been wasn't go.cc enough to caten that. So, in that

i

L.
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rc CK 1 overall sense, there's been a failure. |

2 0 I take it you would agree, then, that although

3 there was this continuing license and inspection process by
'

4 the NRC as of March 28, 1979, tha t proce ss was not

5 sufficient to detect these deficiencies in the quality

e assurance programs at TMI-27

7 A That's correc t.

o Q All right.

Y A little f urther down on the same page, in the third

10 paragraph down, you make --

11 MR. CH0PK0: Before we leave this, let me

12 interject. You are not asking the Chairman for his

13 conclusions as to the adequacy of the q,uality assurance

program unoer the NRd regulations which might be a subject( 14

15 of some enforcement proceeding at NRC; is that correct?

lo MR. KANE: That's correct.

17 MR. CH0PK0 You are asking him for his general
.

Io impre ssion ano opinions?

19 MR. KANE: Saseo on what he knows.

20 MR. CHOPK0: Just general observations?

21 MR. KANE: General observations based on what the

22 Commissioner knows today about the situation at TMI-2. I

23 want to know what he thinks about the quality assurance
.

24 programs at TMI-2 as they existed on Maren 23, 1979.
s

25 MR. CHOFK0: You are not asking him acout his
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cc CK 1 conclusions?

2 MR. KANE: As to the violations of NRC

3 regulations, no.

4 MR. CH0PK0 As to the eff ectiveness?

5 MR. KANE: I am keeping in mind Chairman Hendrie

is not an a ttorney, so I am not asking for his legal opiniono

7 on whether or not a violation of the regulations has taken

o place.

9 I am asking, however, about the efficiency or

10 eff ectiveness of the continuing licensing and inspection

11 process that he ref ers to as being carried out by the NRC.

12 MR. CH0PK0 That was clear. I just wanted to

13 make sure that the record is clear that we are not speaking
,

,

( 14 to final matters which may come before the Commission at

15 some point.

16 MR. KANE: All right, fine. Yes, we are no t.

I 17 SY MR. KANE:
i

le Q A little f urther cown on the same page, Chairman

tv Hencrie, you make the statement: "We believe this

20 regulatory system has served us well. It is an'

21 exceptionally rigorous system and appropriate so in view of

22 the tec nnology we regulate."

23 In the case of TMI-2, as of March 28, 1979, do you think

24 Inst the regulatory system acministered anc implemented by
s

2c the NRC had servec the NRC well anc was an exceptionally
.

v
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cc CK 1 rigorous systemi
,

2 A The f ac t that we had Three Mile Island, the

3 a ccident at Three Mile Island, means that there were

4 f ailures in the regulatory systhm. I have no hesitation

5 about saying that and I have said it on a number of

o o ccas ion s.

7 The regulatory system should have picked up the precursor

8 '' 'ents, the design characteristics which would lead into

v this situation. The opeator tendencies and inclinations

10 whicn were also a leading into the accident, and the
|

11 regulatory system did not do that.

12 Inere was clearly a f ailure in a number of ways at Three

13 Mile Island, and needs to be repaired forthwith, as I

i. 14 believe we are coing.

15 I woulc also note , however, that this regulatory system

lo has procuced u pwards of , oh, now between 4 , we must ge tting

17 on now closer to 500 plant, large unit, that is, years --

le Q Yes.

19 A -- of commercial operation. And Three Mile Island

20 is the significant -- i s the a ccicent that's occurred. Even

21 at Three Mile, it is also fair to note tnat, as best we

22 know, the public health and saf ety consequences f rom Three

23 Mile Island are probaoly a good deal less than many -- than

24 Inat of many otner accidents that occur every year in our

-25 soci e ty.
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're C/ 1 So I would have to say at this point that that regulatory
1

2 system couldn't have been all wrong, or can't be all wrong. I
1
'

3 And I co not believe, in fact, that it is all wrong. It did

4 f ail at Three Mile, and in some rather significant ways.

5 And, as I say, we have to cure those.

6 But I think to regard the occurrence at Three Mile Island
_

7 as a demonstration that all of the aspects of regulation that.

d this agency's undertaken are wrong, either not done well or

Y are misci rec ted, simply won't stand against the facts.

10 0 Well, let me say at this point that was not the

!! question.

12 A No, no.

13 0 That wa s no t my implication.
.

14 A No, I didn't mean to imply that it was.
(

15 0 But I cid want to ask you whether or not, knowing

Ic wha t you know today, whether or not as of March 28, 1979,

17 you f eel that TMI-2 nad oeen subjectec to an exceptionally
*

le rigcrous system whicn nad served the NRC's regulatory
.

19 purpose well?

20 And I take it f rom what you have just said, the answer to

21 that question would be no, today.

22 A Well, we had the accident, and there is no getting

23 away from tnat. So, it cidn't prevent that accident, and

24 that'.s cac.
s

25 on tne otner hand, precisely tne same system that had
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, rc CK I worked on Three Mile Island 2 has produced that overall

2 commercial plant record.

3 0 Yes. Now, I note f rom the letter you did go on to

4 state that, 8While one must acknowledge strongly held views

5 to the contrary, over 400 reactor years of experience to

date give us reason to believe that we are on the righto

7 track."

8 Now, again, knowing what you know today about the

v situa tion a t Three Mile Island Unit 2, what occurred during

10 the accident and what the general state of quality assurance

11 and training and other ma tters is or was at that f acility as

12 of March 28, 1979, do you think that as to Three Mile Island

13 2, the NRC, as of March 28, 1979, was o.n the rignt track in

( 14 terms of its regulatory a pproach?
l

15 A I don't think the question can be a swered yes or

lo no.

i 17 0 Okay.

16 A 5ecause the two-valued answer a pplies either :ero

IV or 100 percent. And I don't think it is a zero or 100

20 percent si tua tion.

21 I am unprepared and unwilling to say yes, the regulatory

22 system on March 26, at TMI-2, was just dandy, because it

23 cian't preven t the accident anc it ammahdy is flawed on

24 that account.

25 0 Okay,

,
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rc CK 1 A I am unwilling. on the other hand, to say that on

2 March 28, we know the regulatory system at TMI-2 was no

3 g oo d . That clearly isn't true.

4 Q All right.

5 A So, I think, in this case, a be tter que stion is,

o was it good enough on March 28? And the answer is, while we

7 thougnt it was be tter than it turned out to be, it wasn't

8 good enough.

Y Q Okay. Maybe we can take a look at some ways in

10 whien it mignt not have been good enough. Are you aware

11 that the NRC staff has now identified the Three Mile Island

12 Unit 2 accident as a class 9 accident in connection with

13 Atomic Safety and Licensing Board question propounded in a

.( 14 proceecing relating to Salem Unit 17

15 ,A Yes, I understand tha t's the case,

lo O All right. I have taken a look at the proposed

17 annex to Appendix D of 10 CFR part 50, which addre sses t hat

le situation anc wnich is discussed in the staff position, or

lv re sponse to that question relating to whether or not TMI-2

20 is a class 9 accident.

21 As I read that proposed annex to Appendix D, class 9

22 accident is describeo as sequences of postulated successive

23 f ailures core severe nan those postulated for the design

24 basit, f or protective systems and engineered safety
s

25 features.
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rc C6 i The sa=e annex goes on to comment that accidents in this

2 class are deemed to be sufficiently remote in probability,

3 that the environmental risk is extremely low, and f or those

4 reasons, it is not necessary to discuss such events in

5 a pplicants' environmental reports.

o Now the fact that TMI-2 happened, the f act that it ha s

7 now been identified by the staff as a class 9 accident, .

e woulo suggest that class 9 accidents are now going to have

9 to be considereo in some f ashion in connection with the

10 licensing of nuclear power plants. At least speaking as a

11 layman, that i s w ha t it seems to me to be.

12 I wantec to get your reaction to that, however.

13 A I think it is a question whic,h is open.

14 MR. CHOPK0 Can we go off the record for a
,

'h 15 moment?

C lo MR. KANE: Sure.

17 (Discussion off the record. )

le

ly

20

21

22 |

23

24 1
'

!'

25 |

-

|
|
1
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1tCK 1
TIE WrnESS: I think I can make scrne what might be f=rn your

2 standpoint useful or at least interesting general remarks of

3 a preliminary nature without tying myself into a situation
4 where I would be foreclosed subsequently f rom dealing on the

5 Commission level.

6 MR. KANE: For the record, let me see if I can

7 capsulate what I understand to be the difficulty here.

6 That is that insof ar as this question has been raised in

9 a Salem unit 1 proceeding, insof ar as it may be the

10 subject of rulemaking, it may reach the full commission at

11 some point f or some type of adjudicatory rede termina tion, is

12 that an accurate statement? And for that reason, it's

13 difficult or problematic for you to take any ultimate
,

14 positions on that question..(

15 I s t hat a fair statement, because it may compromise your

16 ability to participate ef f ectively in the adjudication?

17 MR. FITZGERALD* And all the information, isn't

lo it?

19 SY MR. KANE8

20 Q However, you can make some general comments about

21 the situation, the impact of this position that, as I

22 understand it, for the first time we have had a

23 nuclear incident whien ha s been identified as a Class 9

24 accicent, tne impact of that upon the licensing process, I
s

25 tnink .tne presidential commission would be very interested
i

|

|
|
1

l

|

|
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I tC4 I in that.

2 A Let me try my comment, then, with the

3 understanding that it is a preliminary view.

4 And also, the comment I have in mind is a rather general

5 one, anc doesn't deal specifically with whether the staff's

6 conclusion that Three Mile 2 is a Class 9, what that means

7 for the process.

And the general comment is as follows. In establishingc

regulations both for saf ety purposes and for environmentalV

10 purposes, one deals with a very wide spectrum of possible

11 events which could .either aff ect puolic saf e ty, or have

12 environmental, perhaps other environmental consequences.

la Ane Atomic Energy Act says that we sball regulate so as

( 14 to provide adequate protection for the health and saf ety of

15 the public and the National Environmental Policy Act says we

to will take environmental consequences of our actions, i.e.,

17 :ne allowing to be built and operated, plants, into account

to in our cecisions.

ly how, neither the acequate protection language of the

20 Atomic Energy Act, or the sort of rule of reason with regard

21 o dEPA :nat's grown up that says take account of things

22 tha; are -- =ay reasonably be expected to occur.

23 But you don' have to account for every possible
,

24 eventuality in the universe. The trrust of botn of those
s

|

20 statutes is tnat, indeed, not every conceivaole

l

)
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l tCs I pnysically possible event that anybody can devise need be

2 incluced in either the saf ety standards and regulations, or

- 3 the environmental protection standards and regulations.

4 You will also have, then, no ma tter how f ar out you go in

5 trying to take account, either in the saf ety review or the

o environmental reivew, you are always going to have to come

7 to a point where you say, okay, we have now taken account

6 in a saf ety sense, for instance, of a sufficiently wide .

Y range of the possible events, and we are going to regard

10 protection against those as the saf ety basis and write our

11 regulations on those grounds.

12 But there is always going to be a residual tail to the

13 distribution of events which you have npt included in the

( I4 safety cesign basis.

15 And tne same is true on the environmental side. Those

lo a re wha t we call, in general way, Class 9 accidents or

, gest to you is that in the real world17 e ven t s . Ano what 7

16 or real people on tne real Eartn, there will always be for

lv every technology ano every action of man a set of Class 9

20 e ven t s .

21 0 However, I take it the idea behind the Class 9

22 event, from Ine language wnich I just read from the annex,

23 proposed and next to A ppendix D, was that the reason those

24 events are described and designated as Class 9 events is
s

25 cecause the probability of tneir occurrence is deemec
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1tCX l sufficiently low -- -

2 A Just so.

that they are so remote in possibility that it3 0 --

is not realistic or practical to design against those4

5 accidents or to consider them in approving the design of a

6 plant.

7 A Just so. When I talk about a residual tail on the
spec trum of events which are not covered, the implication ise

9 t ha t those things are , indeed, pretty unlikely to occur, and

10 that even though if they occurred the consequences might be

11 severe, you are prepared to say that because of thair -- the

12 unlikelinood of it, tnat you have indeed produced acequate

13 protection, or whatever the words in the particular case may

( 14 be, if we go to airplanes or so on.

15 It's clear tnat whether it's explicit or implicit, all of

to our regulatory activities, and indeed, all kinds of

17 activities, have a Class 9 analogue to them.

lo Anc, as you say, tnere is the impi' cation that the
ly Cl a ss -- t ha t it's okay in the real world not to worry about

20 and cesign against or nave fixes for the Class 9 events

21 because they are sufficiently unlikely that we are willing ,

|

22 to just accept that risk.

I an sorry.23 0 Now --

. 24 A Well, go anead. I was going to anticipate :ahere

26 you were going and that i s not a very good thing to c'. . I
|
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l tCK 1 su s pe c t , in these circumstances.

2 O W ha t I was going to say is that that leads me at

3 least to one of the crucial questions on this subject matter

4 which is, doesn't the f act of the occurrence of the Three

5 Mile Island unit 2 accident place that entire procedure that

o you just described into a state of doubt at the present
7 time?.

6 A No.

9 0 It does not?

10 A Wha t I was just describing to you is a fundamental

11 human conoition which goes well beyond nuclear technology,

12 but extencs in fact to certainly all of the tecnnological

13 aspects of our civilization and lives, but goes on into
,

:( is other areas as well.

15 W na t I am just saying is that in 61' human activities, we

lo protect ourselves against a certain range of possibilities

17 and con't protect ourselves against everything in that |
|

16 general sphere that's possible.

19 Q Doesn'; the f act of the occurrence of the Three i

20 Mils Island unit 2 accident prove that events placed in the

21 Class 9 category can, in f act, ha ppen ?

22 A That was understood on day 1.

23 0 Eut not provec until we had a Three Mile unit 2

24 accicent?
s

25 A That's, I am af raid -- pernaps it's the diff erence |

1

|

|

*
|

|
I
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l tCK 1 between us as lawyer and engineer that leads me to find that

2 a peculiar statement.

3 0 pe r ha ps i t i s --
:

4 A When I have said to you that there is, under the

5 way in which we regulate, and, as I have said, under the way

6 in which a good deal of modern society operates, there is a

7 resicual tail to the spectrum of events which we are not

6 taking into account in our designs.

9 0 Yes. Well, let's see if --

10 A W ha t I understand is that, indeed, those events
t

11 can nappen. If an event is physically possible, it can

:
12 ha ppen.

! 13 3 Yes. .

( 14 A Now, let me go on. For me, events are not divided

15 into those that we are f amiliar with on a more or less
.

lo daily, or ganeral experience basis, that can happen, and

17 those events that we con't experience on a general

le experience -- in our general experience, or on a cally
ly casi s, can' t happen, and are regarced as can't ha ppen.

20 ihat is, I would ju ge, perhaps the kind of view of the

21 woric tnat, I con't know, you mignt have, or at least people

22 who nave not thougnt much about risk in a quantitative sense

23 woulc have.>

24 I con't tnink of i: :nat way. Activities have a risk

25 spec trum associa:ec with it, witn them. And some activities
.

e
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1 tQs I have low-probability o ccurrence, and others have

2 hign-probability occurrence.

3 And UTen with each of these, there is a consequence,

4 which again may be high or low. So the f ac t that there is a

5 set of Class 9 accidents out here which we have decided not

o te take into account certainly and explicitly doesn't mean

7 '.ney can't happen.

All it means is that we have some reason to believe thato

the procability of these events is low enough so that we arey

10 willing not to take specific measures to deal with them.

11 Now, what does TMI-2 mean with regard to our drawing of

12 t ha t line?

13 Does it now mean that all events ou,t here in Class 9

( 14 have to be taken into account? That is the implication of
1

-f our question, and that is clearly not sensible. |
13

|

lo voes TMI-2 mean that the probability of large me teorites

17 landing on nuclear power plants is now increased? No.
*

le Clearly not. )

is A na t co I say now with regard to the Class 9 event wnich

20 is a large meteorite landing on a nuclear power plant? I :

21 say IMI-2 hasn't got a dacn thing to do with that.

22 And that will continue to be a Class 9 event, I have

23 quite high confidence, okay?

|
24 C Will multiple f ailures centinue to be Class 9

s

25 events?

|

.
j

i

!

I

l
___ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _
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1 tC/, 1 A Good, now we can talk about some more sensible

2 thing s.

3 0 Because I really, you know.

4 A Yes.

5 0 You took an implication from my question which was
I

o not t he r e . -

7 Let me say that a f avorite expre ssion among lawyers,

o Chaj rman Hendrie, is that anything is possible. It's a

9 standard objection maae in the deposition when a witne ss is

10 called upon to speculate upon the unreal world.

11 Obviously, anything is possible. Flere we talking in a

12 pre-TMI-2 context about the nature of the Cla ss 9 accidents,

13 I think your point about the f act that it coesn't mean it

o 14 can't happen is well taken. j

15 Once it has happened, however, I think we have to focus
|

lo on w nat t ha t does to the approach previously taken. And

17 specifically in the context of single-f ailure analysis

le versus multiple-failure analysis. l

l

ly A Yes. Well, let me talk about several points that
!

20 flow from tnat, and are connected with that. |
1

21 First of all, I s nould note tha t the fact that TMI-2 has 1

22 haopenec makes that event or other multiple-f ailure events

23 neitner more nor le ss procably than they were on tne 27th of

24 ,.;aren, okay?'

25 W na: we can say in a statistical sense is that we have

|
!

l

1
.
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l tCri 1 ene more cata point than we had bef ore , and to that extent,

2 pernaps, the range of our uncertainties is narrowed a little

3 bit.

is not -- thai [is not very good statistics.4 Sut one event

6 But that's a sort of parenthetical remark and is not really

o to the point of where you are going.

7 What ao we do about multiple f ailures is the question,

6 and is the single f ailure approach that we have used so

9 long, what does '.t mean f or that?

10 The single-f ailure a pproach, you must understand, is a

11 poor man's way of coing reliability engineering and risk

12 analysis in the sort of detailed way that was done in

13 WASH-1400, the reactor safety stucy.

( 14 It's a technique whicn has the merit of great simplicity

15 and easy understanding by all the practitioners, on our

lo side, the industry's sioe and wherever, wnereas, reliability

17 engineering and good practitioners of the sort of risk

lo a sse ssment that was cone in WASH-1400, that is a high art.

IV If one looks at systems whicn have been analyzed on a

20 single-failure requirement basis, that is, the requirement

21 Inat, f or the wncle range of transients and accidents
i

22 consicerec, that the system, there be a clear path to no

23 consequences, taking into account not only the initial event

24 anc anything that flows directly f rca it in a causal
s

25 fasnion, but also an arcitrary single-active f ailure. I
I

i
|

|

l

'

4

|
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' I tCK 1 If one looks at systems that are designed and analyzed on |
,

2 that basis and looks at them with the more sophisticated

3 techniques of risk analysis, and that was precisely what the

4 WASH-1400 exercise was all about, to do that, one finds that

5 the single-f ailure criteria, in fact, does go quite a long
way in giving you a reliable and failure-resistent sy stem.o

7 But because it is a very simplified first cut at detailed

6 reliability engineering, or risk asse ssment, it does come up

9 short of where we would like to be.
10 A comment which I must characterize with an asterisk,

11 post-TEI view of J. M. Hendrie, okay.

12 I am not sure I would have said that before Three Mile

13 Island, although I think it's been clea,r f or several years

14 that, over the long term, the regulatory system ought, as we

15 oevelop the practitioners and the techniques, ought to turn

lo more anc more to the use of the more sophisticated

17 risk-assessment tecnniques, rather than that single-f ailure

le ceterminative sort of thing.

ly Now, all rignt, let me go on and then say about multiple

20 f ailures. One of the characteristics of the growth of

21 saf ety philosopny in reac tors over tne past 25 years has

22 been a tendency to concentrate on large , and tnen, for the

23 most par t , low-prooability sorts of accidents.

24 Inere has been le ss emphasis on plant transients where I

25 characteri:e a transient as something you reasonably expect
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l tC4 1 to see in the operating life of the plant, at least once or

2 twice, whereas an accident is something you hope you don't

3 see, the analysis of transients and small accidents has

4 tended to be regarded historically in the practice of
weis.1.GA4.

5 nuclear saf ety as less -ncticep,ble than tne analysis of grand

o ca ta s tro phe s, if I can characterize it that way.

7 So there has been, until rather recently, less emphasis

e than is clearly warranted by the f act that these transient

v events are guaranteed to occur.

10 Inat is sort of the way we define them. And small

11 accidents are much more likely to occur than big ones,

12 oecause there are so many more ways that small accidents can

13 o ccUr . ,

14 And one of the conclusions in f act of WASH-1400 in the

15 '73 to '75 time f rame was that that was the case.

10 And the reading of that group was that the major risk,

17 the major piece of the overall risk of nuclear power in f act

16 lay witnin this area of transients and small accidents,

Iv couplec with the assorted things that can go wrong when

20 things begin to go wrong.

21 The regulatory staff oid not move very rapidly to

22 assimilate that lesson. There was a recognition in the

23 s taf f tna t, indeed, that was probably true, but cack in |
|

24 those cays, we were all so pre tty heavily hung up with j
1

25 trying to upgraue the wnole system ano deal with a lot of

. - . .
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ltCa 1 wnat seemed at the time to be larger problems, and there

2 always seemec to be a shortage of resources to put into

3 transient and small accident analysis.

4 At tne present time, the staff is in, I think, rather

5 be tter shape to ao that work than it was in '72, #3, '4,

o when I was down here, and clearly, we haven't done well

7 enough.

6 Ano it seems to me that what we will have to do is to
come as rapidly as we are able to develop the expertise iny

10 the licensing staff, and the regulatory framework in whichg

,[ 11 -- wnich to ancnor it, we will have to come toward a

12 reliacility engineering, that is, a risk asse ssment sort of

13 analysis, because that's a technique in, which you can, in

14 fact, take account of multiple f ailures, and it

15 gives mechanism and a discipline in your thinking anc in

to ycur logic to sort out which are the multiple f ailures you
17 ougnt to worry about and wnich are the ones which again f all

le cown into that class of really very unlikely events.

Iv Possicle, but very unlikely, for which you can reasonably

20 say that you wil'1 accept that risk.

21

22

23

24

25

I

-
1
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sonCK 1 Q I take it in the meantime, the 70, some 70

2 operating plants that we currently have in the United States

3 have been licensed persuant to the older --

4 A Just so.

5 0 -- single analysis type of system.

o A That's exactly right.

7 0 I take it also that the plants which are coming up

8 for operating license issuance before the end of this year,

9 1979, have been reviewed, at least in the pa s t, and will

10 continue to be reviewed up until the time of their OL

11 issuance unoer essentially the same kind of system, single

12 failure analysis approacn is tnat right?

13 A In large part. But I should add a couple of
,

14 things to the answer. The first is tnat, oh, since about I

15 guess maybe '72, '73, or t.hereabouts, the licensing staff
'p'a.

has oeen using . ore sopnisticated sort of analysis, f ailure| lo gy

17 mode ano eff ect analysis, one of the aspects of reliability
i

Ic engineering, in parts of the review.

Iv So tnat there are some elements of that kind of look

20 ceing tegen a t this.

21 The second Ining is that I think one of the early things

22 that we want to co, and tnat I nave been encouraging the

23 staff to oo, is to go through the operating plants on a --

24 at least a rough cut event tree anayisis basis and see if we

25 can -- ano see if we identify some places, some additional

__
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sonCK I things we ought to fix. I think if we had done that before

2 Three Mile Islanc, we might have well have caught the

3 dif ficulty, because to a f ully-experienced practitioner of
4 the event tree art, the Three Mile Island accident stood out

5 like a sore thumb.

o C Why was not that done before Three Mile Island?

7 A I guess because the staff , the licensing staff ,

6 was reluctant to change, and also f ound it difficult to

change f rom tne, wnat I will call the classical reviewy

10 system and a pproach to this new system, because it was --

11 because it was new, because it required extensive additional

12 learning, I guess, because there is a considerable inertia

13 ouil t into any regulatory scheme. g, ,

/

14 With the agonies of trying to eeregulate some things in
/

15 otner areas at the present time, and because the licensing

to staff has generally been in a pretty hard-worked condition,

17 and I know anen I was running the engineering staff, why,

1o ::4e -- ano One hasmussen 5tudy was going on at Inat time,

17 and I ha: some contact with the people in it. And the tack

20 hey were taking was very attractive intellectually. It

21 proviced ways to deal with some things which, clearly, in

22 Ine system we hoc going, we couldn't deal with them easily.

23 but :he difficulties of getting all of :ne regulations
:

2e rewritten, coing all of the preparatory work that would have

25 to go into tnat, and tnen ge tting everycody trained up anc

|

l j
,

;
1

|

|
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sbnCK 1 se on, seemed like a practically insurmountable workload to

2 acd on to wnat was already a condition in trying each day to

3 get through the day's work.

It lef t everycody staggering around late in the evening4

5 and a little dazed. So it just seemed like, my God, not

o this year. Mayce next year we will be in better shape and

7 we can think about it and do it then. And I wouldn't be

6 surprised but what that has sort of continued to be the

f eeling even down to the present.y

10 C Is that oochersome to the staff, tnat in the

il :neantime they were being called upon to license more plants

12 with the thought in mino that they would really like to make

13 some change s, that they just weren't ficcing the time to be

14 able to implement.

15 A I guess you will have asked a number of staff

to peo pl e tnat anc they obviously are entitled to answer for
,

17 themselves. As an ex-staff member, I would answer for

le myself.

Iv 2 " ell, I would also -- excuse me. I would also

20 like to ask you on the basis of your observation of the

21 staff in the time that you have been with the NRC as a

22 chairman of the Commission.

23 A 1:e ll, I cnink it comes out the same way.

2- : All rignt.

25 A I oon't tnink Ine licensing staff., by and large,
t

I
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sbn C; I felt that the approach tha t they were using was a faulty

2 one. I think tnat there has been a general recognition

3 in the licensing staff that the risk assessment sort of

approacn, by virtue of giving you a way of attacking all of4 .

5 the higher risk. that is, higher probability sequences in an

6 orderly way, and figuring out which they are in a number of

'7 events, I think that has been recognized but I think people

6 have Icoked and sort of f elt as I do that we ought to get

v more and core over on to that system as the methodology

10 oevelops further and as we are able to train more people.

11 But in the meantime, the system we have got is an

12 adequcte one, ano the basis that we are using is an adequate

13 one. ,

14 0 Do you think that consensus prevails today among

15 the NRC staff?

Io A I think there is a much greater f eeling of urgency

17 about improving tne ability to treat transient and small

le ac icent sorts of events, and to trea; them in a way that

ly does tage in o account, you know, multiple events. And

20 try to sort out wnat arc, if any, are the hich procability

'
21 multiple event sequences that could leao to trouble.

22 C Sut in the meantime, as I teke it, the staff is

23 proc escing wi tn the -- at least in terms of the olant

24 li:ensing, :ne casic documen; is the standaro review plan,

: 25 whi:n I uncerstana you are a principal architect.
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sonCK I A Yes, I invente'd it.

2 3 I take it one of tne tenets of the standard review
3 plan is single failure analysis, is it not?

4 A Yes.

5 0 Okay.

o A I think there is some talk in some of the standard
7 -- I remember some -- building in some failure modes and

o eff ects language over in the auxiliary branch, parts of the

9 standard review plan. In part that was to create a toe in

10 Ine door.
--

11 Q Yes, I am curious about tnat. You hava referenced i

12 twice now the f ailure modes and eff ects analysis be'ing used

13 in some f ashion in connection with plant review. A document

14 that's been provided to the Presidential Commission by

15 :.tr. 5ascei:as, who is a reactor saf e ty engineer with the NRC,

lo makes reference to that situation.

17 Tnis is a cocument we have already markeo as 5xnibit 3 to

lo the cegosition of Commissioner Kennedy. In looking it over,i

17 the 1er -nand sice of tne page ref ers to saf ety concerns

20 expressed by Jr. Basdekas in 1976, specifically relating to

21 tne necessity to sucject control system f ailures to a

22 f ailure moces anc eff ects analysis for normal operation.

23 Ano tne left-hand side of the page references the

2- cetermination by the iiRC staff in 1976 that, altnough

25 analyss s nave not been performed for these postulateo

1 -

h

i

c
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sbnCK I sequences of events, the staff believes that the

2 consequences woulo be acceptable and much less severe than

3 those calculated f or postulated accidents.

4 On the right-hand side of the page ref erences that in

5 April of 1979, in the post-TMI-2 era, B&W has now commi tted

to the NRC to conduct a f ailure modes and eff ects analysiso

7 on its integrated control system and, in May of 1979, the

6 staff, in new regulation 0560, the Tedesco Re port, has made

9 the recommendation that all classes of operating plants

10 should be reanalyzed using f ailure moces ano eff ects

11 analysis.

12 Again, reading it as a layman, the purport of the

13 comparison nere seems to be thc'. in 1976, f ailure modes and

la eff ects analysis in this regard was proposed and was

15 rejectec by the IGC at that time, or not f ollowed-up on.

Io And now in post-TMI-2 era, in 1979, it is being followed-uc

17 on.

lo Again, just as a layman, t ha t suggests that tnere were

ir certain approacnes in the cesign proce ss which were not

2 's ceemed nece ssary oy the dRC. They now do appear to be

21 c eemec nece ssary and advisable.

22 MR. CHodK0 I will object to a line of

23 questioning aasec on Inis cocument. Not witnout voir dire,

2- nave you uncertaken any inde pencent a ssessment to ensure --
i

l
i 25 'fR. KAc E: That the cuota tions are accurate ? Yes.

|

|
|
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senCK 1 MR. CHOPK0 Have you undertaken any review to

2 ensure that those quotations are in proper context?

3 MR. KANE: Ye s, and I have with me here today, if
i

you woulc like to examine them off the record we can take a
'

4
l

)
5 break, Mr. Chopko, new regulation 0153 excerpts and new

regulation 0560 excerpts, in order to satisfy you in that |o

7 regard, because I know you raised that question the other

6 day,

v Do you want to take a break off the record for ten

10 minutes?

11 Let's have narked as Exhibit 3 the le tter datec March 15,

12 1979, to Congressman Ertel f rom Chairman Hendrie, wnich we

13 nave been discussing previously in the , testimony as being in

la 'Sponse to a prior le tter, dated February 9th, IY79, which

15 we have alreacy markee as Exhibit 2.

#
1o (Hencrie Exnibit 3 identified.)

C;

17 (Re ce ss. )

16

Iv

20

21

22

23

2
s

25

__
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: n: CK I MR. KANE: Back on the record.

2 St MR. KANE:

3 3 Cnairman Hendrie, I have had a discussion off the

record with your counsel, Mr. Chopko, here concerning t'his4

5 document that has been marked previously as Exhibit 3 to the

o deposition of Commissioner Kennedy, and specifically as to

I the f oundation for some of the statements which appear on

3 this document, in discussions with Mr. Chopko, I think we

9 have managed to nail down that some of the statements on

10 this document do appear in NUREG OI53.

11 Some of the statements on this document on the right-hand

12 side do appear in NUREG 0560. And some of the quotations

!3 whien appe a. , particularly on the lef t-hand side of the

14 document, do not appear to ce in NUREG 0153, and there

15 appears to oe a miscitation to a portion of NUREG 0153,

lo speci fically the f ollowing languages "Althougn analyses

17 have not oeen perf ormed for these postulated sequences of

13 events, the staff believes that the consepuences could o?

is acceptacle and much less severe than those calculated for

20 p os tula te d. a cc idents . "

21 inat language does appear in attachment I to NUREG 0153.

22 It references a paragraph in NUREG 3153 itself whicn does

23 not contain that language.

24 MR CH0PK0 Moreover, the language, the portion

. 22 of NUREG 0153 where that particular sentence appears was

,
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*c CK 1 prepared by Mr. Sasde kas.

2 MR. KANE: Yes.

3 MR. CH0PK0: And the quotation which he refers to

4 in tnis Kennedy Exhibit Numoer 3 does not appear on my

5 examination in the text of NUREG 0153.

6 Moreover, the document that Mr. Basdekas prepared and

provided to the Kenhedy Exhibit Numoer 3 contains a title4

a which is different than the title given in NUREG 0153.

9 It also appears that --

10 MR. KANE: Which title is that?

!! MR. CH0PK0 The title in Exhibit 3 says safety

12 implications have control system f ailures and plant

13 dynamics. The title in NUREG 0513 is " Systematic Review of

14 dermal Plant Operations and Control System Failures."

15 MR. KANE: The title in attachment I to NUREG

la 05137

11 MR. CH0PK0 Is also " Systematic Review."

13 Mr. Sasdekas suggests it should ce changed to read as he

1/ would want it to read, the title which appears on tnis
1

20 document.

21 My trouole with the cocument is its foundation, as you

22 point out. We will stipulate that the first two paragraphs f

23 in particular which contai:. .he recommendation of

24 Mr. 3asdekas are quoted vercatim in NUREG C513.

25 ?42. KANE: All right.

.

|
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:rc C.( l MR. CHopK0: We will not stipulate as to the

2 context since we do not have the memoranda prepared oy

3 Mr. B asdekas. We cannot stipulate and refuse to stipulate

to any discussions that Mr. Basdekas may have had with4

5 Mr. Rusche who is mentioned in this document or any o the r

6 members of the staff or senior staff.
I MR. KANE: Do you also stipulate that the

S statement which appears on right-hand side of the document

9 as a quotation from NUREG 0560 in f ac t appears in that

la puoli ca tion?

11 MR. CHopK0 I have no oojection to your

12 repre sentation of that, acout NURE3 0560, the Tedesco

13 report. My troucle is with the context of the document, the

14 vario us underlying documents not ceing there, the troucle

15 with miscitation in the documents and tne trouble with

16 self-serving characterizations in this exhioit.

Il You are free to ask your hypothetical questions acout the

IS recommendations and ask the Chairman his impression of tnat.

19 MR . KAdE: ~ 5o we can have the record entirely
,

23 clear on this matter, let's have marked at Exhioit 4 to this

21 deposition collectively the f ollowing documents: excerpts

22 f rom NUREG 0153 in which the handwriting on the document

23 is -- has oeen added oy my staff.

2: But otherwise, this is an excerpt from NUREG 0153,

,
25 comoosed of some seven pages. Also another excerpt f rom

|

|
|
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rc CK i NUREG 0153 which is attachment 1 in that puolication

2 composed of two pages.

3 MR. CHOPK0 Which was evidently prepared oy

4 Mr. Basdekas.

6 MR. KANE: Right, we don't know that one way or

6 the other.

I MR. CHOPK0 But the context indicates it was more

S likely than that?

9 MR. KANE: We just don't know.

;J Tne last is an excerpt from NURE3 0560, which is five

11 pages in length.

12 Let's have that marked collectively as Hendrie Deposition

13 Exhioit 4

14 MR. CH0PK3: Can we have the testimony of

\ 15 Mr. Basdekas also included in that exhioit?

16 MR. KANE: All right, fine. de will oe, in

14 e ff ect, comoining an exhibit from another deposition into a

15 current exnioit. No proolem.

19 Le t's include then as this packet of documents we are

23 marking as Exhibit Numoer 4 the actual document that I am

21 now questioning Mr. Hendrie about. It is entitled "A

22 Comparative Listing of Saf ety Concerns Before an .tction

23 After the T:4I Accident."
24 It, as far as I know, was prepared by Mr. Basdekas and

. 23 supplied to the Presidential Commission. It has previously

,

|
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c CK 1 caen marked as Exhibit Number 3 to the deposition of

2 Commissioner Kennedy. ,

I

(Exhibit 4 identified.) |3 !

4 Bf MR. KANE:

5 0 Cnairman Hendrie, before we went off the record, |

6 and oefore I had this conversation with your counsel

7 conce rning this document, I was about to state that it does

9 appear to De from the nature of two recommendations which

9 are juxtaposed, one on either side of the page, that in

13 1976, Mr. Basdekas did recommend that f ailure modes and

11 effects analyses be utilized in connection with integrated

12 systems controls.

13 And that pursuant to the recommendtico on the right-hand

14 side of the page, excerpted from NUREG G560, in May of 1979,

15 in fact, the NRC did recommend that its licensees, that all'

16 classes of operating plants ce reanalyzed pursuant to
'

le f ailure moda s and aff ec t 66al'/ sis.

la Now, assuming that is the case , and I noce , I am asking

19 you to make that assumption for purposes of tnis question,

23 why does it take so long for the NRC to act on that kind of

21 recommendation?

22 A de 11, I judge from the comments that are on this.

23 single sheet that I am looking at which Mr. Basdekas has

24 listed as a countering argument of tne regulatory staff, he

.
22 cites a sentence which reflects their view that --

!

!
!

. -
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c CK I MR. CH0PK0 Off the record.

2 (Discussion off the record.)
3 THE WITNESS: Back on the record then.

I

Assuming the correctness of the assignment here, the4

5 staff believed that the -- apparently believed that the j

6 accident sequences that were taken into account in the
J

safety analysis adequately covered f ailure -- control system4

5 f ailures.

9 And that there was no need, then, to make a full analysis
)

10 of control system f ailures and modes. So that would oe the

11 reason that staff concluded that they need not implement

12 Mr. Basedekas' recommendation.

13 BY MR. KANE:

l-; Q In light of the fact that the recommendation to in

15 fact conduct that type of analysis is now being made on'

15 NUREG 0560, as reflec ted on the right nand side of the page, j
1

17 I take it tnat would indicate that the staff of the NRC now
IS f eels tnat those analyses should ce performed?

19 A At least for the Sid,.the Sabcock & #ilcox

2] integrated control system.

21 Q All rignt. Your counsel, Mr. Chopko, so we can

22 complete our record on this, has pointed out to me a

23 statement which appears at page 22-3 of the excerpt from
,

24 NUREG 01'53, whien forms a portion of the documents we have

25 marka d collectively as Exnicit 4, the fc11owing statements

;

.

.
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rc CK 1 appears failure modes -- f ailure made and effects analyses

2 nave been initiated under a technical assistance contract to
3 oetter identify design requirements f or systems needed to

mitigate the consequences of transients and accidents.4

5 In addition, a separate contractor study of control

6 syszem failure is being performed for the staff to determine

I the 4=M4 ate and cumulative effects on the reactor coolant

8 presstre coundary and challenges to the reactor protection

9 system resulting from control system failures.

10 The results of these analyses would provide a casis for

11 any needed new review and saf ety requirements related to

12 control system malfunctions.

13 Are you f amiliar with those studies having been conducted

14 since 1976, Chairman Hendrie? -

15 A No, I am not.
,1

I
16 Q In any event, trce the f act that the

1, recommendation is oeing made in May of 1979, that 3dW
I

IS licensees, tnat 15, licensees with B&W plants, conduct this |
|

19 analysis, it apparently was not done in connection with

23 inte' grated control systems is that right ?

21 A I would judge so.

22 Q All rignt. Chairman Hendrie, you made a comment

23 cefore which I have heard several times before, that the

24 effects of the Three Mile Island accident were not severe in

25 terms of na environmental impact, as f ar as we know, in

l

|
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rc CK I terms of the health impact and things of that nature.

2 That relates to a question which you were asked oy the -

3 Congressman -- I take that back. That you were asked in

4 June of 2979 by a congressional committee. I believe it was

5 Mr. U dall's commi ttee . And that was, how close do you

6 oelieve we came to having a core meltdown?

/ On June 6th, 1979, you submitted written responses to the

3 Udall committee. And you answered that particular question

i as to how close do you believe we came to having a core

10 meltdown at TMI-2 with the response that, "I cannot tell at

11 this point. It was a possibility. But I think considerable

le analysis will have to be done to make a reasonaole estimate

13 as to how close it was."

l4 No w , that was in June of 1979. Do you have any f urtne r

( 15 response you could make to that question now? |

dO# 16 A No, I think that continues to ce the case,

1, O So you really f eel that even now, you cannot tell

13 now close we camn to having a core meltdown at TMI-27

19 A Not in any detail.

20

21

24

23

24

25

l

-. . . . ..
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ltCK I Q Can you express that in any further detail than
i

2 you did to the Udall Committee on June 6th, 19797 ,

3 A I am not sure that I could do more than make some

general comments, which I am.willing to do.4

5 One of the things I expect we are going to learn over the

long term out of the Three Mile 2 postmortems is going to beo

a good deal more about how likely meltdowns are.e

3 You must rememoer that in regulatory staff practice in

saf ety analysis, we have generally assumed that where the9

10 core, where a core might be uncovered and cooling is not

11 rapidly supplied in copious amounts, that whe uncertainty of

12 that situation then has led the saf ety analysis people to

13 assume, well, that's an inde terminate situation.

14 We are no t sure. We will conclude- that it might lead to

( la a core meltcown. Judging from what we know at the present

16 time, I would say enat the Three Mile damaged core has

il revealed a remarkaole resistance to melting in circumstances

18 in which tne heat transf er and transport phenomena were at

19 mucn lower levels tnan we would have expected possiole and

23 still have a core that, even though damaged, remains witnout

21 significant melting and at least more or less in the same

24 general volume within the ve ssel.

23 I think we may find out of the long-term detailed

24 analyses of tne core and the conditions and so on, tnat

26 these machines are rather more resistant to core -- core

!

;
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ItCK I melting than we had thought cefore.

2 But the more specific answer, how close were we to a

3 meltdown. I think it will still be a long time before we are

4 able to f eel that we have a sound analysis there.

5 Q Cnairman Hendrie, yesterday morning there was a

meeting of the Commission and I take it there was a oriefingo

1 oy Harold Denton on a number of matters, including the

S suoject of the resumption of licensing of nuclear power

9 plants, is that correct?

10 A True.

Il Q As a matter of f act, I had a transcript delivered

12 to me last night and I have spent some time going through

13 that transcript.

14 I would like to estaolisn for you on-the record some of

'E 15 the elements of the presentation that was made at that time
!

Is in terms of the croad sucject matters. In addition to a

1e transcript of the briefing se ssion, I was also provided oy

15 the .iRC with copies of a, what I believe are a numoer of |

19 oiffarent slides that were presented during that oriefing

23 session.
1

21 I would like to go through some of them with you just to

22 estaclish tnat tnis was, in fact,.your understanding of what

23 was ceing presented to the Commission.

24 One of the slides was apparently entitled " Elements of

25 ?rocosed Plan. "
|
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EtCK 1 Do you recall seeing those elements presented to the

2 Commission during that briefing session yesterday?'

3 A Yes.

4 0 I believe this reflects, then, that the changes

6 that are to ce made would be implemented on operating plants

6 by January 1, l981, and then as to other plants there are,

the category A, items by January 1, 1980 on or prior to oral
s

S issuance.

9 The intent is to obtain Commission approval of the

13 staff's first completed OL review which I understand would

11 procably be Salem Unit 2, is that right? .

12 A Po ssibly. I am not quite sure which one is likely

13 to get here first, out I think 3alem Unit 2 is a strong

14 possibility as the lead. .

l lo Q dnat aoout the North Anna plant, is that another

16 one, Unit 2, that may come up approximately at the same

1/ time?

Id A I guess on North Anna, there is a coard proceeding

19 in oeing, wnich means that tne coard has to complete its

20 delicerations cefore it could come on.
21 Q All right. The last item on this elements of

22 proposed plan is that it's assumed that proposed short-tera

23 actions would not prejudice the implementation of

24 recommendations for -- from ongoing investigations.

26 I take it that language would in:1ude the investigation
~
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'ItCK 1 oy tne presidential commission?

2 A Aosolutely. |

3 Q Was it your conclusion at the meeting that these

4 proposed short-term actions would not pre judice

5 imple mentation of recommendations from ongoing

$ inves tigations such as the President's Commission?
-

4 A Yes.

S 2 dnat knowledge do you have about what

9 recommendations are or are likely to be made by the

10 presidential commission?

11 A 5ince any comment of mine aDout wast the

14 president's Commission might recommend would be sheer

13 speculation, why, I just wouldn' t propose to -- wouldn't

la propo se to gue ss. -

( 15 0 Fine.

16 A I think in a general way, one can anticipate a

1/ numoer of items which I am sure the President's Commission,

13 as well as :ne staff and practically everyone else who nas

19 studied the sucject would tnink appropriate.

20 5ut I am not going to speculate on details.

21 3 I think that is what I was af ter.

24 For you :o comment in any direct way on the

23 recommendations to 'ce made ey the presidential commission,

24 fou f eel you would have to speculate, is that right?

25 A Clearly.

.
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,ltCK I Q All right. Another copy of e slide that I was

provided with is entitled, "Near-term Licensing Decisions."2

3 And as f ar as I understand this, this refers to facilities

for which operating license or construction permit or4

5 limited work authorization will ce coming up for final

6 decision within the near future.
Do you recall seeing that particular slide?4

8 A Ye s.

9 0 Does that accurately categorize or characteriza

13 the information that is being imparted there ? These are

11 plants .that are going to come up for some final action in

14 the near future?

13 A Yes.

14 0 I see 5alem 2, North Anna 2, 31ablo Canyon and

( Sequoyah, coming up for operating licenses in Octocer of15

16 1919 and Novemoer of 1979.

17 Does that characterize correctly the information?

13 A That's what the slide says.

19 0 0:ay. That is what you understood it to mean.-

2J Diaolo Canyon, tnen, I take it, is among tnese plants for

21 whien Mr. Denton proposes to resume licensing.

22 Are you aware that Jesse Ecersole of the ACR5 has raised

23 a generic safety issue concerning interference with natural

2' circulation cooling oy either condensaole or noncondensaale

25 gasses in all pressurized water reactors?
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LtCK 1 A I know that Jesse has. I don't recall the details

2 o f his co mme nt , out I think he's raised questions aoout

3 natural circulation. And I know that other people of the

staff, the ACRS, have raised questions and are thinkinga

5 aoout natural circulation.

6 C It's -- it was Mr. Ebersole's c ontention be fore
the presidential commission in hearings last week tnat the4

3 phenomenon which he is discussing is one in which under
certain conditions natural circulation could be blocked oy9

10 condensable or noncondensable gasses and that the matter

11 could os handled in connection with the S&M design oy

12 placing an event in an appropriate location on the

13 candycanes as they are called.

14 But tnat the matter could not be very readily addressed

( 15 in the Westinghouse design of the steam generator oscause of

16 the large number of U tubes which appear in that design.

1, Are you familiar with those details of Mr. Ecersole's
,

15 :ontantions?

19 A Yes. Inst's, as a matter of fact, in discussions

23 of ne Sst! steam genera. tors versus the steam generators of

2n he other ?uR vendors. |

22 inere is normally a good deal of discussion aoout the

23 dry-out timas which are then connected with the normal

24 operating saconcary water inventories in the steam
b

25 g ener ators .

1

i
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;1tCK 1 And there is considerably less discussion of the possible

2 meanings of these two different configurations for such

3 tnings as venting of noncondensables or steam.

4 Q Right.

5 A And I think Jesse, among others, has pointed out

3 that one of the features of the once-through steam

/ ' generators is that it is ventable. The systems are not at

pr9sent equipped with such vents, and those vents are one of3

y the measures that Harold Denton felt personally were very

13 desiracle. And is planning to go ahead with,

11 O Yes, I have seen some reference to high-point

12 venting. Is that what you understand to be Mr. Denton's

13 a ddra ssing of Mr. Emersole's concerns ?

14 A .1311, I think the answer is yes, tnat is Wnat

/
15 Harold means.'

16 And I tnink he has in mind a numoer of things. Not only

Il the clearing of gasses that might impede natural circulation

13 in the primary system, wherever the hign point may ce, out

19 also, Harold, I am sure, has very keenly in mind tna

20 concerns we nad aoout being aole to get the hydrogen cucole

21 out of Three Mile Unit 2 for several days there before it

22 cecame clear that the natural processes of solution and

23 dissolution of hydrogen were going to take care of it for

24 us.

2o So he also wants a vent on the top of the reector ve ssel

.
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LtCK I whien could be controlled from the control room.

2 Then you would have a straightforward way of dealing with

3 tnat situation, should it ever arise again.

4 0 Yes. I am interested in that point becauso

6 Prof s ssor Taylor, of the presidential commission, dic have a

6 conversation with Mr. Ebersole at the last set of public

hearings concerning whether or not his concern in this4

3 regard is addressed by this recommendation oy the NRC, that

this high point venting capability oe addressed.i

13 And as I recall, Mr. Ebersole's suggestion was tnat that
.

11 does not address nis concern because in most designs,

12 including the B&,1 design, the high point which presumacly

13 would be chosen for the installation of the venting would ce

14 tne top of the pressurizer and that would be just fine, out
!

15 tnat that would not address the steam generator.'

10 And tne loops within the steam generator with which he is
i

1/ cost concerned. Specifically, the candycane, in the 31"|

15 design, and tne J tuces in the Westinghouse design.

19 Are you f amiliar with that distinction Detween the tao, )
f

23 or oces that distinction exist?
21 A Ye s , I think you have got several things mixed up

22 together here. . irst of all, Jesse's comment aoout possicle

23 difficulties with natural circulstion in the U tuce steam
24 generator designs would De only addressed in part oy

25 hign point vents, because tnere is no reasonable way to ge:
|
|

|

I
;

i
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ltCK 1 in and put vents on each of the the, I don't know, it must

2 run to 10,000-odd tuces in one of the se steam generators at

3 the top of the U tuces.

Ine vents that are going to be required oy Harold would4

6 oe not just on the pressurizer. There is, after all,

6 already on all plants a venting system on the pressurizer,
controllable relief valves are a vent on the pressurizere

.

S space.

9 Harold's requirement would be for a controllable vent,

10 remotely controllable vent on the top of the reactor vessel,

11 and a t other high points as availacle in the primary system.

12 iiow, that doesn't -- it deals partly with Mr. Emersole's

13 concern in that if you have high point vents and

14 top-o f-the-Vessel vents , you have increased your acility to
(

- 15 remove from the system, when needec, noncondensable gasses

16 or steam. .

17 Sut it inceed doesn't do anything for those U tuces in

13 One s team generator. And you have to depend there on the

19 aoility to, for steam, to condense the steam, which is a
l

23 perf ectly feasicle way of dealing with the steam in a ste am

21 generator, and for the noncondensaeles, with the acility

22 just to have enough thermal driving force to move taem on

23 :nrough and entrain the ouboles in the liquid and carry them

24 on out of ne steam generator.

22 0 Maen you say thermal driving force , do you mean

1
!

'

1

i

,
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~ltCK 1 natur al circulation?

2 A Yes.

3

4

5

6

i

S

9

10

!!

12

13

f4
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.
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:NCK 1 Q But Mr. Eoersole's concern, I take it, is that

2 these noncondensable gases lodging in the U tubes would

3 interrupt or prevent natural circulation?

4 A dell, it depends upon the calance of pressures

6 that are present in the system. For natural circulation you

6 have a thermal driving head which derives from the

/ diff erence in density between cold fluid on one sids in the

3 downcomer, in the downcoming parts of the system, and the

9 lighter and, hence, relatively rising or floating hot fluid

10 elements in the upwardgoing parts of the system. If that

11 thermal driving head, creates natural circulation, is

14 stronger than the tendency of the noncondensable gases

13 -to stay up at the top of the U tubes , then you get natural

14 circul-ation.
-

~r

16 And if it's not, you don't. In an actual situation
'

16 tne -- you are prebably somewhere in between and will 01:er

ie some tuces and circulate through some tuces, but perhaps not

15 all tuces.

19 It depends very much on how much noncondensable gas there

23 is, and whether it's all gotten over inco the " steam

21 generator.

22 I think tne Staff has concluded that you would gat

23 natural circulation in the 'J tuce ste am generators. They

24 are set up with the appropriate elevation differencas. And

26 cecause in the steam generators you have this very large
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: 3wCK I multiplicity of parallel flow path, each one not large in

2 diame ter, out a great number of them, the,re is a much

3 smaller likelihood that you will block the whole system,

4 Decause it means you somehow have to find a magical way to'

5 get the noncondensaole gas, a) have a lot of it, and b) get

6 it distribuced so that it's blocking all of the tubes.

7 You see, the heat transfer capacity in a steam generacor,

S because it,' af ter all, is rated for whatever the full power

9 rating of tne plant is, is enormously larger than is

10 required to remove af terheat in the natural circulation

11 s ys te m.

12 So you don't need nearly all of those tuces, but only a

13 f ew percent of them.

14 Q As I understand the implementation taole whien was
I attached to hir. Denton's memorandum of August 20 to the15

16 various NRC Commissioners, the reactor coolant system

1/ venting that you have Deen referring to is set up such tnat

13 designs shall ce suomitted pursuant to implementation

19 category A, which is by January I, 1980, or prior to

2J operating license, whicnever is later, and installation is

21 to ce completed under Category 3, that is, complete oy

22 January 1, 1991.

23 Does that mean, then, that until J anuary I, 1991, the NRC

24 is not going to require that the reactor coolant system

26 venting changes that Mr. Denton has recommended be

|
I
,

L
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cwCK i impla mented?
~

2 A True.

3 Q All right. And if I understand again this

document that is entitled " dear-Term Licensing Decisions," i4

5 the decision on the operating license for Salem 2 and for ,

|

6 the dorth Anna 2 is projected to come up sometime in October ;

l

7 of '79 and the decision on Diaolo Canyon and Sequoyah,

8 November 1979. That means then that the Commission will be

9 called upon to decide about the issuance of operating )

IJ licenses for these plants before there is any requirement

11' that this reactor coolant system venting be completedt is

14 that right?

13 A Ine answer is yes. I would just note thet the

14 projected dates at which time the Staff-mignt be prepared to

16 come forward and recommend issuance of an operating licenseI

16 to tne Commission, those dates are inevitacly very

14 speculative. There are a number of steps tnat would have to

la ce taken in the Staff's view on those plants, and wnether or

19 not one or another of them might come up in October is a

20 question.

21 If you read the transcipt and managed'to stay with it all

22 the way through to the end of it, you will note some

23 discussion in there where it's pointing out that, from wnat

24 I have been hearing, I concluded thet it was rather unlikely

23 that they would see any of those propositions muen oefore,
.

n_ _ - . - -
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bwCK I oh, around the first of November.

2 0 Yes. So we can be clear on the record about that,

3 I have read the transcript and I think I understand it. But

4 let me see if I can't paraphrase it. That is that the

5 Commission determined that it would permit Mr. Denton to

6 resume the licensing activities, but that at least for the
first operating license to oe' issued pursuant to thate

8 resumed procedure, the matter would go to tne entire NRC

9 Commission f or a determination, and 'it was guesstimated that

10 that would not happen until something like the first part of

11 Novemoer of 19791 is that right?

12 A In generall out let me make a couple of comments.

13 First of all, when you say " resume licensing," what

14 Mr. Denton is doing is, as some of tne Staff groups under
/

15 nis command finish some of their short-term Three Mile

la Island associated studies and get them published, he's

Ie ceginning to turn some of tnose people osck to the

13 proce ssing of applications. So that what you characterine

19 as '' resume licensing," is, in f act, simply to resume work in

23 preparation for recommendation to the Commission that a

21 license could be considered.
'

22 3 All right.

23 A Secondly, I would note that I celieve my re ading

24 of the Commission and my own inclination is that rather mors

25 than just tne first OL woulo be seen cy the Commission, I

. . __
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owCK 1 think it is going to be appropriate for the Commission to

2 retain an immediate control on the issuance of all licenses
_ _ . .

3 for some time.

4 Maybe we will make that permanent, as a matter of f act.

5 But i t clearly is more than just saying, "Well, bring the

$ first one up, and after that, never mind."

l Q Another copy of an apparent slide which was

3 discu ssed in the transcript that I read of the briefing

9 session, and I would like to show you, appears to set forth

10 a resolution of the presidential Commission on August 23,

11 1979, concerning its request to the NRC to consider the

12 viewpoints of the Presidential Cranission and the testimony

13 at tne previous nearings of the Commission in connection

14 witn any plans to resume licensing activities.

15 Was that slide presented at the oriefing session?

16 A I assume it was. I mus say, I don't rememoer it

il explicitly, cecause I had a copy of the Resolution that had

IS ceen forwarded to us from the presidential Commission.

19 0 Do you understand --

2J A So I was reading what I will call the " origins 1,"

21 rather than Harold's slide. Sut it looks like it, and I

22 a ssume he , carring typos and mishaps in the transcript, that

23 ne's correctly --

24 Q Tnis was generally your understanding of the

20 resolution of the Presidential Commission?
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owCK 1 A Ye s. I read the transcripts of those meetings on )
!

2 Aednesday and Thursday of, what, three weeks ago or two

3 weeks ago.

4 0 Ye s. You did read the transcripts themselves f rom
|
i

5 August 22 and August 237

o A Yes, they were forwarded to us, as you will

7 recall, at the order of your Commission with a request that

3 we take a look at those so we would have an opportunity to

9 read for ourselves the comments of the Presidential

10 Commissioners about the matter.

11 0 I also have here another slide which Mr. Denton

12 apparently presented, a copy of the slide R*. Denton

13 apparently presented at the briefing session, entitled

14 again, " Presidential Commission on the Accident at

15 Three Mile Island." It has five phrases or statements with

o 16 question marks at tne end of them, and it appears to be an

I, attempted summary of the points raised oy the Presidential

19 Commission during the hearings.
.

l/ Do you recall that slide ceing presente.d at the criefing

2) session? And do you understand that to ce a summary of the

21 points raised by the Presidential Commission?

22 A Ye s , I recall the slide. And I recall that

23 Mr. Jenton's characterization of it was that he didn't
24 propose to ce making an authoritative or necessarily fuli

2o ref1setion of the sort of collective views of the
.
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owCK 1 President's Commission, but rather was trying to

2 characterize in a limited number of items for the NRC

3 Commissioners what he sensed were the -- some of the basic

points that seemed to be being raised with him at the4

5 meeting with the President's Commission.

6 Q Do you think this document, after having read the

transcript, does adequately state in summary form thei

3 concerns raised by the Presidential Commission concerning

9 the resumption of licensing activities?

10 A Yes, I think it's a not unreasonacle shorthand

11 version of at least most of the central concerns, as I

12 recall them from reading the transcript.

13 O Did any of the other NRC Commissioners read the

14 transcripts of the August 22 and 23 hearings of the

15 Presidential Commission?

16 A I really couldn't say.

Il 0 All right. In your reading of those transcripts,

la did you get the impression that memoers of the Presidential

19 Commission are concerned that there are outstanding

23 substantial safety questions concerning operating nuclear

21 power plants in this country? And let me just end it there

22 at that point. Did you get that impression from reading the
~

23 transcripts?

24 A I think, ye s. I don't recall fro.: the transcripts

23 whetner or not there was much, or any, d'iscussion of

1
|

!

|

.
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owCK 1 speci fic its ms. But there certainly was the thrust that,

2 from memoers of the President's Commission, that these~

3 plants have been renewed and licensed to operate under a

4 system acout which they have some doubts. Perhaps in

5 general, but if not in general, at least in specific areas.
6 And I judge that.there would probably be recommendations

7 f orthcoming f rom the President's Commission about that.

3 0 Do you recall any concern about the nature of the

9 once-through steam generator utilized in the B&W design

10 posing safety issues in terms of being less forgiving wnen

il an error is made by an operator?

12 A I don't rememoer specifically. I think that could

13 very well ce the case.

14 C All right. -

15 A But I -- it's been almost two weeks, since I read

16 the trans:ripts. And I have also in the same time frame

1. read, I would shudder to estimate how many thousands of

13 pages of other material in which that matter's come up.

1/ .ie will now -- wait a minute. Let's s ee. Ecersole was

23 one o f the ,Jeople te stifying there. And I remember

21 specifically in Ecersole's testimony these comments aoout

22 tne once-through steam generator with regard to the venting
,

23 possi bilitie s. So I do remember that clearly. And I would

24 have expected, in fact, that it would have appeared in other

23 places, as well.

;
.
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owCK 1 0 Do you recall the Presidential Commissioners

2 expressing any concern about the state of operator training

3 at existing nuclear power plants in this country?

4
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rc CX l A I am sure they must hav e.

2 O All right. Do you recall the presidential

3 commissioners expressing any concern about the use of a

4 single f ailure analysis in connection with approving the

5 plant designs of existing nuclear power plants in this

3 country?

7 A I think my answer here has to parallel with the

3 previous answer. That is, I have oeen reading a lot of

9 stuff in which all of these things are cited in one way or

13 another, and it is nard to sort out exactly where particular

11 tnings apoeared and in which of these documents certain ones

12 a ppea re d.

13 I would :ertainly have expected that to De part of the

14 discussion with Jenton, Ste11o. other NRC witnesses,

13 certainly germane to the discussion they were having.

16 J Lastly, do you recall there being any concern

le expre ssed oy the presidential commissioners in connection

13 with the safety related concept oy which the NRC determines

1/ * hat it will examine in connection with a plant design and

20 what it will not examine?
21 A Ye s , I think I rememoer some discussion aoout, in

22 par:1cular, the pressure reJ'.cf valve and erny wasn't tna:

23 safety related in the array af safety related items in a
24 plan versus nonsafety rela:ed.

22 Yas. Cxmissioner Xennecy commented yesterday in'

i
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rc C.< l nis deposition that the -- described that particular point i
1

2 as ceing a Catch-22 in connection with Mr. Mattson's

3 explanation to the Presidential Commission that the PORV was

not safety related oecause it had a block valve behind it4

3 and the bloc k valve is not considered saf ety related because

$ it had a PORV in . front of it.
I Do you tnink that is a Catch-227 I don't know how to

3 define Caten-22. Do you know what I mean?

9 A Yes. S ur e.

10 0 Do you think it is a Catch-22? In the saf e ty

11 related system as used by the NRC in approving plant

12 designs?

13 A Yes, I do.

14 .Nell, let me put it a little different way because I

13 don't know exactly what you have got in mind when you say a

15 Caten -22.

Ia 2 I meant something that doesn't make sense, and the

15 reason it doesn't make sense is cecause it is justified on

lv the oasis of something else that doesn't make sense, and it

20 is a circuler situation.

21 A Nall, let me comm3nt generally about the matter of

22 saf e:y rela:ed itens and'nonsafety related items here. The

23 lassification of an item as safety related in a plant

24 design means that attached to that item and its supporting

22 e cuip me nt , taere mus t, in tne array of design procuremene
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rc C4 I and so on, ce a whole train of much increased quality

2 assurance maasures. It means that a higher grade of

3 specification will have to be made for it.
The equipment will have to be qualified for its service4

3 oy prototype testing or other means. So that when the plant

designer attempts to set down his list of saf ety related6

i equipment, he's really dividing all of the gear in the plant

3 into classes with regard to the standards that apply to them

9 and the specifications and testing cackup that must apply to

10 them.

11 I suspect, I don't know for sure, but I will speculate

12 that the pressure relief valve and the safety valves, out at

13 least the pressure relief valve, was not classed as safety

14 rela:ed in the same -- for the same sorts of reasons that
13 the control systems we discussed earlier were not classified

13 as safety related systems.

1/ And that is on the basis that the saf ety related parts of

13 a plSnt had to be set up in such a way tnat they could

19 accocmodate f ailures of the nonsafety related equipment.

20 And it is that sort of a -- that's sort of the casis for
21 the judgment.

22 .i o u , the plants are set up to deal with loss of coolant

23 accidents, and tne equipment which is provided to deal with

24 loss of coolarit accidents is classed as safety related. A

23 failure of tne pressure relief valve, eitner in an

i

|
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rc C .< 1 inadvertent opening, ghaving properly opened in some

2 circumstance, a f ailure to reciose when it should have,

3 leave s the plant with a, what is called a small break, that

is, just a small opening in the primary system, a small4

3 orea'c loss of coolant accident configuration.

6 And I think the judgmcit about relief valves wac probably

I cased on ths proposition that the plants are required to

3 have full spectrum loss of coolant accident protection oy

> safety related equipment.

10 Now, that provides what I would guess to have oesn the

11 rationale for not including relief valves in the category of

12 safety related equipment.

13 I will furtner remark that my own judgment, obviously

14 extensively enforced by the Three Mile island accident, out

15 also because there nas been a lot of experience with

16 inadvertent opening and some f ailures to reclose of cotn

1, relie f and safety valves, that I have concluded that these

13 items ought to De classed as safety related, and tnat we

1/ o u gr.: to regard cne inadvertent opening, or the failure to

23 reclose of a relief valve as a thing that is likely to

21 happ e n.

22 Inst is, to put it in the plant transient category and

23 re:uire that the design ce such that that is accommodatacle

24 with the saf ety related syscems witnout any untoward effects

23 even affecting opersoility of the plant, let alone more
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rc CK I serious effects in terms of plant worker or public nealth

2 and s af ety.

3 0 All right. If I can come back to where we began

4 in tnis discussion, in your reading of the transcripts, in

5 your appreciation of some of these concerns of the

5 Commission as I have raised, others of which you do not

I specifica11/ recall from the reading, did you at all get the

3 impre ssion that the Presidential commissioners do not wish

9 to see an increase in the number of operating plants in the

10 United State s until these outstanding saf ety issues have

11 ceen resolved?

12 A Yes.

13 0 Is there en> thing on this piece of paper,

14 entitled " President's Commission on the Accident at Three

15 Milt Islanc," that has these five statements underneath with

13 question merks whicn, to your understanding, emoodies or

ie paraphr ases that concern of the Presidential commissioners?

13 A Mell, I tnink the first one acout sufficiency

Iv includes it.

23 0 You would understand that to mean sufficiency of

21 recommendations f or increasing the numoer of operating

22 plentst is that now you understand that?

23 A ' e t's s ee. Let's go bade and recap a little oit._

24 I understood the question to ce whien of these thin;s seems
unoi

2 :o mi to cover tne concern of the commissioners. ~ T. s : -
A

i

|
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rc CX 1 outstanding safety matters ought to be dealt with cefore

2 further licensing.

3 And one of them I would still count is the sufficiency.

4 That is, ars the measures proposed oy the staff at this

5 time, which go not only to operating plants, but also to

6 plants in the licensing chain, sufficient to deal with those

I conc e rns ?

8 It seems to me that it .also arises under the adequacy of

technical fixes item, and the adequacy of present licensing.>

10 Q Ahat is your understanding from reading the

11 transcript tnat the Presidential commissioners were
erned aoout having these problems adoressed and resolved12 et

13 cefore the number of operating nuclear plants in this

14 countr/ is increased?
.

15 A Yes.

16 2 All right. Is it your understanding that the f

1i recommendations made oy Mr. Denton and discussed at this

15 orief x us session yesterday will resolve those problems aoout

le which the Presidential Commission is concerned oefore the

22 numoer of operating nucinar reactors in this country is

2i increased?

22 4.4. CH0PK0 Ob jec t ion. I think what the

23 President's Commission had in mind was tnat tne Commission

24 consider their views.

23 47. KANE: I dicn't suggest anything diff erent.

|
|

|

|

|
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rc C.< 1 (The repofter read the record as requested. )

2 MR . K AN E: I didn't say anything about wnat tha ,

3 Commission expects, what the Presidential Commission expect:

4 of tne NRC.

5 I am just asking for Mr. Hendrie's understanding of the

6 recommendations made by Mr. Denton, and whether or not

I they will resolve those proolems scout which the

S ? residential Commission is concerned before the numoer of

9 operating plants in this country is increased.

10 THE WITNESS: Let's see. Now, af ter all of that,

il let's see if I can keep the question sufficiently in mind to

12 answer it.

13 I am not sure I can make a yes or no answer. Let me

14 31acorate a little oit. I c an't tell, and I know Harold
,

15 recognizes that he cannot tell what all of the concerns of

13 the ? residential Commission are. I think we will have to

1/ aweit the formal report to have those enunciated in a clear

13 and unamoiguous fashion.

l/ anat Marold has said is that he celieves that the staff
20 nas identified those items which the staff celieves ought to

21 ce upgraded or changed or fixed in some f asnion before One

22 staff would find, in its judgment, that an adequate

23 protiction level has been estaclished for any plant proposed

21 f or operation, ac least.

lj I tnink it is Marold's conclusion, he said it pre tty

*

.
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rc OX i clearly, that he celieves that other recommendations as may

2 flow from the presidential Commission, or indeed from other

3 inves tigations, our own, for instance , that none of thess
are -- would be foreclosed by going ahead with licensing.4

5 And he has commented that, in his view, if one is willing

6 to accept the continued operation of the 70 licensed or 68

I nominally operating units, that witn regard to the

3 relatively small numoer of plants which are now essentially
completed, that those don't constitute an addition which is>

10 an unacceptacle curden to the public good.

II O Let me ask you, in that regard, I have heard

12 :.tr. Denton make that statement before and I celieve he's

13 suggested tnat he does not see any rational way to say tnat

14 it is okay to leave the 70 plants that exist operating, and

13 yet refuses, at tnis time, at least, to license the few that
.

o 15 are s till coming up.

li And I have dif ficulty understanding that cecause I know

13 that the Presidential commissioners are concerned acout
li exis:ing saf ety issues in connection with the existing

20 plants. And it seems to me that wi:n every plant in

21 addition tnat is permitted to go into operation, to the

24 extent tnat those saf ety issues apply, they apply to that

23 plant as well and that is simply increasing tne risk tha:
24 some of these safety issues, before they are resolved, wi ll

23 result in another accident.
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rc CX i No w , I take it you do not understand it that way.

2 A I don't find, for myself, I don't find a

3 particularly significant increase in risk to add Salem 2 to

4 the operating list with Salem I operating.

6 Q Okay.

6 A If we did not believe that the risk in fact is
rather small with Salem I, it would ce our responsioility toe

3 shut Salem 1 do wn .

> Q Let me ask you this Knowing what you know today,

13 did the opening and going critical and going into commercial

11 opera tion of TMI Unit 2 substantially increase the risk of

12 an a:cident at TMI Unit 27

13 A Well, plants that don't operate don't have any

14 fission products in them, don't constitute any risk.

la
9

- 15e
1/

Id

19

2J

2:

22

23

24

26
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senCK 1 Q So they can't have the kind of accident that'

2 o ccurred at TMI-2.

3 A Every time you put a plant in operation there is4

4 some increment which is requirad under the law to be

5 a cceptacly small. And that Judgment is one which we must

o make here.

7 Q We spent some time talking about single f ailure

8 analysis and how that may have to be modified or changed in

some ways in lignt of the recognition of TMI-2 as a Class 9v

10 accicent. Do any of the recommendations discussed by

.11 Mr. Denton at tne briefing se ssion yesterday with the NRC

12 acdre ss the changes to be made in single failure analysis in

13 the a pproval of plant designs?

14 A No.

15 0 Let's come specifically to the implementa tion of

to the recommendations mace by Mr. Denton and considered

17 yeste rcay in the briefing session.

le MR. CHCrK0 Le t's be clear tha t the Presicent's

IV Commission on cne recorc through its chairman states that it

20 nas no objection to mating enanges and implementing tnese

21 recommencations on already operating plants.

22 MR. KANE: Indeec. I think, yes, that falls right

23 in line witn the poin t that I -- that we were discu ssing

2a before. As to existing plants in tnis country, the f eeling

25 I have, anc I can't sp eci: for the Presidential
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sonCK I Commissioners, but the f eeling I have is that the attituce

2 is that, well, they are there. We will do the best we can.

3 The question becomes, should the number of those with which

4 the NRC has to deal, with which the Presidential Commission,

5 as long as it ,is in existence, has to deal, should that be
o increased?

7 dow, specifically coming to the implementation of

o Mr. Denton's recommendations, I have here --

Y MR. CH0PK0: Pending applications?

10 MR. KANE: Yes, on pending applications. I have

11 nere a copy of Enclosure Numoer 6 to the August 20, 1979

12 memorandum that was submitted by Mr. Denton to tne

13 Presicential -- to the Nuclear Regulatory Conmission and

14 also a cocument entitled, " Implementation Requirements Prior*

la to OL I ssue."

lo I just want to be sure I understanc tnis correctly.

17 Mr. Denton at the briefing ye sterday, as I understand it,

lo repre sentec to the NRC Commission tha t, altnough Enclosure

lv dumoer o se ts a numoer of items to be comple ted accorcing to
'

20 cesignatec schedule, ne has s '.nce the preparation of this

21 Enclosure Number 6 determined t ha t some of the items on that

22 list should actually be implemented before any coerating

23 license is i ssued for .tencing applications.

24 5o that tne cocument w e ha ve he re , "Implementaticn

25 Requirements Prior to OL Issue," is in eff ect an emencment
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sbnCK I and a change to the schedule set up in Enclosure Numoer 6

2 for some of the recommendations ref erenced in that

3 enclosure.

4 BY MR. KANE:

5 0 Is my understanoing correct on that?

o A Well, Enclosure 6 lists a number of items, and

7 then gives an implementation category for them. As and B.s.
.

6 And the f ootnote says for Category A, implementation

9 complete by January 1, 1980, or prior to operating license,

10 whichever is later.

11 0 If I uncerstand it, what Mr. Denton has decided is
,

|

12 :hs t certain of tnose items in Enclosure 6 should instead be

13 implemented before une operating license is actually issued,

( I4 regardless of its oesignation according to a diff erent

15 senedule under Enclosure o itself ?

Io A Well, certainly for the Category A items, tne

17 f ootnote says do it before an OL where an OL has not

Ic i ssue d. So that any of the items on this list entitlec

is " Implementation Requirements Prior to GL Issue," wnicn are

20- also listed as Category A in Enclosure 6, then tnat is tne

21 same conclusion.

22 Now, there may be some other things on the Implemen ta tion

23 Requirements Prior to OL I ssue Sheet,'wnica have some o ther

24 category cesignation in Enclosure 6. I woulcn't say tnat

25 cnat was not the case. I haven't compared them in ce tail.
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sonCK 1 O I really don't want to addre ss the items that have

2 been identified as requirements prior to operating license

3 issuance. I think that doe s no t address my concern, which

is pu tting operating plants into -- or granting operating4

5 licenses to nuclear power plants at which some of the

6 requirements have not been implemented yet.

7 So what I have done in my own handwriting in going

6 tnrough Enclosure 6 is to circle the items that have been

9 designated under implementation requirements prior to GL

10 issue. I don't want to addre ss those . But I do want to

11 look with you at the other uncircled items which appear to

12 be subject to the schedule designated in Enclosure 6.

13 Emergency power su pply requirement and relief and saf e ty

14 valve testing is sucject to category A which, as you say, is

15 a category which states that the items shall be complete by

16 J anuary 1, 1980, or prior to the operating license, ,

17 wnichever is later.

Io I take it then that it is theore tically po ssible f or

IV f acilities to receive operating licenses, and as to

20 requirements tr.at are in Ca tegory A, if they have gotten

21 their operating license before January 1, 1980, they may

22 well have no t implementee that requirement ye t, such as

23 emergency power su poly requirement, anc relief anc saf e ty

24 valve testing.

25 Am I reading tnat senecule correctly?

|

|

l
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sbnCK I A I don't seem to come out the same place you do.

2 And I don't know whe ther --

3 0 Okay, let me see if I can come back on it.

4 A I don't know whether I am being dense here or

S w ha t. Look .

6 0 Let me see if I can understand it.

7 A Let's talk --

6 Q Category A requires completion by January 1, 1980

9 or prior to the OL, whichever is later. That means if a

10 plant gets its OL in June of 1981, it could take up to June

!! of 1981 before implementing a requireT.ent in ca tegory A?

12 A Yes.

13 0 However, if it's go tten its OL before January 1,

' 14 1980 --

15 A It will have to have implemented that

to requirement.

17 Q Sy January 1, 1950. The pnrase is, January 1,

le 1960 or OL. or prior to OL, whichever is later in time.

19 A O h, I ce tect the difference. I cetect the

20 difference. Yes.

21 0 So, in other words, if you got your OL ir. November

22 of '79, you woulo not have to implement this requirement

23 until by January 1, 19807

24 A Yes.

2c Q Tha t comes later.

:

|

!

i

l

!

|
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senCK I A Yes, I see. Yes.

2 0 For example, le t's take the Salem-2 plant.

3 A Yes.

4 0 The projection in the document we have looked at

5 was October 1979. I realize that may well not ha ppen then

6 or tiovember or December or whenever.

7 A To be sure.

o Q Sut if it did happen in November 1979, it would

9 not have to meet Category A requirements at that time. It

10 woulo have until January 1, 1980 to in f act implement the

1 requirements in Category A?

12 A Yes, that would be apparently true with regard to

13 those Category A items in Enclosure 6, which are not on the

( 14 o ther list.

15 Q That would incluoe emergency power supply

16 requirement, relief and saf ety valve testing, page 2,

17 recombiners, systems integrity for high radioactivity.

le Plant snielding review, improved iodine instrumentation.

19 All those are in Category ' A.

20 On-site technical support center and on-site operational

|
21 su pport centert those are all in Category A. Now cnere are

22 also some in Category 3.

23 3 is implementation comple te by January 1, 1951. So, for ;

24 example, many plants gatuing their operating licenses either
!

25 this year or some time next year would not have to com ply ,

|

!
1
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sbnCK 1 with these Category S requirements until the end of 1980, or
,

2 January 1, 1981. Some of those Category S requirements are

3 complete -- I take that backs are implementing plant

4 modifications for plant shielding review. Im plemen ting

5 plant modifications for post-accident sampling. Com ple ting

o installation of containment pressure monitors. Completing

7 installation of containment water level monitor and
6 containment hydrogen monitors, and completing installation

v of tne reactor coolant system venting we mentioned before.

10 Mr. Hendrie, do you think it is prudent and wise to

11 license further plants that do not ye t have these
.

12 recommendations implemented in this f ashion?

13 A I can't have a cifficulty with it for the

: 14 following reasons the Category A items are items which

15 relate to saf ety protection in the event of plant
Ob

16 a cciden ts . ?lhat we are concernec about is-r'"iri:nt-

<\
17 product inventory in the plan t.

le Now, the aperture wnich tnis schedule presents for a

tv possiole, and I emphasize possibis, only OL before January

20 1, Iv60, the time f rame is such that a pl an t , a hypothetical

21 plant wnich mignt f all into that category, would not have

22 enought fission products in it by January 1, 1930, to .T,a tte r

23 muen one way or the other.

24 When he mace this senecule up, Harold and his licensing

25 staff had in mino that we are now late in 1979, tha t when

|
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sonCK 1 you issue an operating license finally for a plant, it is
2 only at tha t time tha t the operators of the plant are

3 allowed to put the fresh fuel, begin to load the core.

4 It takes f rom six months to a year to work a plant up to

5 substantial power operation. There are some instances where

o that's been done at a brisker pace, but in no case do you

7 have anything other than the initial core loading, which

a takes some weeks because it must be done carefully and the

y critical positions observed.

10 Af ter that, there are required to be a long series of

.11 zero power, that is, just barely detectable nuclear .

pnysics tests, to establish the physics hana.wchb. regh:12 reaction,

13 ::t . 5 of the machine by specific testing.
"

14 And then an extended period in which operation at a few

15 percent goes on, f urther tests are made, a f ew more percent,

lo and more tests. So tnat even if we licensed, for instance,

17 and it is just as a hypothe tical case anc not tnat I have

lo conclucea one wa/ or another how I am going to come cown on |

Iv Salem-2, even if we licensec Salem-2 for an operating

20 license, it would n.ot ce at any perceptible power before
1

21 January first. )
1

22 And it was for that reason, I suspect, that tne'

23 implementation schecule on the A items was laid out in this

24 fasnion.

25 .4 o w , as long as there is no perceptible level of activity

|
.

.
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sonCK I in the machine, then even though it has nominally an

2 o pera ting license , it is a long way from having joined that

3 group of plants that are up in the neighborhood of

4 equilibrium fission product content and for which the full

5 range of concerns applies.

o With regard to the B items on the list f or which an
_ _ _

7 aeditional year f or inplementation is required, the staff in

8 the course of working the se things ou t, analyzing the

9 systems and seeing what they thought needed, have come to

10 the conclusion in each case that the extended 1 olementation

Q 11 schedule for a particular 3 item is an acceptable one , and

12 t ha t the incremental risk, if any, that a ttaches to not'
6

13 having completed implementation for the additional year, is
.

14 an acceptably small one.

15 So I think that the implementation schedule proposed here

lo f or this array of items is indeed a rational one that takes

17 account of the practicalities in what will actually happen

le anc wnat the actual risk le'vels are.
19

20

21

22

23

24

25

,
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itCK I Q Let's come to a few of those points because I have

2 some difficulty with s.ome of them.

3 dasn't an inacility to vent noncondensable gas from the

pressure vessel a significant problem in the Three Mile4

5 Island accident?

6 A It certainly prevented the system from going to a

cold shutdown for an extended period.s

6 Q Which was a bad thing, wasn't it?

9 A dell, we would have all been happier if it could

10 have gone down, let me put it that way.
'' Q Well, I see that reactor coolant system venting is

12 a B item, installation complete by January 1, 1981. So, for

13 example, at the 5alem 2 plant, if we have a situation, tne

14 middle of n3xt year, let's say, where they get a mig ouaale

15 of noncondensable gas in the reactor pressure ve ssel, if'

Ic they haven't ceen early birds in following the
il impis mentation tacle we have here, :ney won't have One

la capacility to vent that gas directly from the pressure

)
19 vessel, will they?

23 A Iney will not. And as I say, the likelinood of |

21 tha t occurring and the incremental risk that would etteca

22 there to I judge to oe, I agree witn ne staff, I judge taa:

23 to ce pre tty small and an acceptacle one.

24 Q Tnat is an acceptacle risk? That they won't have

25 it and tnat tney may need it, all ri;ht?

|

_ _ -
- -
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Do you regard that as an acceptaole risk?itCK i -

2 A Yes.

3 C All right. I also see that plant shielding review

4 is a B item in terms of implementing plant modifications for

5 plant shielding.

6 dasn't plant shielding in terms of deploying hydrogen

recombiners a proolem at the TMI-2 accident?4

8 A Yes. Not a very se rious one. I don't think. But

9 it had to ce done af ter the accident, and indeed the

10 attachment of the recombiners themselves have to os done

!! after the accident.

12 I will note that the plant shielding requirement here is

13 considerably more extensive than hydrogen recomoiner

14 situations. And, in fact, is focused a good deal less on

( 15 that specific sort of thing than on the general proposition

16 that we want to go cack and look very carefully at things

i4 like the arrangement of the residual heat removal systems in

13 plants to make sure that, indeed, if one has to circulata

11 contaminated primsry coolant water through them, tnat that

23 can ce done, and that the occupational exposures that would

I 21 ce involved to plant personnel would be a low as you can

22 reasonaoly get in the circumstances.

23 Also, sampling provisions and so on are set up so thac

24 ne occucational exposure is low. But let me point out that

23 we went through Ihree Mile and did things like samJ11ng and

t,
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| ItCK i Espt the heat removal going, and the worker exposures even
)

2 in that case without these provisions has been, on calance, j'

'

3 a cc ep tacle.

4 Tnere have only oeen a couple of cases of exceeding the

5 normal operating occupational exposure annual limits,

o something like three people went a shade over three rem.

4 0 One of the other aspects of the accident which I

3 thin 4 has oeen stressed several times was the absence during

9 the accident of a device whereby the operator could directly

10 measure the level of inventory in the core.

11 And instrumentation for inadequate core cooling including

12 a level instrument ceing installed is part of the

13 recommendations that have been made cy Mr. Jenton.

14 Looking at 2.1. 3-3 her e . And I am also looking at the

( 15 fact that 2.1.3-3 is designated in the document

l$ impismentation requirements prior to OL issue. e

17 I see tha actual requirement in that regard, listed in

13 the r ight-hand column under requirement is, develop

19 pro:edures and describe existing instrumentation and new

23 level instrument design sucmitted.

21 Other than tnat, is the instrumentation for inadequaca

22 core cooling requirement to be implemented pursuant to the

23 schedule set in Enclosure 6, specifically, I am looking at

24 the actual installation of the new level instrument.

2J A Yes.
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ItCK i Q No w , that is a B. Does that mean then that that

2 does not hate to ce done until January 1, 19817

3 A Yes.

4 2 Once again, we have a situation where if there

5 is a TMI-2 accident, type of acc.ident at Salem 2, in the

6 middle of next year, assuming it's go tten its OL and has

7 come up to that point b/ that time, we are going to have a

5 situation where the operator could conceivaoly not nave this

9 new level instrument installed for him, is that right?

10 A Yes. But I would also have to point out with

11 regard to tnat item that the instrumentation which exists at

12 plants provides a lot of information, and that if you use it

13 prepa rly and take account of it properly, you can be very

14 well aware of the kind of circumstances that existed at
'

15 Three Mile Island.

Io That is, ite's not a great mystery which requires some

is erand new sort of device before you have any information on

IS it.

19 Q Yss, I think the point was made tnat' the TMI-2

2J operator on .4aren 29 hao the instrumentation necessary to be

21 aole to make that determination. Didn't he?

22 A Yas, he did.

23 J 04ay. I am locking at Item 2.l.5-A, dedi:ted,

24 what is H-2, hyorogen?

22 A Hydrogen.

:

|

l

;
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itCK I Q Hydrogen control penetrations.

2 A Yes.

3 Q Mhat'e the necessity for dedicated hydrogen

4 control penetrations?

5 A Tne present regulatory requirements on hydrogen

6 control require that the -- that there be -- that the plant
owner have or know where he can get on short order,

4

8 recombiners.

9 And that there be penetrations to which he can affix

13 these recombiners through the containment wall.

!! One of the things which tne staff has concluded ought to.

12 ce done is to go oeyond that level of preparation for

13 dealing wita hydrogen in a containment and to have a

14 particular set of penetrations whien ars just for the
; 15 purpose of nydrogen -- well, containment atmosphere

16 recirculation to recombiners, and then return to the

17 c onta inmen t, penetrations which would be the right pipe

id size, would have the appropriate fittings, ce sopropriately

19 located outside tne containment so that there wouldn't ca a

23 nesc to look around, scraten your head and say, "Well, now,

21 wnere are we going to hang this tning on," and ;erhaps nave

22 to use a penetration in whi:n the line size and the

23 tnrottle , the control valve, the stop valve sizes perhaps
larger than you would need and hence , you would have24 were

25 less control of the valve tnan would ce desiracle in the
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itCK I circumstances and so on.'

2 Q Okay.

3 A But all of the plants in conforming to the present

4 requirements have the "M=hM 4ty to attach recombiners and

5 nave the equipment someplace reasonably close at hand.

6 Q But, again, what I see in this item of dedicated

hydrogen control penetrations, numoer 2.1.5-A, is thati

8 description and implementation schedule is suoject to the

9 implementation requirements prior to OL issue.

10 However, complete installation is again a ,B item. Only

11 oe completed or required to ce comple ted by January 1, 1981,

12 is that rignt?

13 A Ye s .

1-4 2 04ay. Another item is 2.1.7-A, automatic

I 15 initiation of auxiliary feed. I s ee that the

la recommendation is complete implementation of control grade,

17 which is an A item, that is reflected in the requirements

13 prior to GL issue, comple te implementation o f saf ety grsde,

no ever, is lef t as an item 3 and will not ce completedw19

2] until requirad to ce completed until the end of 1993.

21 Is tnat right?

22 A Yss.

23 2 And the same situation exists f or 2.1.3-A,

24 post-accicent sampling. The implementation of planc

25 modifications, actually doing the mooifications necessary to

i
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ItCK i carry this recommendation out is lef t to a a item.

2 In other words, by the end of 1980, is that right?

3 A Yes. ,

4 O And, again, an item which has been mentioned

5 several times in connection with some of the concerns of
6 some of the pres-idential commissioners, high-radiation

monitors, 2. l .8-3, again, installation complate is a
i

3 category B item to ce done oy the end of 1980 and the

9 f urther requirement ceing implemented prior to OL issuance

10 is not the installation of those items, but simply the

11 preparation of procedures to correlate radiation

12 measurements to active level.

13 The procedures but not tne installation itself, is that

14 rignt? 'b.k M
.

15 A I think -- this one is -- well, I do n' t '< no w beet-
A

l$ it's differ 3nt in kind from some of the others. The
.

17 preparation and procedures to correlate direct radiation
1

13 measurements means. and I gue ss it's similar to things li%e

19 the instrumantation for inadequate core cooling, those

23 proceoures require tnat the plant operstor look at what he

21 nas got in place now, and figure out how he can use what ne

24 has got now to supply the information which, on a more

23 extended implementation schedule, would ce supplied more

24 directly, and perhaps more accurately, oy the new equipment.

25 50 that that arrangement f or implementing some of these
i

|

|

l

|
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itCK I things, as, f or instance, in the hign-radiation monitor

2 area, says, we want new instruments that will directly read

3 these th! gs as soon as you can get them.

4 And in tne meantime, look at what you have already got
1m

and figure out what sort of conversion f actors and[{,tacles5

6 and such tnings ready, so that you can use now, or _,

s 1.mmed iately use what you have got to get that information.
.

3

)
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bwCX l Q But you are not going to require the licensee to

2 have the actual instrumentation until the end of 19807

3 A That's right.

4 0 All right. Another f eature or remedy which has

5 been discussed quite a. bit is the shif t technical adviser,

6 2.2.1.B. And again, there are two phases to that. Shift

7 technical adviser being on duty was originally designated as

8 a Ca tegory A i tem. It's now been designated as a

9 requirement prior to OL issue. However, the completion of

10 the training of that individual is a Category B item, so

11 once again that is not to be completed as a requirement

12 bntil the end of 1980. Again, this creates *he situation

13 where we can have an accident at a plant that will be

: 14 licensed this year or early next year, and the shif t

15 technical adviser's training will not have been completed by

16 the time of that accident, if it occurs'oefore the end of

17 1930.

le That is po ssible under these requirements, isn't i t?

ly A Yes.

20 C Your answer was yes?

21 A Yes.

22 Cnce again, one notes that the implementaticn schedule takes

23 reasonable account of the practicalities. The provision of

24 a snitt technical prof essional person immediately provides a

25 suostantial increment in terms of the quality of plant

:

i

l
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bwCK 1 staffing to deal with such events. That's to be done

2 i mmediately. But rather than stop there and say, "Okay,

3 that's goed enough," we clearly are going to want some

4 special training for these people. That is going to take

5 some time. And tha t is the extended implementation

6 schedule. But the configuration still leaves you with a

7 substantial increment starting for new plants with the OL.

S Q Why don't you want to forego increasing the number

9 of plants at which these recommendations have to be

10 implemented, until such time as they are, in fact,

11 implemented? Why give a plant an operating license under a

12 shif t technical adviser whose training has not been

13 comple ted ?

( 14 A I can answer that as soon as you tell me why you

15 think it's permissible to con tinue the operation of the 68

16 presently licenseo plants --

17 0 Well - -

ic A -- under precisely the same circumstances.

17 0 I suppose the answer in part has to be that those

20 plants are alreacy there, and snu tting down the existing

21 plants will obviously have a substantial negative impact

22 upon existing power needs in this country. Whereas plants

23 to be licensed presumably are accre ssing fu ture n eeds.

24 A I am so rry. The plants tF d te are talking about,

25 since these implementation schequ es t close in, are

,

I
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bwCK I plants which also exist. They are not imaginary

2 propositions which are only to come into being in the

3 f uture. They exist. They are the re. I was in Sequoyah two

4 weeks ago. I t's in pre-op testing and it's ready to go.

5 The construction has been com ple ted. It is an integral and

6 important part of the supply, power supply plans for the

7 utility system which has built it. They are counting on

5 it. The argument you have just made that they exist, they

v are there, they are part of the power supply, is as true of

10 Salem 2 and Sequoyah, et cetera, as it is of Salem 1 and

11 other operating plants.

12 Q Let me ge t your view on ano ther possible

13 distinction. Salem I is operating, it is pu tting out
._ .

14 electrical power that is being consumed by persons wherever
(

15 unat power goe s to. Salec 2 is not operating yet. It is

16 not putting out the power yet. No one is actually utilizing

17 t ha t power plant. If Salem 2 never goes into operation.no

lo one who is currently utilizing power f rom that plant will be

lv ceprivec of it, whereas if Salem I is closec cown, there

2C will be, in fact, that situation. Someone who go t that

21 power no longer will be getting; is that rignt?

22 A Are you prepared to mandate that every citizen of

23 the Unitec States will be allowed next year to have no more

24 electricity than he used this year? And are you further

25 prepared to nandate tha t olcer plants, more excensive
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bwCK i plants that are scheduled to be phased down in operation, or
'

2 phased aut in operaticn, either because they are getting so old

3 t ha t they can't be operated,*or are so expensive that their

4 cost to the consumer is exorbitant, are you willing to

5 mandate that the power supply situation, both on the

6 consumer side and the production side is to be frozen for

7 several years? I doubt it very much. And if you are not,

a then you have to be prepared to take into account t he

9 already built increments which are planned for the near term

10 as part of that power supply situation.

11 0 Okay.

12 Let me ask you just one or two more questions and then I

13 really would like to break for lunch. Just to round this

14 of f on the implementation matters. I also have here a copy
;

15 of a cocument entitled " Analysis and Training Schedule,"

16 which I garner is the proposec schedule for implementing

17 changes in the training of operators. Do you understand

to th5 to be tne ca.se?

19 A Yes. We ll, i t's -- le t's see . I t's a Staf f --

'2C tell me where tnis came f rom? I don't recognize it from

21 yesterday.

22 0 Yes. Thi s i s a --

23 A It may have been in the pack.

22 2 This is attachec as part of a -- I con't know if

25 it's part of Enclo:ure 6 but it makes reference to it in

i

i

.

- - .
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bwCK I Enclosure 6 which was part of the August 20, 1979

2 memoranoum sent by Harold Denton to all of the NRC

3 Co mmi ssione rs .

4 A This would f all under Paul Collins'

5 recommer ations .f or o perator training updating, I take it.

6 0 Yes.

7 A Was it part of his handout yesterday at t he

Commission meeting, do you know? Is tnat where it camee

9 trom?

10 Q That I am not certain of.

11 I guess all I want to ask you, obviously the documer.t )

12 will speak f or itself. Does this generally reflect hcw you

13 understanc these things are going to be implemented, the
. |

( 14 kind of schecule that is going to be utilized?

15 A You know, wi t ho u t , I think, having to agree in ,

!

lo full measure, wny, it certainly has that thrust to it.

17 Q Okay.

Is A And looks acout like what I would expect.

Iv Q There is nothing on the document that contracicts

20 your uncerstancing of how the training enanges ought to be

21 implemented?

22 A Or to put i t another way, how the training changes

23 are creposec to be implemented by the Staff. I think it --

24 we ought to understanc that the Commission, while it ha s

25 incicatec concurrence with Harola Centon on the sorts of I
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bwCK 1 things he's derived from the Lessons Learned report, from

2 the work of that group, that with regard both to operator

3 training and emergency planning, which are important

4 elements in the ugrading, that I think the Commission has

5 clearly indicated that it wants to review the operator

6 training and emergency planning, what I will call the

7 immediate measures proposed by the Staff in considerably

8 more detail than we have been through them. So I think we

9 should understano that, wha te ver the Staf f has proposed on

10 the operator training, both the extent and schedule, and so

11 on, is still a ma tter to be considered by the Commission.
:.ine.12 0

13 A So with that background, please go ahead.

14 0 All right.

15 MR. KANE: Le t's have this collection of documents

lo we have been ciscussing, the following titles as appear at

17 the tops of eacn of the pages: " Elements of Proposed Plan,"

Ic "I. ear ~erm Licensing vecisions," " President's Commission on

17 the Accicent at Three Mile Island, August 23, 1979."

20 Another page entitleo " President's Commission on the

21 Accioent at Three Mile Island." Page entitled "Encic sure 6,

22 Implecentation of Requiraments for Operating plants ano

23 ?lan ts in GL Heview." It's composed of four separate
i

2- pages. Anotner page entitled " Implementation Requirements

25 prior to GL i ssue. Lastly, a cage entitleo " Analysis and

1
1

I
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bwCK I Training Schedule," collectively marked as Exhibit 5.

2 (Hendrie Exhibit 5 identified.)

3 MR. KANE: In view of the f act that it's now

4 1:30, perhaps --

5 THE WITNESS: Would you like to take a break for

6 lunch?

7 MR. KANE: Yes, I think that might be a good idea.

8 (Whereu pon at 1:30 p.m., the deposition was

.9 recessed, to reconvene at 2:15 this same day. )
/
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ltCK i AFTERNDON SESSION

2 (2 :20 p.m. )

3 W hereupon ,

4 JOSEPH MALLAM HENDRIE

5 resumed the stand and, having been previously duly sworni
,

6 was examined f urther and testified as follows:
7 EXAMINATION (Continued).

6 BY MR. KANE:

Y Q Mr. Hendrie, before we took the lunch break, we

10 were talking about a number of diff erent schedules for

11 implementation of recommendations for improvements in the

12 regulatory proce ss of the NRC.

13 I also have here a document that i s entitled, " Emergency

! 14 Pre parecne ss, Improvements and Commitments Required f or

15 Operating Plants and dear-term OLs."

to I believe this was part of the package that was presented

17 to cne Commission curing the briefing se ssion with

to Mr. Denton ye stercay, September 6.

ly I wanted to ask you if you understana that to be the

20 schecule for implementation of imcrovements in emergency

21 cre paredne ss as recommended by Mr. Denton's task force?

22 A Certainly looks like it. Looks like a printout of

23 the book, anc looks li.<e une nandout that came out yesterday

24 f rom which Srian Grimes orief ed the Commission on

25 tne se tnings.

!
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ItCK 'I Q Again, this appears to be the same situation of A.

2 Arabic numeral I and Category B for various implementation

3 dates, Category A being implementation prior to

4 operating license or by January 1, 1980.

5 Category A-1 being implementation prior to OL or by

6 mid-1980 and B being implemen ta tion by January 1, 1981.

7 Do the categories that are set out next to the i tems

6 designa te , then, pursuant to that description when those

f eatures will be required to be implemented?v

10 A Presumably.

11 MR. KANE: Let's mark this as Exhibit 6 to the

'

12 ceposition.

13 (Le position Exhibit 6 identified. )

14 BY MR. KANE:;

16 0 On August 23, 1979, and before the presidential

lo commission anc its puolic hearings, Roger Mattson, excuse

17 me, Ur. Kemeny recalled Roger Ma ttson's testimony of the

Ic prior cay, August 22, to the eff'ect tnat the Lessons Learned

lv Group fully recognizes that the complete engineering

20 understancing of the accident is not yet available.

21 Harold Denton, on August 23, when that stacament was

22 recalled to nim, responced as follows: I gue ss we won't

23 nave a complete engineering uncerstan:ing until many, many

24 years cown the roac when the containment i s o pen, the core

25 is taken out anc analyzed.

- - .
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itCK I Do you agree with those statements?

2 A Sure, with the qualification that we will have to

3 discuss after a while what we mean by engineering analysis.

4 Q I take it in light of the decision made yesterday

5 morning, however, the Commi ssioners , as a body, and you

6 specifically, do not f eel that the absence of this complete

7 understancing of the TMI-2 accident should pose a bar to the

resumption of licensing activies.o

y A Let me answer what I think is the thrust of your

10 question in a moment. First, let me ask, do you understand

11 we resumed licensing yesterday mornin ?s

12 0 No, but I would like to confirm my understanding

13 of what occurred. I have read the entire transcript of the

14 briefing se ssion but I got in rather late last night and I

15 would like to confirm. ,

16 My understanding is that as of tne decision made

17 yestercay by the NRC Commission, the staff of the NRC is
'

ic going to resume the work that is coes on pending license

iv applications, up to the point, in the case of Salem 2 and

20 Nortn Anna 2, of OL issuance.

21 At e na t time, the matter will be presented to the NRC

22 Co mmi ssion.

23 A Co rre ct .

24 0 The Cocmissioners will determine wnether or not

2s tnose OLs will i ssue?
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1tCK I A True.

2 Q Tha t i s wha t I understand was .the eff ect of

3 yesterday's decision.

4 A So in particular, the point I want to make sure

5 that we both understand is that with regard to whether or

6 not -- with regard to this question of license issuance, the

7 Commission hasn't reached the question yet.

6 W ha t I recognized was that it was going to be

9 sometime, a couple of months probably, before the first one

10 coulo come up in any case.

11 The Commi'ssion still has to chew on operating licensing

12 and emergency preparedness, short-term matters, and we

13 simply dian't reach the question.

14 Q My specific question --'

Ig A Now, then, wi th that understancing, the answer to

lo yo ur que s tion is tha t -- I will have to answer for myself.

17 Did you phrase it for the Commission, or for me? You

le be tter pnra se it for me, because the Commission hasn' t i

ly reachec the question and my colleagues always take exception
1

20 wnen I attempt to speak in advance for them. j

21 ihey prefer to have their own, speak tneir own views.

22 For myself, when we talk about an engineering analysis, we

23 understanc that we mean as comple te an uncerstancing as in )
1

24 is po ssible to get about the whole thing anc in consicerable |
1

,

I

| 26 detail.
:

!
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I tc.s i I s tha t -- questions Is that nece ssary before we - .to

2 allow continued operation of any plant? No. Is it

3 necessary to have in hand before we would consider licensing

4 any new plant? ;

l

5 My view is, no. We don't have to know those de tails. As |

o I pointed out earlier, what is clear, fairly clear already,

7 is that the core seems to have been a good deal tougher, or

6 more resistant to even more extreme damage than occurred

9 tnan we might have gue ssed.

10 We have no reason to douot f rom TMI that our previous

11 a ssumption that keeping the core covered, and the core

12 cooled, is tne key to reactor safety.

13 We have no reason to douot tha t that is true. There is

14 notning in TMI that suggests that is not true. If you keep

15 the fission products in the core, why, that's fine.

16 Inat is what you want to do . And we con't need to know

17 in oetail all of the things that we will eventually learn

lo f rom postmortem examination of the TMI core in order to

Iv prosecute tnat saf e ty ocjective eff ectively.

20 0 Do you f eel the NRC, today, knows enough to resume

21 cne safe licensing of plants?

| 22 MR. CH0PK0 Ara you asking a' out the issuance ofc

23 a license , per se, or :ne whole process, f rca reacing the

! 24 mail tc analyting wnat the applicant says and things like

25 cnat?

.
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leCK I MR. KANE: I am not talking about the whole

2 process, but let's talk about the licensing process whereby

3 a PSAR is submitted, it's analyzed, a SER is prepared, an

4 environmental impact --

5 MR. CH0PK0 More than just the simple issuance of

6 a CP.

7 MR. KANE: More than just the bureaucratic act of

8 signing a license. I am talking about the proce ss of

Y evaluating wne ther or not a license shoulc be issued.

10 BY MR. KANE:

11 0 Do you think the NRC today knows enough to saf ely

12 resume tnat proce ss?

13 A Yes.

14 0 Do you f eel that the NRC today knows enough to

15 instruc t operators how to saf ely handle the type of accident

to that occurred at TMI-27

17 A Yes.

Is O Are you aware of NURZG 0600, the NRC's analysis

IV of the causes of tne TMI-2 accident? It's a thick orange

20 book.

21 A Yes.

22 Q Are you aware that that stucy states as a possiole

23 item of noncompliance the o perators f ailing to stop the

24 reactor coolant pumps during the accident at TMI-2?
,

25 A Yes, I am, rather an anomalous i*.em in the )
.

no-
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l tC.< 1 listing, but the I&E people were trying to be -- to include

2 everything, including clearly some items that one wouldn't

3 care to cite the utility for, or the operators for, and

4 bacause the tech specs said in certain. events, why, you trip

5 the pumps, or -- if they haven't been tripped. W hy , they

6 listed it.

7 But, after all, we had a bulletin out before, well before
that report came out which said leave the pumps running.o

9 Q Yes, that is 79C3-A in which the NRC told

10 operators to leave on the reactor coolant pumps curing the

11 a cciden t.

12 A For some period of time at any rate. Then we

13 subsequently on f urther examination issued a bulletin

( I4 saying, no, turn them off .

13 Q Before we come to that, however, af ter 7905-A went

to out, are you aware tha t the :lRC required B&W operators to

17 retrain pursuant to that procedure?

Io A Sure, absolutely.

iv Q So there was a bulletin, then there was

20 retraining?

21 A Yes.

22 0 That they snoula leave on the reactor coolant

23 pumps curing the accident. Now, recently as discussed at

24 tne briefing se ssion ye stercay, there is an order, 7905-C in

25 anica the WRC is now telling operators to turn off the

|

|

- ..
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I tCK 1 reactor coolant pui 's during this type of cccident.

2 A Yes.

3 Q All right. Are you aware f rom Mr. Denton in his

4 briefing of the NRC yesterday that the NRC came to this last

5 order, the 7905-C. af ter new industry studies had been

o performed on small-break LOCA conditions?

7 A Yes.

a Q So what it seems to come down to then is that the

9 NRC has said stop the pumps. Then it said con': stop the

10 pumps.

11 Now it says stop the pumps af ter new s tudi e s . How can

12 one not think that some f urther study may not indicate a

13 f urther 160-degree change ?

( 14 A Possiole.

15 C In your opinion , is that a saf e environment in

lo wnich to license further nuclear power plants?

17 A Yes, because we take account of what we know, as

to we snow it. I will point out that the TMI situation ran

19 along both with anc without pumps at various stages in tne

20 first 12 hours.

21 Ano that altnougn we got a level of core camage that we

22 hope never to see again, that the results cer:ainly weren't

23 ca ta s tro phic .

24 Ine instruc tion curren:ly to leave the pumps running, or

25 to turn :nem off, I am sorry, relates to some particular
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ltCK I circumstance, and is sort of a balancing judgment on whether

2 i t's -- come s out , the conclusion is that it's on balance,

3 you cover -- you cover the spectrum of small breaks more

4 completely and be tter if they are tripped.

5 But the results, if they are lef t running for a period of

o time, are unlikely to be extreme. Let me characterize it a.

7 little differently and try to let you see what's behind my

e remark here.

9 It is not one of those situations in which one walks
10 along a very sharp dividing line between disaster and

11 success.

12 O Co you think that before the NRC resumes licensing

13 plants, it should thoroughly understand this phenomenon of

i 14 wne ther or not to turn off the pumps?

15 A I think we understand it tolerably well at the

lo moment. It is --

17 0 The reason I ask tnat, if I me.y in te rru pt. |
|

ic A Yes.

Iv 3 In reacing the transcript last night of the

20 oriefing on September oth, there was an excnange between
1

21 Co=missioner Gilinsky and Denwood Rusche about tne ma tter. I

22 Commissioner Gilinsky commented you indicated earlier we

23 are still in the process of coming to grips with tnis

24 phenomenon anc trying to uncerstand it.

23 T hi s as in the context of ciscussing 7'05-C. :.tr . Ru sc h

|
|
|
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ItCK I responced, yes, sir. I think the thing we are trying to

2 sort out right now is, since we did get diff erent answers,

3 the combustion concern was for the hotleg break and the

4 other for coldleg break, we are trying to sort out is this

5 due to plant or model differences?

6 Shouldn't the things Mr. Rusche is trying to sort out be

7 sorted out before more plants are licensed and operators may

6 be called upon to determine whether or not they should turn

y off the reactor coolant pumps during a scall-break LOCA?

10 A In principle, one would like all things perf ect in

11 the most perf ec t of worics. We live, Mr. Kane, in an

12 imperfect world. One then has to decide with things like

13 reactor pump trips in the event of a small LOCA, how

14 critical the matter is.
(

15 And if it's critical, then it becomes something that has

16 to be completely worked out oefore one goes ahead. And if

17 it's no t absolutely critical, if it's a ma tter, ra ther, of
.

ic cnoosing on calance tne best course between, as in this case,
ty eitner on or off , anc in either case, the accident can be

20 workec out with the saf ety equipment, then it's not

21 nece ssary to have perf ection anc have all things comple tec.

22 It depends very mucn on the nature of the particular item

23 you are talking about. One of the things that the staff has

| 24 wor 4ec nar: to do is to try to separate out for themselves,
i
'

20 taking all Ining s in to a c co un t , where the really cu tting
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itCK I points are that have to be totally fixed before we go

2 aheao.

3 0 What is the NRC doing to insure that operators at

4 B&W plants, the next time they have a small-break LOCA type

5 of situation, do not follow the instructions in 7905-A, and

o insteac follow the instructions in 7905-C7
7 A There will have to be a retraining and review of

the results, sort of enterprise of much the same sort t ha te

v went on af ter the initial bulle tin re training, in which

10 teams went around ano discussed with all of the B&W

11 opera tors these matters to confirm that the results of the

12 utility instructions and training were understoca, and make

13 sure that the operator's understanding runs beyono just

( 14 ge tting the rignt -- writing the right answer on a test

la pacer, out really unoerstands what he's looking for on the

lo bearo anc the reasons oehind what he's doing ano so f orth.
' 3 </3

17

le

ly

20

21

22

23

24

25

_. . .
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rc C.s i O Yes. I see a ref erence in one of the documents we

2 have attached as part of Exhibit 5, entitled " Analysis and

3 Traning Schedule." Number 2 is implementation of small

4 break LOCA emergency procedures and re training of o perators

5 to be accomplished December 31, 1979.

6 Is that where that retraining under 7905-C would be

7 a ccompli shed, Mr. Hendrie?

o A It has already been done under 05.

y 0 7905-C?

10 A 'de ll , let's s ee , wha t is C7

11 Q C is the newest one, which has directed, as I

12 understand it, f rom -- I can't have the bulle tin --

13 A I s i t C t na t they reversed the pump trip?
,

14 0 7905-C says turn off the reactor coolant pumps

is during unis type of accioent.

Io A Yes. In that case, yes.

17 0 So that is where tnis retraining woul be cone?

Io A Yes.

ly 0 Is that going to be some re training on a

20 simulator, something like tha t? Tha t is what was done

21 pursuant to 7905-A, as far as I know.

22 A I am not sure wnether they will go back on the

23 simulator f or tne t, or wne ther they will want to see the

see wnst the utility's cone or taught their24 results of --

20 o pe ra tor s, taen interview operators and make sure eney

;

I
,

|

|
!
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rc CK I understand what is going on.

2 0 Will those be selec tive interviews or will every

3 B&W operator be interviewed?

4 A I can't say. I just don't know. The number of

5 B&W plants is not tha t large.

6 0 I think there are only eight.

7 A In operation. So that it is -- and they went

e through the comple te group, I believe, for the 05-A, or A
y and S sequence.

10 0 Co you know how many B&W operators would be

11 involved?

12 A There would be some thing upwarcs of 30 licensed

13 operators at the plant.
.

14 Q At each plant, appro xima tely?
,

15 A Well, you need five shif ts, for decent, a ro und- t he-

16 clock,seven-day-a-weet staffing, you need five shif ts, and

17 you neec three, let's see, I unink it is three licensec

is opera tors per snit t. So there is aoout half of them.

ly Ana tnen, generally, there are a number of otner peop'.e
,

20 in ene plant, engineering anc management structure, who try

21 to maintain -- who have nad licenses and try to maintain

22 them. It may, on average, turn out to be less tnen 30,

23 out --

2e C ?!e coul: take that as a gue stimate. I am no t

| 23 trying to oin you cown to a figure. But if I am correct in
!

|

|
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rc C.s I my recollec tion that there are eight B&W plants, t ha t give s

2 us something between 2- to 300 operators?

3 A ,Yes, at most, I would say. And, I guess, maybe a

4 li ttle le ss than that.

5 0 I ,t is entirely practical for all of those

5 operators to be tested by the NRC, is it not, on these new

7 procedures?

e A I think probably it is, but I do n' t kno w -- I mu s t

9 say, I don't know the specifics of wnat the operator

10 training group and I&E have in mind on it. So, I can't

11 represent to you authoritatively what the staff intentions

12 at tnis point are.

13 Q So you don't know whether or not the OLB, for
'

14 example, Operator Licensing 3 ranch, you don't know whether-

is or not they intend to reexamine each E&7! operator on thi s

lo new training?

li A No, I con't. |

Ic 2 Lo you tnink they shoulc reexamine eacn 3dM i

ly operator on this new training?

20 A I am inclined to Inink they shoulc make every

21 effort to ao that.

22 0 Wny oo you cnink that is necessary?

23 A It is particularly unfortunate when you have to

24 reverse signals. Anu we have now made two idO-degree shifts

2c star ting from pre-TMI, first, to leave One pumps runningi |

1
|

|
_- 1
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rc CA 1 and second, to turn the pumps off.

2 Operators are just like you and me. They resent anything

3 they perceive as sort of arbitrary directions. And it is

4 very importan t, then, that they unders tand the background.

5 That won't make them any happier about the reversals, you

6 understand.

7 But, again, like you and me, it we understand how that

6 sequence came into place, then their understanding of the

v whole situation is improved and their state of mind is

10 improved and it sticks.

Il Q Do you think they shoula also be ratested because

12 this is a significant aspect of hancling the TMI-2 type of

13 accicent, knowing wne ther or not to turn of f the reactor

14 c oolant pumps? Is his important training?.

15 A It is important training. But if we are going to

lo talk about expencing limited resources of the Operator

17 Licensing Srancn on trying to reach all of these people,

lo each one pe r sonally , I think the former reason is a stronger

ly one, to maxe sure that tne operators fully uncerstanc both

20 reasons, anc the reasons why the reversals went on.

21 So t ha t tneir backgrounc on the whole sub j ec t is as

22 complete anc satisf ac tory as one can cake it, and tney

23 understanc wny now it is cetter, enought better on balance

?. to turn tnem off than to leave tnem on.

25 0 Certainly this is significant training from a

i
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rc Cs I safety related point of view, isn't it?

2 A Sure, it is part of the response to a transient

3 that has occurrec and - -

4 Q And in that same connection, is my recollection

5 correct that it .is the NRC's intention to individually

6 reexamine each of the o pera tors who will be cross-licensed

7 at Salem Unit 2?

e W ha t I am ref e rring to --

v A I should know the answer to that because Collins

10 talked to us about it yesterday and I don't remember.

Il O It is my understanding from the transcript of the

12 briefing se ssions tnat the icea is that the operators for

13 Salem Unit 2 will procaoly be cross-licensec from Salem Unit

14 1. Ano they will be subjected to a difference course.

la between the two units by tne utility anc they will ce tested

to oy tne utility.

17 au; :ney will also be. Onen, individually re:estec, each
i

lo anc every one of : hem, by the tiRC. Does tha refresh your !

1r recollection on tnat?

20 A "!e ll , I am glac to hear it, cut, you know, if I

21 coulcn't remember it oefo re , I am not sure tnat I can .

!

22 remember it now.

23 0 I :nougn: perhaps if I expounced en it a little.

24 T ha t is my understancing.

2o f he reason I a sk :nese cuestions is it is also my

i
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rc Cs I understanding that af ter 7905-A came out, and af ter the B&W

2 operators were subjected to a week of training on the B&W

3 simulator and had then been tested by the utility, that the

4 flRC elected to spot-check individuals who had gone through

5 t hat training, rather than retesting each and every one of

6 those individuals, even though, as he set forth in his

7 testimony before the Presidential Commission last week,

6 Mr. Paul Collins of the operating Licensing Branch initially

recommenced that all of those S&W operators be tested by thev

10 iiRC cirectly,

il Now were you aware of :nat situation, that they were only

12 spot-checked?

13 A I surely aust have ceen, because there was a very

14 considerable discussion about t ha t pro c e ss. As a matter of
!

to fact, Haroic Denton went personally with his staff to the ,

is first one , and not just the o pera tor licensing people , but a

17 number of the senior members Lessons Learned and Sulletins

is Grou p, in order to ses for himself, talk to opera: ors and

lv see f or himse lf wne:ner he thought that their understanding )

2G of tne T|;I sequence was as good as ne wantec it.

21 And, in fact, ne founo that -- he fel: there were some

22 ceficiencie s, anc tners was a sort of a recycling of some of

23 :ne training anc re talking Oc then. Ana then there were

24 again vis?'ation teams from, I tnink f rom Ross' group, the:

20 wen: arounc :o ne c ner L&W plants to nake the same direct

1

l
l

a _ _-
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rc CK I c he ck .

2 0 But it is my understanding f rom Mr. Collins that.

3 it was a selective check, not every S&W operator who went

4 through that retraining was directly examined by the NRC.

5 The reason I stre ss that point, it may seem to be a

o rather minor point, but I have spent some time deposing

7 Mr. Collins and going over the opera ting training with him.

o It is my understanding that there is every reason to think

y that the testing procedures utilized in the past by the

10 utilities have lef t something to be desired, at least in

11 terms of some of the stresses tnat they put on some of :ne

12 understandings tha: the operators came away f rom those

13 examinations with.

14 I am, therefore, concerned that, given the testing,

15 procecures alreacy utjlized by the NRC with regard to this
to r e tr air. ing , that their may well be S&W operators at plants

17 around the country wno still do not uncerstand how to deal

Ic wi:n the TiiI-2 accicent. That woulcn't ce known to the NRC

tv because they cian't re te st eacn individual.

20 The reason I bring this up in Inis context is because I

21 understand wnat you said, you do f eel ha :ne re-re: raining

22 now f or the SsW o perators, :ne second time around, they

23 snouac ce retested indivicually by the JRC. Why cidn't

24 you :nink so the rirst time?

26 2 bell, I am not sure tnat I would quite

,
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rc C.< 1 characterize it as a retesting.

2 What I would look for is discussion with operators,

3 taking them in groups, because some will be on shif t and

4 some will be sleeping, and so on, but cycling through each

5 plant, to make sure tha t they all understano the bases, why

6 tnese things changed and why it is now thought better this

7 way, because as I say, the busine ss of reversing directions

6 t hi s way i s -- pe o ple , if they have to go through that sor;

of a thing, want to understand why.y

10 0 Surely.

11 A If you oon't go ano explain why and are quite

12 cancia about it and answer questions and so on, you leave

13 them witn a f eeling that,, you know, there is all kincs of ,

t 14 f unny cusine ss going on that they don't uncerstand.

15 And that is a f eeling of lack of confidence in tne system j

|lo that ycu con't want in :ne o perators. So I think that is

17 im por tan t.

lo .iow , on :ne original business, there was a f airly careful

ly acci t on the testing cone cy the utilites.

20 Q Let me interrupt. Before we come to :nat, because

21 some:imes some of tne statements you make are dire::1y

22 relavan: to wnat we were talking about, lat me ce sure I

23 uncerstanc.-

24 Oo you think that each anc every one of the EiW

2o operators, af ter tasy have uncergene this new training
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rc CK I pursuant to 7905-C, should be individually evaluated by the

2 iiRC as to their understanding of that training? |

3 A I think if they -- if the retraining procecures,

4 of course, and examinations which the utilities will have to

5 put in place, are carefully audited by the training branch,

6 and are satisfactory, t ha t tha t is, in terms of direct

7 testing, adequate.

My concern is with the understanding of the operators ase

to why these things came about this way.y

10 0 You said aucitec. That suggests to me something

11 less than indivicually evaluating eacn one of the

o pe ra to rs . Is that what you mean by auciting?12 -

g 13 A Yes.

t 14 0 Sometning less than tnat. A selective proce ss?

15 A iie ll, by audi ting, I mean that you review the

la training program with some care, anc the results of the

17 examination. iou know, you take a look at the exam anc see

le if you cnink it was a competent one and covered the ri;nt

17 things. Then you look at all of the results.

20

21

22

23

24

25

.
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sonCK I Q How do you determine --

2 A But I con't know that I see a need for the
3 NRC, af ter that, to come in and then sit everybody down and

4 administer a new exam. It is a way of going, ano one that

5 we could do and -may end up doing for all I know, because, as

I wo ld caution once again with regard to the area of6 u

7 operator training, it is still one in which we have

6 considerable discussion.

9 Ine Commission has considerable discussion that it wants

10 to nave with the staff about the de tails of this. And it is

11 quite possible that we will end up wanting substantial

12 changes in what is proposed. And I wouldn't in the least

13 foreclose my own judgment coming out of those discussions

: 14 will oe, yes, let's get in and have the WRC test all those

15 peo pl e .

Io O Sut as a historical f act we do know that that

17 cecision was not mace in connection with the first

lo retraining after 7905-A. I am curious to know wny you

iv did not f eel that was necessary then. We had had an

20 accicent which clearly ceconstrated that the operator did

21 not uncerstanc, at least at det Ed. T.4I-2 they were given

22 the retraining anc tested by the utilities.

23 f ou have just de scrioec how Harold Denton in doing an

24 investigation cetermined tha t at least one of the training

25 programs, ana I believe the ref erence he mace was to the
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sbnCK 1 Oconee plant, was not up to snuff as far as the NRC was

2 concerned and they hau to redesign it.

3 Again, just as a layman, that would give me even more

4 pause about not individually ensuring, guaranteeing that

5 each one of those operators in f act knew how to handle a

6 TMI-2 accident af ter that training. Now you obviously

7 didn't f eel that way, and I would like to know why.

o A Well, because in terms of the formal training and

9 testing program, I am no t sure that it requires tha t the
'

10 piece of paper on which the test is wri tten be an

11 NRC piece of paper, and that the questions be one -- ones

12 which NRC people have written cown, and that the grading

13 marks af terwards are made ey NRC nands.

( 14 I think wnat you want to look at is the content of the

15 course anc cne re sults of the example, and what the example
,

lo coverec. And if it is a good course, which you can

17 determine, ano if it is a good example, wnica you can

le de termine , and if the gracing has been done f airly and the

lv results come aut all rignc, I am not sure that I s ee w hy i t

20 is that having .iRC people do precisely that nas some magical

21 element.

22 0 I was not suggesting there was anything magical

23 about it. Let rae give you a for instance.

24 How co you cetermine that during tne course given by the

2a u tili tie s , the utility cid not simply teach the test to the

.
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sbnCK 1 s tudents? In other words, simply teach them how to pass the

2 examination, rather than to stress a substantive

; urderstanding of the subject ma tter?

4 A Well, that's part of the proce ss of auditing the
,

6 training program and the examination. And thece is that

6 peril, I think. But i t i s al so c-

7 0 The reason I ask that question is because

o Mr. Collins has previously testified that the utilities, it

was wicely known, did maintain what he ref erred to asy

10 fraternity files, tnat is, copies of NRC examinations in the

11 past which were then utilized in the course.

12 And ne acmi tted tnat there was the possibility tha t they

13 mignt well be teaching the test, and he felt that the way

14 t ha : was counteracted anc mitigated was the f act that' the

15 NRC not only requires a written examination, but also an

lo oral examination.

17 A Yes. ,

le 0 Where, one on one, an examiner comes in and soeaks

ly to :ne incivicual and as4s him questions to find out if he

20 really coes understand wnat he's supposed to unders:ano.

21 A I tnink :nere is no question but what tha : is an

22 imoor: ant element in the overall evaluation.

23 0 '/!hy cicn' t you reel tha; shoulc have been cone

24 wi:n regarc to the training under 7905-A?

25 A Viell, it was dona on an auditec basis.
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sbnCK 1 O Okay. Not each and every one?
!

2 A No t so far as I understand.

3 0 That is what I want to c me back to. If that is a.

4 valuable thing to do, why didn't you f eel it should be done

5 for each individual?
'

o A I don't know. I don't remember specitically

7 f ocusing on i t, as a matter of fact. It seemed to me that

e the auditing, talking to the people as the groups did, the

NRC groups did when they went out and talkea to people,y

10 would reveal that kind of difficulty.

11 And Harold felt that he had -- that he was not sa tisfied

12 with some of the discussions he had with the operators, that

13 they f ully understocc the meaning of saturation in the

( 14 macnine, and what followec from that and in turn what t na t

15 meant with regard to pre ssurizer level and so on. So tha t

to was refurbisned there.

17 0 Lastly, just so we can leave this subject matter,

lo so I can unders:and fully your testimony as to your current

ly atti tuce about the new training that will be done uncer

20 7v05-C. I tase it you simply are no t certain in your own

21 mind as to whr.cner or not the NRC should require each one of

22 tne incividuals going througn that training to be

23 indivicually evaluated by the NRC af ter being testec by tne

24 u til i ty . You simply naven't cace up your mind on tha t?

25 A I think tha t is f air.
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sbnCK 1 Q I saw a reference in the transcript last night,

2 and it has come up before. I just wanted to be clear on

3 t hi s. Is it true that there was no licensing board

4 proceeding in the Salem-2 licensing proceeding?

5 A I think either that is correct -- no, I gue ss t ha t

c woula have to be correct, otherwise it would be still going

7 on.

d 0 How did that come about?

Y A ~ No one, no party. asked for a hearing.

10 Q There was no intervenor coming in and asking for a

il hearing?

12 A That is correct, yes.

13 MR. CH0PK0: Off the record.

( 14 (Discu ssion off the recoro. )

15 BY MR. KANE:

lo O There was no qualified person requesting a

17 . hearing, qualified unoer the NRC regulations, requesting a

lo hearing?

17 .iR. CHOPK0 Tha t i s true.

20 (Di scussion off the record. )

21 MR. CHOPK0: Inat is true in :ne sense that no

22 party met tne requisite interest to deconstrate that he nad |

23 stancing to intervene in a legal sense.

24 3Y JR. KANE:

25 0 As I have made ref erence to several times,

i
|
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sbnCK 1 Chairman Hendrie, we have had quite a bit of testimony

2 relating to the NRC role in operator training and have spent

3 some time with Paul Collins in that regard.

4 There were several points that came out of the

5 examination that I -- some of which I would like to go over

6 witn you.

7 Mr. Collins testified that in the operating license

e branch there is no examination of the design of the

y equi pmen t for which the opera tor is licensed. Is there any -

10 thoug ht tha t that snould be changed?

II A f e s, the re certainly is. The question of operator

12 training is only one element of what I will call the

13 operational aspect of the machine and the people who run

i 14 it. The operator training is obviously a subject wnich

15 neecs consideraole upgrading.

Io bu t, also, we need to look, as we have not looked before,

17 at tne control rooms, the layout, the kind of information
,

le tnat is presented and the way it is presentec. And to work

ly into our requirements some improvements there. The control

20 rooms are, well, they are not all that bad. But uney aren't

21 all tnat good, either.

22 0 0o you know when tnose changes would likely be

23 made in the operating licensing branch to accress enis

24 proolem?

25 A I am not sure tne operater licensing branen

-
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sbnCK I itself is exactly the right place to begin to build this

2 into the regulatory scheme, because when you talk about
_ _ _ _

3 the se aspects, you have to keep in mind channel separation

4 requirements and electrical code requirements on the

5 circuitry, as well as the operational aspects.
.

o I think looking back at this area over the years, we have

7 been procably much too interested in the electrical

6 circuitry isolation a spec ts. And I have a notion that some

9 of the -- tnat a part of the reason that there are clearly

10 some awkward places on the control boards in the layouts has

11 to do with NRC requirements about separation and so on.

12 You come to a point where you need to bring into the
.

13 consideration of wnere this is laid out on that board, not

14 only those isolation and separation considerations, but alsot

15 the consioeration of, in doing that, are you impeding the

to operators f rom a speecy and intuitive f eeling for the board

17 and the switches and the arrays of matters and so on.

15 C Witnout going into all of the details on that, is

17 it f air to say that this is a subject which the NRC is

20 looking at?

21 A Yes.

22 0 Is it f air to say that this is a subject, a

23 proolem area which is not likely to be resolved witnin the

24 next couple of months?

25 A I think that is clear and even pernaps the j

!

!

:
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sbnCK I next couple of years.

2 Q All right.

3 A This is clearly a long, long-term thing.

4 0 All right.

5 A I would hope that in this area, some of the

6 current nuclear industry efforts that are centralizing now,

7 some of these things, would have a major input to this,

6 because we in the NRC have focused in our saf ety reviews and

9 our regulations much more on saf ety in an equipment sense

10 than upon the integrated plant and its operability aspects.

11 And so we tend to be understaffed in terms of making
~

12 sweeping judgments on operability aspects. And I would hope

13 we would get sound input f rom people that are good at it.
^

14 0 Mr. Collins also te stified that the operating

15 licensing branch has only eight full-time examiners, or had

16 only eight full-time examiners.

17 A Yes.

IS O For the entire country as of March 28, 1979 and 22

19 part-time examiners, most of whom had no commercial reactor

20 experience. Are there any changes that are contemplated in

21 Inat regard?

22 A Well, we are going to improve the staffing

23 situation very suostantially as scon as we can get our nands

24 on the people.

25 0 When is that going to ha cpen?
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sonCK 1 A That ought to be in the process now. We have been

2 autnorized to hire another 100 staff members into NRR. And

3 that recruiting is going forward now.

4 0 Is that a long-term project, or is that going to

5 be done by the close of 19' '

o A Well, when you are talking about trying t3 recruit

7 highly experienced people here --

8 0 It is not easy.

9 A It inevitably turns out to be a longer-term

10 proposition. Tha t i s right. I would comment, I found

11 anotner resource that I hadn't really realized we had until

12 re cen tly.

13 In the inspection and enforcement office there is a

[ 14 training sectior. who have been put in place over the last

c 15 couple of years to carry out the training NRC does f or our

to in spe c tor s, particularly tne resicent program inspectors.

17 And we have there in that oranch, not a large number, but a

16 number of people who nave good experience in plant

IV o pera tion. And they are a resource tnat I think we need to,

20 use.

21

22

23

24

25
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bwCK I Q Mr. Collins meltioned that there no periodic

2 evaluation of training programs off ered to utilities by

3 vendors such as B&W. The last formal evaluation of the B&W

4 program according to Mr. Collins was conducted in 1968. Is

5 ther eny thought of changing that situation now?

6 A. This is with regard to --

7 0 Periodic evaluations of training programs off ered
,

8 by vendors to licensees.
A Typically to new customers.

9 0 Yes

10 A or an offer of retraining f or old customers, I

11 gue ss.
,

12 O Yes.

13 A I think those training programs -- well . that's a

14 gcod question. One is inclined to say, yes, we ought to

15 Icok at those. On the other hand, the proof of the pudding,

16 so to speak, is the operators out at the pl an t. And it's

17 so.rt of a policy que stion how f ar back up the line we go.

.or instance, if Utility A is hiring new staff and they have:18

19 a local college in the area, and they hire a lot of people

20 f rom the college, you know, how f ar back up the line should

21 we go? It may be that we will decide that we ought to stick

22 a little closer to the plant itself and the specific

23 opera tors and improve the testing and examination there,

24 rather than go clear back to the ver. dors.

25 C I was not asking you what yoe think should be

26 done.

_ - -
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bwCX 1 done.

2 A Yes.

3 0 I was asking you, is anything specific proposed at

4 this time to be done. -

5 A So f ar as I know -- Well, I just don't know. I

6 just don't know, is a be tter way to --

7 Q All right. Utility training programs which teach

6 the test given by the NRC, I made reference to that before.

9 Mr. Collins f eels that the oral evaluations done by the NRC

10 as part of the cold cod hot licensing programs are

!! sufficient to counter that f actor. Without saying on that

12 one way or another,I would like to know if there is anything

13 specific that has been proposed to change that situation.

14 A The business of teaching against examinations?'
.

15 0 Yes.

16 A I suspec t that that is too. deeply inbred in human

17 beings to ever stamp out.

18 0 Okay.

19 A I will bet you a cookie that when you went to the

20 car examination, you weren't unaware of the kinds of

21 questions that had been asked in previous years on that car

22 examination.

23 0 Indeed. But thank goodne ss I don't run a reactor.

24 A And if the, you know, if the bar association had

| 25 some magical way of going through and grabbing all of those

|

|
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bwCK l old copies, why, the next generation of bar examinees after

2 you would have found some way to learn whatever they could

3 about previous exams.

4 0 Ind.eed .

5 A So I think that is in any field, whether

6 qualifying examinations, universities, reactor . operator ,

7 training, airline pilots, lawyers, prof e ssional engineers,

8 who when I went for my New York exams, there was an

9 extensive literature of profe ssional engin.eering

10 examinations frea all around the country, you could buy

11 books of it, and I did.

12 Q Sure.

13 A It's not -- I must say, it's not a proposition

; 14 t ha t is totally evil, either.

15 Q I wa sn ' t --
e

16 A Secause among other things it helps the student --

17 tends to concentrate him on some of the things which, at

18 least to the extent they are revealed in the examinations

19 that have been given, his peers have thought were important

20 and should be tested on. So I think as a part of the

21 educational process, it's probably inevitable and then what

22 we need to do, as Collins has pointed out, is to improve the

23 ways in which we get on beyond that and get inside the

24 individual head arsd find out just how wall all of that has

25 penetrated, and is it all just some sort of learn by rote

|
|
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bwCK I and when he's confronted by a control board, he goes cold,

2 or is it a deeper understanding that is what you need?

3 0 Once again, I wasn't asking you if you thought it

4 was a good idea to change it, but just whether or not there

5 was anything specific pro posed to change it.

6 A Well, I don't know. I don't think there is. And

7 a s I say, I think the reason for that is that it'r probably
8 more a futile effort and your efforts would be te tter put to

9 other things.

10 0 Mr. Collins also told us that there is no

11 requirement tha t significant transients at other operating

12 nuclear power plants ought to be incorporated into either

13 classrcom or simulator training. Is there any specific

14 proposal to change that situation?-

15 ,A Not in the form which you seem to state it. So

16 far as I know. Although .as a general proposition, it's

17 quite clear that the training of operators on off-normal

18 conditions, all the way f rom just the sort of minor upsets

19 that can expected every f ew shif ts and don't amount to much,

20 all the way up to the extreme -- well, all the way through

21 at least the small accident range. That that area has had

22 considerably less emphasis in operator training and

23 requalification than was clearly merited. And it's

24 - certainly clear that in amplifying that training, one of the

25 things that you will be looking for are prototypical
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bwCK 1 sequenc es, of f-normal sequences. And the operational

2 experience certainly gives you a very strong set of

3 guidelines about lots of the .nings that ought to be in

4 t he r e . Not necessarily all of the things, but numbers of

5 them. So I would expect in the future that that portion of

6 the training, the off-normal condition training,

7 requalifica tio.", would have built into it the whole gamut of

5 things that hr > happened in operating plants.

9 0 But I was talking about an ongoing situation of

10 in:orporating transients that may occur at operating plants

11 as they occur.

12 A We get Se ptember, the Davis-Sesse and, good, in a

13 couplo of months that is part of the retraining -- of the

( 14 training program for new operators and requalification

15 training for other ; operators.

16 0 That is wnat I mean t, an NRC requirement that

17 that be carried out is not currently contemplatedt is that

IS right?

19 A Not directly in that fora. But I would think more

20 in the form that I put it, that that general area of

21 training ames substantial improvement and work and that part

22 of that till be -- in the course of that you will certainly

23 build in numbers of these things that have happened. ;

1

24 0 In any event, that is another long term item that

25 is not going to be accomplished by the end of this year, is
!

|

[
I

i
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bwCK 1 i t?

2 A I think inevitably that is a long-term item.

3 MR. HASSELL Why don't we go off the record?

4 (Discu ssion off the record. )

5 THE WITNESS: Back on the record. Mr. Hassell

6 asked what about the new operations Evaluation Group which

7 the Commission has directed be set up. Their task is to

8 sort out of the couple of thousand event raports and other

9 operating incidents that are noted each year from the full |
l

10 array of operating plants, to sort out tne significant |
1

11 elements and to f ollow up on them, to understand them fully, ;

12 to go beyond the sort of bare-bones statement of the event

13 f rom the plant where it happened, to understand the !

i

14 background significance of it, its general connotations for

15 the type of plant that it occurred on, and what might have

16 happened if somebody had made the wrong step in the middle

17 of it. And then to bring that lesson back and make sure it

15 gets out to all the operating plants.

19 Now in that sense, it is -- it does have a retraining

20 a spec t to it. But the operations Evaluation Group, I would

21 think would not then follow through and then see that tha t

22 transient is included in the off-normal training. I would |

23 think that would be over in the training review branches.

24 SY MR. KANE:

25 0 Again so we can be clear, that is a long term

|

1

|
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bwCK 1 It's not going be done in the next f ew months?

2 A Well, the group is in the process of formation

3 now. We are recruiting for a director. But it's -- looking

4 forward to the earliest time that it might be.in full and

5 effectiye operation, that is clearly some months away.

6 Q No requirements for instructor or training

7 supervisor qualifications, no auditing of similar

8 training, no evaluation of similar performance in the

9 utilities requalification programs, and permitting an

10 operator who flunks a written requalification examination to

|| continue work as a licensed operator, while he takes

12 accelerated training, are all aspects of the training

13 programs that were described for us by Mr. Collins. If I

| 14 understand the briefing transcript from yesterday, September

15 6, Mr. Collins has explained to the Commission that NRC

16 administration has requalification examinations and

17 developing industry. instructor qualifications must go

18 through rulemaking procedures, and that will be a f airly

19 lengthy processi is that right?

20 A Eventually, if those requirements are to be

21 reflected in the Commission's regulations in specific ways,

22 why, then -- well, to be. reflec ted in the regulatiens, why,

23 there vill certainly have to be a rulemaking, which will

24 take some time or other. As a minimum, we af ter all have to

25 go out anc get public comment, as a minimum. The items

,

l
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bwCK 1 which you mention I will note are clearly ones which need to

2 be changed and upgraded. Now it isn't nece ssary, I don't

3 t hink, to wait for tha eff ective date of final rules on all

4 of that, that is, there are all sorts of things we can do
,

5 prior to the implementation to the eff ective dates of rules.

6 Q Requirements for instructors of training

7 supervisor qualifications, can that be addressed on a

8 short-term basis by the NRC7

9 A Sure.

10 0 The NRC can simply promulgate requirements?

11 A We would say we issue an order.

12 Q Has anyone proposed that that be done?

13 A We don't have, that I know of , we don't have such

( 14 an order.before us at the moment.

15 Q Do you think the NRC should make such an order?

16 A Well, I think we need to. ge t ourselves organized

17 and know what the se ste ps are. And then I think that we can

18 move ahead and begin to implement without having to wait for
'

19 a year's rulemaking or something like that.

20 Q To implement requirements for instructor or

21 supervisor qualifications?

22 A Yes, if that is judged to be finally something we

23 need to put requirements on.

24 Q That is where I am curious. Do you think that the

25 NRC should prescribe requirements f or instructor or training
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bwCK 1 training supervisor qualifications?

2 A I think some of the training supervisors need to

3 be very experienced people in the operation of a plant -- of
4 plants. Whether the f ellow that gives the nuclear physics

5 part of the operator prep course has to be licensed by NRC

i 6 is not nearly so clear to me.

7 Q Tha t is not wha t I asked you. Should the NRC
'

8 prescribe requirements, without ge tting into what they are,

9 should the NRC prescribe requirements for instructor or

10 training supervisor qualifications?

11 A Well, I think a more general answer -- I have

12 been giving you more specific ones, what they add to in sum

13 is that this is very much an area before the Connission at

14 the moment and the details of this really remain to be
j

13 sorted out. I haven't settled down and prescribed for

16 myself here," hare are my final conclusions on all of the

17 things that ought to be done." And the one you cite is one

18 of these possibles, and I haven't f ocused --

19 0 You haven't made up your mind on that?

20 A I haven't focused on whether you check yes, or no,

21 or in part, and then specify. But it's clearly -- I

22 recognize it as one of the elements that cer.ainly has to be

23 treated.

| 24 0 Your re sponse still isn't quite clear to me. Are

I 25 you unclear as to whether or no t any requirements for

.

1

. _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . . .
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bwCK I instructor or traitting supervisor qualifications should be

2 prescribed by the NRC7 Without getting into what
1

3 requirements.
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aan i A You mean say yes or no now whether I will ever vote

CRAIG 2 in f avor of requirements or not requirements? Too early to

3 s ay.

4 0 04ay.

5 A Le t me s ee if it helps you to say the fo'11owing.

6 I am certainly unwilling to say that I can foresee no need for

7 any requirements on any training persornel.

3 Q You are unwilling to say that?

9 A I am unwilling to say that. I think that would not

to reflect my f eeling.

11 Q Okay.

12 A I think that some requirements are appropriate in

13 particular cases, and we need to sort out wno and what.

14 0 You think, then, that those requirements in some

k 15 particular cases should be required oy the NRC?

13 A Yes.

1, 2 All right. Do you think there should ce an auditing

la of simulator training in the requalification program cy the

19 3RC2

20 A fas, I do.

21 3 Co you think there should ce an evaluation of

22 simulator pirformance in the requalification programs my ths

23 JRO?

24 A Yes.

2o Q Do you --

|
!

t
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can 1 A I think it is one of the more important elements in

CRAIG 2 the upgrading of operator training. It is the place where

3 you bring it all together and get your best measure, in my

4 view, of whether you have on your hands an individual who is

capaole, not only of carrying out ef f ect.ively the normala

3 routines of the plant and ooserving all of the license

I conditions, out who also has a sufficient understanding of the

3 machine and its possible behavior to give you a good and

/ proper response in off-normal conditions.

10 0 Co you think an operator wno scores less than 70

11 percent on nis written requalification examination should be

12 permitted oy the utility to continue to work as a licens3di

13 operator while he takes accalerated training?

14 A On, I tnink that is too much detail for me to

( 15 answer, too much of a detailed question f or me to answer a

13 yes or no. I think it depends on waere ilid he downgrade.

le Did he do fine on f airly trivial thirigs and olow all the

13 questions tnat have to do with limiting conditions f or

19 operation? Oh, coy. |

!

22 0 Mell, of course tnat is ano ther ma tter which nas

21 :ome up previously acout the eight suoparts on the exam. |
|

|
22 A Yes.

23 g And how an overall score is all that was required j

21 even if you cid poorly in one or two of them. |

1; A Yas.

.

_. . . - _
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cmn 1 Q I understand that has now been changed. .

CRAIG 2 A Yes.

3 Q It is my understanding that the NRC is now going to
_

4 require a minimum grade in each part.

3 A Ye s .

6 Q As well as an overall grade, whicn makes sense.

1 A Yas.

S Q 5ut what I was specifically looking to was the

9 situation wnere the utility determines, okay, you have got

10 less than 70 percent. He does have to take accelerated

11 training but we will continue to allow nim to work as a

12 licensed operator in the meantime.

13 I take it your response is you would have to look at the

14 situation further before you would ;ndicate whether or not
,

'

15 taa would be acceptacle?'

16 A Ya s.

14 2 Har that specific subject matter seen addressed in

13 any proposal to tne NRC for changes?

19 A In terms of sometning formally before the

23 Commi ssion?

21 0 or discussed in any Commission meating that you are

22 aware of.

23 A .is11, you have already heard tne operator training

22 cranch enanges wi n regard to the parts of the exam and so on.

23 So to that extent, yes. In a more general sense, no.

t

l

!
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aan 1 0 There is to my judgment and oeservation a f airly |

CRAIG 2 substantial list of items that are wrong in the operator

3 training program, that need to be corrected.

4 How did the operator training program reach this point

5 where it had this many deficiencies in it?

$ A dell, I am not sure I can give you an answer tnat's

1 very authoritative. I haven't until recently paid a great

8 deal of attention to the operator training side of the NRC

9 activities, and in my previous work down here, and with the

10 ACRS, while there were some aspects of operation coviously

11 which were important, and we dealt with -- and I dealt with

12 personally -- in general, the operator training asoscts I

13 didn't have a great deal to do with.

14 .te didn't pay a great deal of attention to it. So I am

i 16 not sure I am much of an authority on how it got here. I

15 think I'd just speculate that the feeling was tnat, having

Il provided requirements that the plants have assorted safety

13 systems to cover the full range of cesign-besis events,

li and naving looked at those transien and accident sequen:es,

23 witn regard to automatic detection, and initiation of tne

21 saf ety features, and having avoided places where operator had

22 to esspond in very short times to off-normal conditions, where

23 the times were at least 10 minutes, in some cases 15 or 20,

24 the feeling was tnat the -- that there didn' t need to oe ,

25 then, as much emphasis on o;eretor training as we now all

i

l
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cmn I per:eive to ce the case.

CRAIG 2 2 I noted at page 100 of the brie fing transcript for

3 Mr. Denton's oriefing of September 6, 1979, that Mr. Denton

4 was requestid to prepare a paper on the advisability of

5 halting construction on all B&# reactors in progress. That

3 was done at the request of Commissioner Ahearne. I just want

to inquire on the record as to whether or not there would bea

3 a problem with the Presidential Commission obtaining a copy of

d that paper once it is availaole.

15 A I shouldn't think so. I expect it will be a public

!! paper.

12 3 Fine.

13 A It will come up you know, and ce the suoject of a

la Commission discussion. It would ce public the day of that

c
'

15 oriating. And I am sure the Presidential Commission could

la have access to it procably cefore tnat.

Il MR. XANE: I would like to formally request tnen

13 that we ce given access to it as soon as that is f e as i cle .

Is THE NITNESS: All rignt. Can I relay tnat anc

20 make Mr. .:itzgerald my agent for carrying that out. So if you

2. call me up and ask me where it is, wny, I can refer you to
:

22 him.

23 VR. KA.iEs I will call Mr. Fitzgerald.

24 St MR. XANE:

| 26 2 2asirman dendrie , again, re fe rring cack to some
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c2n 1 written answers to written questions that you provided to the

CRAIG 2 Udall Committee on June 6,19 79, one of the questions was,
,

3 could you explain to us what was done to make sure that the

4 Three Mile Island management was informed fully of the

5 incidents at other 3&d plants.

5 And your answer was, TMI management, like all licensees,

receive copies of licensee event report summaries and regular,

S current events reports prepared by the NRC staff. The

9 pertinent Bad reactor events, notaoly the Davis-Besse and

13 Rancho Seco events, would have been covered in these reports.

Il Now do you f eel these documents you have ref erred to fully

12 informed the licensees of the Davis-Besse transient, for

13 example, of 3eptember 24, 19777

14 *tA. CH0PK0: Off the record..

I 15 (Jiscussion off tne record. )

13 THE WITNESS: dell, the current events reports,

il tne summariss are simply computer listings in whica you get a

13 three or four line summary of the event and any interestad

19 licensees are then expected to request the f ull reports or

23 s o cn .

21 MR. XAJE: The summary doesn't give the cetails of

22 the transient, does it?

23 fME WITNE55: Yes. The Current Events of power

24 Reactors anc its predecessor puolication maae an attemot to ce

22 a more, a fuller description of the events, and so on.

I

l

.
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cmn I Q A significant feature of the Davis-Sesse transient

CRAIG 2 of Septemoer 24, 1977, was the operator's interruption of high

3 pressure injection cased on pressurizer level, was it not?

4 post TMI-2 we can certainly see that, can't we?

5 A Our hindsight gives us every reason to say that.
:

6 0 I have spent some time going through the various

documentation that relates to that transient. I don't expec t
a

3 you to read all of this, but I can represent to you that I
> have here the preliminary notification that was prepared on

10 that transient dated Septemaer 26, 1977. It makes no

11 reference to operator error in any sense in terminating

le hign pressure injection casad on a misleading pressuriser

13 level reading -- makes no ref erence to any HPI interruption

la at all.

13 I also have tne LER that was submitted on Octocar 7, 1977,

15 which makes no mention of operator error concerning any

Ie interruption of spi. The LER was followed by a supplement

13 of some 59 pages dated Novemoer 14, 1977.

19 Again there is no mention of opera tor error concarning

23 HPI termination. The document states at page 4 thet at six

21 minutes into the event, the operator stopped the HpI pumps, f
1

22 so it states the fact.

23 But it also states at page 2 that operator was timely and

24 proper throughout tne secuence of events. These documents

followed up cy an I1E report prepared oy the :RO wnich is23 were

|
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cmn I accompanied by a cover letter dated November 22, 1977. Again

i CRAIG 2 there is no mention of error by the operator concerning HPI

3 termination. The only reference appears on page 5 as part of
.

4 a detailed chronology and the reference is that HPI pumps were

5 shut down at this time as pre ssurizer level was normal. That

6 is it.

I The LER monthly summaries as you have indicated are put out

3 and as you have indicated do not contain any setting forth of

9 the events of the transient. It is s imply a summary. Tne

10 summary makes no ref erence to any operator error concerning

11 termination of HpI.

12 Lastly, the current event power reactors that I think you
't

13 referred to in your response to the Udall Comaittes question

14 was put out concerning Davis-Besse. The particular issue

( 15 involved has a section callad operator error, but there is no

15 ref erence to Davis-Be sse in that section.

le The section in which the Davis-3 esse transient is descrioed
,

is appears under valve malfunctions and does not in any way

Id mention anything acout operator error in doing anything with

23 regard to the hign-pressure injection.

21 .47 cuestion is having gone tnrough all of that'

22 cocumentation, if I were approaching it as someone wno knew

2J notning about the Davis-30sse transient whatsoever, ther3

24 doesn't seem to be any way in which I could have concluded

22 any operator error cased upon interrupting or terminating

I

i

I
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can I high pressure injection.

CRAIG 2 How then are the licensees to be f ully informed acout the

3 important events of that Davis-Besse transient via this

4 documentation?

5 A Ch, because the important items aoout Davis-Besse

$ are consideraoly more than the f act that the operator turned

I the high pre ssure injection off early in the transient. The

3 important elements in the Davis-Besse transient that should

> have been noticed, and that were in f act picked up cy Jim

10 Creswell, and never succeedad in getting through the NRC mill,

11 and that were picked up cy Gunn & Kausy at B&W and never

12 succeeded in getting through their mill, and that snould have[I
L 13 ceen picked up cy an operations evaluation f unction in tne

14 JRC and on the industry side, for pity's sake, were that here
i

15 is a transient which occurred frequently, a secondary side

: 16 trip, that every time you had a secondary side trio in tne

I, 3s?! plants you pop the relist valve.

13 -

19

23

21

22

23

24

22

!
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; itCK 1 de all. know what the statistics are on relief valve
2 closing, so that you know every hundred or so times that you

3 pop the relief valve, you are going to have a failure to

4 reclo se .

5 Every hundred times you are going to have one or two

6 , failures to reclose, I me an. And tha t the plant is then

7 lef t in a small-creak LOCA situation with the break up in

3 the pressurizer vapor space.
.

9 Now, .the significant thing that should have caught more

10 people's attention in that Davis-Sesse writeup were that in

li spits of the f act that the relief valve was open, the system

12 pressure was f alling, fell racidly, f ell enough to trigger

13 high pressure injection, that .the pressurizer level didn't

14 go do wn.
/

15 In fact, I think the backup reports mention in a rather'

lo mild way tnat tnere were saturation conditions in the

I. primary system. An appreciation snould have flowed from

15 that event that on a small-oreak L:)CA like that, wnether

19 it's a relief valve or something else, the pressure falling,

20 that if you drop the pressure below the saturation pressure,

21 that you are going to get voiding in some portions, in the

22 not portions of the system.

23 The voiding in turn is going to keep your pressurizer

24 level up, and you stop looking at the pre ssuri:er level.

23 Devis-Sesse should have leyed us to that espect on all
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ltCK i PWRs.

2 0 Ye s , but the --

3 A Then, once you understand all of that, and look at

4 what was done at Davis-Besse, you say, hey, he shouldn't have

5 turned off the HPI.
6 Q But how can you come to that conclusion if nowhere

in the documentation is it indicated that he turned off thes

S HPI in reliance upon that pressurizer level?

9 A Ch, because that -- it's clear that's why he

10 turned it off. All you have to do is to have any sort of

11 elemental understanding of the operation of PWRs and you

12 know that.

13 - 0 The preliminary --

14 A There isn't a PiiR operator in the United States

! 15 who wouldn't tell you why he turned off the HPI.

16 Q The preliminary --

Is A That I can tell you that.

la a The preliminary notification on tnis transient

19 doesn't say anything acout HPI being turned off, period,

23 notning.

21 A iis are talking about the current events in power

22 reactors.

23 3 All right, let's come to that particular . document.

24 That is this newsletter that is put out.

25 A And the backup report.
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ltCK I Q The backup report?

2 A The 90-day report.

3 0 You mean the I&E reort? Oh, you mean the LER.

4 A The licensee's 90-day report. Once you get

5 started on one of these things, inevitaoly you find in that

$ limited writeup ' summarized by NRC people considerably less

I than you would really like to know about the whole thing.

S So then you call up and say," Hey, give me a copy of the

9 90-day report where the licensee has to deal with it in some

10 detail, and other pertinent documents."

11 So you now and up with this thing and --

12 Q And this LER, you mean?

13 A No.

14 Q The supplement.

(
15 A And you end up with that. Now, you know what'

16 people have written down about it.

II Q Le t's come to the supplement. This is dated

13 ilovemcer 14, 1977.

19 On the second page of that cocument, it makes tne

2) s tate me nt tnat operator action was timely and proper

21 throughout the sequence of svents.

22 Joes that sound like a recognition of the fact that the

23 operator should not have terminated the HPI?

24 A No, but what I am saying is tnat a careful look at

22 this event nas revealed here, here and mayce in the I1E

.

_ . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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itCK 1 rep *.rt, but this is -- these generally are pretty good.

2 A careful look at this then leads you to some quite

3 different conclusions than that.

4 Q This was prepared by the licensee, provided to the

5 NRC. The NRC didn't see that, did it, what you are talking

6 . aoout, the significance of the operator having turned off ---

/ A de didn't understand the significance except f or

3 Mr. Creswell.

? Q Mr. Creswell didn't get it from this. My

10 understanding from Mr. Creswell, he went back to the utility

11 and checked their records and interviewed some of the people

12 at Davis-Besse and found out at that point that the operator

13 had turned off the HPI based on the pressurizer level.

14 He did not get it f rom the documentation. He found the

15 documentation conf using.'

15 A He had access directly to the plan. so he got it

1. there. If ne hadn't gotten it there, why --

16 3 How would the utilities get this information, that

1) at some otha r plant somecody had erroneously turned off the

23 HpI cased on pressurizer Levell

21 A Well, I would hope that tne utility operating

22 organizations are trying to keep pretty good track of sister

23 plants and what is going on.

2* And if they are not, the vendor who supplied the plant

23 :ertainly ought to ce keeping pretty gcod track of tne
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itCK 1 events that go on. And beyond that, the NRC ought to be.

2 Q To answer my question, should the utility or

3 venoor be keeping better track than the NRC7 Should they be

4 really on top of this, more so than the NRC?
_ _ _ . . _ .

5 A You bet.

$ Q But they are clearly not?

7 A There certainly weren't here.

3 Q All right. You also made reference to the fact

9 that the NRC did not appreciate the f act that there had been

10 operator error here in terminating the HPI.

Il That is not entirely correct from what I understand to be

12 the case. Roger Mattson has descriced for us, as well as a

13 f ellow in his office, Gerald Mazetis , the fact that

14 Mr. Mazetis , s oon a f te r the transient within a few days was

15 sent to the site for evaluation.

15 A That's right. I had forgotten that there was an

Is enterprise f rom NRR that almost got there and then somehow

13 again fizzled out.

l/ 0 You say almost. Almost in Mr. Mettson's view is

20 not :he case. There was a mee ting in Mr. Mattson's o ffice ;

21 soon af ter the transient at which Mr. Mazetis descriced his 1

1

22 tria to the site and his evaluation of the event.

23 That was followed up cy a memorandum f rom Denny Ross to !

|

24 Mr. Carl Smdbit of 115 in which he confirmed that one of the
23 suoJ3 cts discussed at the meeting and to be f ollowed uo on

'

.
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ItCK I by I&E was the operator's termination of the high-pressure

2 injection and the best we are able to construct is that it
3 simply did not go any further than I&E.

4 We deposed Mr. Seyfrit. Although he has no specific

5 recollection, he confirms that where that evaluation oy I&E

6 would have wound up is in this Novemoer 22, 1977 inspection

4 and enforcement report.

3 That is the document that I said makes no mention of

9 error concerning HPI termination and simply says HPI pumps

13 were shut down at this time as pressurizer level was normal.

11 My intention in going througn all of this with you,

12 Chairman Hendrie, is to simply try to ascertain and nail

13 down the f act that the NRC did not do a very good Joo of

la putting the word out to the licensee s in this event, did it?
(

13 A I couldn't agree with you more. I think I have'

15 ceen saying that.

I, 3 So it's not a question of the licensee being fully

13 informed by reading these documents cecause

is these documents do not spell out operator error in

23 terminating H?I.

21 A do. But that is quite correct. But let me

22 reiterate in shorter form, I hope, what I said oefore.

23 I think it's incumoent upon tne operators of these

24 ?lents, either individually or on an industry basis, or a

23 vendor basis , if they like, to get a better grip on this
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itCK 1 kind of thing. And this precursor event should have keyed

2 coth sides of the house, both the regulatory side and the

3 industry side that there was trouble from this source.

4 Most particularly in the B&W plants because they are

5 set up to challenge the relief valve every time you get a

6 secondary transient.

7 But in a more general sense, the possibility of any time

8 you get a small break or relief lifting in any PWR, if the
9 pressure drops to saturation, you are going to get some

10 voiding in the hot parts of the system and that is going to

11 drive your pressurizer level back up.

14 And if you have gone into an off-normal situation in

13 which the system pressure has gone to saturation, then oy

14 God, you cetter ce very careful what you male of pressurizer

k - 15 le el from then on out.v

15 2 You should certainly instruct the operators not to

1. rely on it under those circumstances?

13 A Inst's ri;nt.

19 0 Are you aware that in fact, that implication of
:

23 the Javis-3 esse transient was recognized by the involved

21 utility and they did give their people training against that

22 particular occurrence?

23 A A: Davis-Besse?

21 0 Yes.

22 A No, actually, I hadn't realizac taat.
.

I
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itCK I Q on. Well, we have a document dated ---

2 A I am glad to hear it.

3 0 Well, I am glad and I am not so glad in a way,

4 cecause I gue ss it's ironic, in light of all this

3 documentation, it does not reflect that recognition. In

6 fact, at that utility on a plant-specific basis, they did

7 recognize it.

9 In a letter dated May 18, 1979, from Mr. Lowell Roe, of

9 Toledo Edison to Rocert Reid, of the -- as director of

IJ nuclear reactor regulation, there is a --

16 A Reid? dait a minute.

12 Q Ex cuse me, througn director of nuclear reactor

13 regulation, he was chief of oranch numoer 4. This is a

14 letter dated May IS, 1979, from Toledo Edison to Mr. Reid,

( 13 in which he encloses an evaluation or. event review of the

16 September 24, 19 77 transient.

1. The enclosure was also dated May IS, 1979. And it does

13 state that as a result of tnat incident, all licensed

IJ opera tors --

23 A The dates are '79?

21 0 May 18, 1979 is wnen the document is daced. Nhat

22 i t re f ers to , nowe ve r --

23 A 01 ay , it's a previous action oy the utility to

2, get its, tell its operators what all that saturation

la ousine ss T.ean t.
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I
ltCK I Q Yes. Specifically retarencing that as a result of

2 the incident at Davis-Besse I, all licensed operators were

3 given detailed training on the event with special attention

4 to the hazards of relying on pressurizer level

5 instrumentation as an indication of primary system inventory

b when a leak in the top of the pressurizer exists.

That is what you are talking about, isn't it?

8 A That's exactly right. That piece of information

9 should have been immediately forwarded to all .the other

10 B&W -- all the sister plants, and everybody, they on the

!! industry and operating side, and we in reg, should have

12 recognized its furtner croader significance for PWRs in

N 13 general.

b 14 And I must say now that you have informed me of that,
( 13 my level of frustration over this particular set of f ailures

15 is increased.

17 MR. CH0PK0 Can we go off the record for a

13 second?

19 (Jiscussion o"f tne record. )

23

21

24

23

24

2.:

|
!
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. rc CK I BY MR. KANE:

2 Q It is clear to me, at least, Mr. Hendrie, from all ,

3 this documentation, that there were some things lef t out of

the description of the Davis-Besse transient that procaoly4

5 should have been put in.

6 I am more interosted in what that cccurs. And I

/ understand it can be simply human oversight. Perhaps that

3 is something we can never eliminate.

> But isn't it true that a standard feature of utility

10 vendor contracts is that the vendor pays for any changes

11 that are ordered oy the NRC and the utility pays for any

12 other changes?

13 A I think, well, let me try to answer as fully as I

14 understand. But let me pref ace it cy saying that I am not
.

15 an expert on the contractual arrangements between utilitiesI

15 and their nuclear steam supply vendor or their architect

17 engineers, and so on.

13 With that caveat cefore you, it is my understanding that

19 the :entracts are, as you would expec t, not cy any manner or

23 means uniform. But that it is often ..ne practice for the

21 utility to ask for, ask the nuclear steam supply guy to make

22 him e bid to supply a licensible nuclear steam supply of a

23 certa in size.

24 The vendor then, and the contract then says that the

2a vencor, for a certain price agreed upon, will supply a

!
i

i
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rc CK 1 licensible machine. His cart of the supply will be

2 licensiole. .

3 Now, both sides, particularly in more. recent years, have

4 recognized that there are almost certain to ce on every

6 project further things the reg staff will find that they
6 want before they can find the system acceptacle, and new

,

requirements come along.4

8 And some of the contracts, the more recent ones, then,

? will have clauses in them which say, now with regard to any

10 new regulatory requirements and the equipment that would oe

11 required to fulfill them, we will have some procedure for

12 deciding who pays or an arbitration procedure to divide the

13 cost, or something like that.

14 Sut the general proposition that you enunciated
k 15 initially, I think we can take that as a general starting

16 point f or wnat I s ee is coming discussion, and say that if

II it is not true in all contracts, it is at least true in

13 enough contracts, so it is worth talking about.

19 3 The reason I bring it up is because, and I can' t

20 conte ss to tnis ceing an original idea with me, but it was

21 the subject of an exchange cetween Commissioner Pickf ord and

24 Jesse Ebersole during the last set of puolic hearings that

23 the Presidential Commission held.

24 The suoject matter they were discussing in that regard or

25 the question was, wnere that is the case, that the vendor is

|
t

|
!

- _ _ _ _ _ _
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rc CK I going to have to pay for changes ordered by the NRC, doesn't

2 that create a substantial disincentive, economic

3 disincentive for the vendor to conclude that any transient

4 or problem poses a generic safety problem?

5 A It sure doe s.

6 Q Doesn't it also create a substantial disincentive
- . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

7 for the utility to identify safety proolems which may not

9 ce considered generic and for which the utility alone may be

9 responsible?

10 A You bet. I wouldn't mind amplifying a little on

11 that, actually.

12 0 please do.

13 A Secause it is a suoject that I have worried acout

14 off and on f or a good many years. Not only is it a

( 15 disincentive in a given project for the vendor to propose an

16 improved saf ety system which might cost more, because he's

14 then going to have to pay for it, but the vendors are scared

18 to death if they propose it on plant 12, the current

19 project, that the NRC will love it and mandate that it ce

23 supplied on his units I through !! that he's already
21 supplied to someoody. And he will then have 11 other

22 utilities saying, okay, smart guy, you pay for it.

23 Q So, we are looking at millions of dollars

24 po ten ti ally, sucstantial money?

26 A It could ce many millions in some cases. That is

.

---- ~ - -- - - - - - - .__ , _ . _ _ . _ _ . _ . _ _ _
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rc CK I a very uncomfortable aspect.~

2 I have discussed it a number of times with various

3 people, our intervenor groups and others, acout how we might

find a way to free the system up so that you wouldn't4

5 necessarily find yourself in a situation of having to
6 back-fit every previous plant in order to encourage people

I to be ingenious and to go forward and improve the technology

a on new projects.

9 Obviously, if it was something that we made a

10 determination was simply essential on all the plants, why,

11 everybody agrees in principle that in that case, there is no

12 question. It is done, and who pays f or it, well, that will

13 get worked out between the individual parties.

14 But this area of here's a better way to configure the

15 ECC5, maybe, and it costs a little oit more, and the

16 vendor's engineers think it is a very substantial .

Ie improvement. And, cy God, they're really reluctant to mention

la i t, lest, as I say, the NRC engineers say, hey, that's a

19 great idea. Let's do that all over the place.

20 0 That leads me to a comment made by Racert Minogue,

21 M-i-n-o-g-u-e , in a deposition I took a f ew weeks ago, in

22 which I was not focusing specifically in the context of the

23 utility-vendor financial arrangements, cut just generally

24 about the re gulatory approach taken in tne past by tne NRC.

23 And its relationships with the industry.

|
t

!

I
_ _
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rc CK i Mr. Minogue commented that Our regulatory approach is

2 based on a presumption of good f aith compliance. It is

3 inherent. There is a presumption that there is a real

4 dedicated commitment to achieving those requirements that

5 doesn't require an inspector behind every worker.

6 He went on to says My faith in that presumption was

I sadly shaken by TMI.

3 So , the remark I made to Mrs. Omang, 0-2-a-n g, a

9 Washington Post reporter, acout heavy regulation was based

10 also on the perception, not just the things we have been

18 talking about, but a perception that maybe this industry

12 shouldn't be presumed to be in good f aith compliance.

13 Given that financial mode we talked aoout, given the way

14 the Davis-Be sse incident was reported and analyzed by the

( 15 incustry, do you agree with that statement, that we can no

15 longe r place -- engage in a presumption of good f aith

17 compliance oy the industry?

13 A I guess I wouldn't go that far. J

1) Q Does the current situation give you pause on that

23 suoject?

21 A Sure.

22 Q Oo you think that is something the NRC Commission |
|

23 neecs to address?
'

I
i 24 A Yes. And it has oeen a sucject that we -- that ]

25 should have oeen addressed at the Oo?. mission long since,
- 1

!
\

. . . . - -. .
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rc CK I going back prior to the NRC. I must say that, in the

2 contacts that I have had with industry people over the

3 years, it is certainly true of all of the senior figures

4 that I know, that there is a very strong dedication to"

5 safety.

6 I couldn' t, and wouldn't, affirm that tha t is uniformly

I true all the way down the ranks. But I don't know of any

3 principal on the vendors' or utilities' sides that has
9 had -- that I regard as a real nuclear profe ssional that

10 doesn't have a strong dedication to safety.

11 Now, that doesn't mean that there aren't very strong

12 differences of opinion between -- on specific measures and

13 specific items. And the proolem that we have discussed

14 here, the financial incentives for cetter safety measures

15 proposed from the industry's side, is one which is very'

16 keenly felt cy senior engineers of the vendors and some of

Ie the senior nuclear professionals on the utilities' side.

IS So, I guess, I am not prepared to make the olanket

19 assumption that we are dealing with a bunch of c roo%s here.

20 0 I -- Let me say, I was not suggesting that.

21 A No. Let me not put words in your mouth, and let

22 us understand that language is a shorthand exaggeration of

23 the thing. I am not prepared to regard them as a cunch of

24 crooks.

25 But there clearly are diff erences in the points of view.
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rc CK 1 And we have always nad that adversary relationship. And I

2 think we always will.

3 Q Do you think it is accurate to say that, where it

4 is a close call on a safety question, the inclination of the

5 industry would be to let it f all on the. side of it not ceing
$ a safety question?

s A I think that probably is the case and I think

3 probably ours is to call it on the side of the safety
9 ques t ion.

10 0 Nhich is why it is so important for the NRC to be

11 advised of these problems as they arise.

12 A You cet.

13 0 Chairman Hendrie, are you f amiliar with Stephen

14 Hanauer?

', 16 A On, very well. I have known Steve since I joined

16 the ACR5 in 1966.

17 Q Do you f eel that he is a ecmpetent person, from a

la technical point of view? |

19 A 5xtremely. One of the best. |

20 0 I nave a memorandum here whien Mr. Hanauer

21 apparently wrote to n'=4 =mimwe Gilinsky, dated Marca 13, i
1

22 1975. It states that --

i

23 A Tnank goodness it is cefore my term.

24 Q It states that attached, Commissioner Gilinsky

25 will find, in accordance with his oral request, a discussion
.

.
_ - . , - - - .
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rc CK 1 of some technical issues that Mr. Hanauer believes to be

2 important subjects for Commission consideration.

3 In going through this document, I was struck by the

4 similarities between some of the things Mr. Hanauer

5 identified here and some of the things we have oeen talking

6 a bout today.

I ?or example, on the third page of the document towards

3 the top, Mr. Hanauer, at the very top , Mr. Hanauer notes the

operating plants are one our chief sources of information,9

10 out we don't know whether the rate of acnormal occurrencesDg
T

.' 11 now ceing experienced is a satisf actory one or not.

12 A Wait a minute. Where are you?

13 0 I am sorry. On the third page towards the top.

14 At the top.

la A Un, okay.

16

1e

la

19

20

21
4

22
,

23

24

'

26
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sbnCK I Q What Mr. Hanauer appears to be ref erring to is

2 exactly what were just discussing. The passage through

3 to the NRC of operating experience at nuclear power plants

4 for the. purpose of assessing safe ty questions.

5 A Yes.

6 Q This is 1975 he noted this problem. I take it

7 since TMI-2, certainly that problem's gotten a lot more

8 a tte n tion. The question inevitably arises, why wasn't this

9 problem adequately handled between 1975 and March 28, 19797

10 A I guess two reasons. One of them is that it is a

11 difficult problem. Steve notes the operating plants are one

12 of our chief sources of information but we do not know

13 whether the rate of abnormal occurrences now being

I4 experienced is a satisf actory one or not. The industry, in
(

15 spite of having been nominally around for 30 years, is

16 really an operating industry only, oh, since the late '60s.

17 Ten years.

18 And so Steve's quite right. It is hard to say whether it

19 is -- whe ther the abnormal occurrence rate is

20 extraordinarily high or extraordinarily low, or what. The

21 feeling is that it is high. Because I think all of us who

22 are prof e ssionals in the business have a f eeling that we

23 ought to be able to build and operate these plants so we

24 don't have a great many abnormal occurrences at all.

25 0 In fact, as you commented, it is now emerging that
;

|

I 1
1

1
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sbnCX i the incidence of PORV f ailures, or PORV challenges in at

2 least the B&W design is at a disturbingly high rate.

3 A Yes, that is right. It goe s on to , note, we do

4 know that nuclear unit availabilities and capacities are not

5 sa ti sf ac tory. And he says then we need to find out whether

6 safety system availability is satisfactory and to improve

7 whatever aspects of reliability need improving. There has

8 been a drive on the industry side to deal with some of the

9 system availability problems, and I think in part at least,

10 that has had some success.

11 I think in general the unit availabilities have shown a

12 useful increase, say, in the period through, oh, maybe, I

13 don' t know, '73 '74, and, say , '78. But it is a hard

14 problem. And the other reason why isn't all of that cured
s

15 and in good shape, the other part of the ans' er is that itw

16 in part was a f ailure on our side to make sure that we had

17 an adequate system set up for shaking out what all of these i

1

15 LERs meant in full detail.

19 In ge tting the informa tion f ed back in a forceful way,

2C and as I have already said, in part, failure on the

21 industry's side to appreciate how important that was f rom

22 their side and for them to do it.

23 Q Ano t her poin t that Mr. Hanauer makes on the same

24 page, just below tnat paragra ph I cited, the paragraph that

25 is numbered 4, Mr. Hanauer says present designs do not

i

__ ._b__ __
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sbn CK 1 make adequate provision for the limitation of peo ple . Means

2 must be found to improve the performance of the people on

3 whom we depend and to improve the design of equipment so

4 tha t it is less independent, I assume he means de pendent.

5 A I think so.

6 0 On human performance. Again it seems here he is

7 addre ssing that man-machine interf ace.

8 A Yes.

9 Q Which has come up so many times in connection with

10 the TMI-2 accident. In questioning other memb.ers of the NRC

11 as to why the man-machine interf ace was not previously

12 addressed, the way it has been now, I have gotten responses

13 along the lines that it simply was not addressed because the

14 thought was that the automatic systems that could be

15 installed could adequately protect the public and could

16 adequately lead to a cold shutdown if necessary under

17 even the worst accident conditions.

18 For that reason, then, there was simply less emphasis

19 within the NRC on how the human beings in the control room

20 would relate to these devices. I think I understand that

21 explanation but it just strikes me as anomalous that here is

22 a situation in 1975 where a highly competent and respected

23 technical advisor is bringing this ma tter directly to the*

24 a ttention of a NRC commissioner, and, yet, if we are to

25 judge by the TMI-2 post-accident situation, nothing really
1

_ _ _ _ -.
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sbnCK 1 was done in that four-year period.
,

2 Again, why wasn't some thing done af ter this matter was

3 directly brought up?

4 A I guess that is a question that you will probably

5 be discussing with Vic Gilinsky tomorrow, isn't it?

6 Q Yes, I was hoping you might have some information

7 on that.

8 A I wouldn't be surprised with regard to the

9 man-machine interf ace, I daresay that some more searching

10 around in the assorted documents, both here and on the

11 industry side , that you could find criticisms that predate

12 1975 about the way the interf ace is treated in control

13 rooms .

14 Q Could you turn to the last page of that document?
s.

15 There is another comment there by Mr. Hanauer under the

16 heading of "Too Many Surprise s." He refers there that in

17 the past couple of years surprises have come both from

18 operating experience and f rom improved understanding by both

19 reg, and the industry, of saf ety problems we thought were

20 put to bed.

21 An obvious example is all the trouble we had with ECCS

22 evaluation models. Innovation by applicants will continue

23 to generate surprises. We must develop methods for dealing

24 with these surprises in cases and generically without having

25 a fire drill each time.

|

i
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sbnCK I Now there are obviously a number of surprises in

2 connection with the TMI-2 accident, the most significant I

3 guess being the one you have referred to before of

4 pressurizer levels staying high while pressure went low.

5 There was another ma tter, however, that came up which I take

6 it was a surprise to the NRC because it hadn't previously

7 been addressed.

8 As f ar as I know, that was coincident logic for ECCS

9 actuation. The Presidential Commission has had testimony

10 . concerning a transient which occurred in Beznau,

11 Switzerland, in which this problem with coincident logic of

12 ECCS actuation during the course of this phenomenon of

13 levels staying high and pre ssure going low occurs.
I14 I think I understand why the NRC didn t do anything about

.

15 that, because apparently it was not reported. But here is

16 Mr. Hanauer in 1975 saying we have got to look at these

17 ma tters and we have got to figure out what is going on. And

IS I have had many people, including Mr. Lefleur of the

19 international program, sugges t to me that with 20-20

20 hindsight, it is cbvious that under the kind of small break

21 LOCA conditions you would have, levels would stay high,

22 pressure would stay low.

23 This is not a major revision to the basic theory of

24 physics or steam hydraulics or anything else.

25 A It is a perf ectly straightforward conclusion

|

|
__ _.-_ ___ _ _____. _. .
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sbnCK 1 that every Junior and senior in a power, heat power course

2 in the country will tell you about.

3 0 Under those circumstances, then, how could the NRC

4 have carefully evaluated and licensed plant design which had

5 ECCS actuated only when both level and pressure dropped to a

6 requisite point?

7
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ltCK 1 A I think the answer about the coincident level runs

2 as f ollows. In considering loss of coolant accidents which

3 were a primary focus obviously for a design basis

4 for emergency core cooling systems, we started out with big

5 pipe breaks, and work out what happens there and what you

6 do.
-

i 7 And then carry that analysis down to smaller and smaller

8 breaks. Some years ago when these requirements were being

9 worked out and implemented on plants, and the various

10 actuation schemes being reviewed, we had in a sense stopped

11 the small break analysis at -- before it went all the way

12 do wn .

13 That is, you carried the break analysis down through

14 smaller and smaller breaks. And you got down to a size of
(

15 break where the mass flow through the break was clearly less

16 than the capability of your high-pressure injection systems.

17 And it was thought, it seemed reasonable enough at the

18 time, that when you reached that point, what would ha pcen

19 down at the point of a break size, what would happen is, you

20 would get -- the pressure would drop, an'd the pre ssurizer

21 level would drop as fluid was being lost from the system.

22 That you would reach the trip point in pressure and in

23 pressurizer level, the high-pressure injection system would

24 come on, and hold the system pressure at about that po in t.

25 And that would still be above saturation because the trip

|

_ _
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ltCK I points on the low pre ssura trips are all set above the
.

2 saturation pre ssure in the ho t leg. And that you would not,

3 then, not form steam voids in the system because you

4 would be above saturation pressure.

5 And the machine would sit there, then, pouring water out

6 of the small break but with water being pumped in from the
,

7 high-pressure injection systems at a sufficent rate to

8 equal that and keep the system liquid full and in

9 equilibrium.

10 So it was f elt that the dual actuation on the

11 We sting hou se , and I guess, Combustion, I believe Combustion |

12 uses the same system.

13 0 Yes.

14 A Was a consistent one.

f
'

15 Q Used to use the same system . ,

16 A Used to use the same system. And that the

17 coincident, the one out of two twice, or whatever the

lo arrangement was, the coincident-logic system, was a

19 reasonable way of making sure that you got actuation when

20 you needed it, but didn't get the high pressure injection

21 pumps a ttempting to fire into the system on spurious, you

22 know, a transient in an instrument channel that would say

23 trip one of the level channels, and give you a signal to

24 start, that you need both.

25 Now, both in the Davis-Be sse and Threa Mile Island cases,

|
,
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ltCK I I don't remember f rom the subsequent analyses of small

2 breaks, in particular, the relief valve, I don't remember

3 whether if they had lef t the high pre ssure injection on, it

4 would have kept the system pressure up.

5 You remember in both cases, the level in the pressurizer

6 did indeed fall. Here we ere talking about a B&W system

7 where there was a low pressure trip on it that fired the

8 thing, but in both cases, the level did f all, the pressure
':

9 fell and you got the trip.

10 But then they cut the blasted HpI off, which allowed the

!! system to depressurize on down further and go below

12 saturation pressure.

13 Q Wasn't the system already at satura tion though,

14 because you had enough voiding in the primary system to hold
,

15 the pressurizer level up? ,

16 A No. Let's go back and trace f rom the beginning

17 and do it sort of generically so we can be thinking about

18 either -- about any PWR.

19 You get a small break, and let's take the relief valve

20 inadvertantly opening as a prototypical case, because that

21 is probably more likely than a small pipe break or a crack

22 in a pipe, actually.

|
23 The first thing that happens is that the pre ssure begins

24 to f all in the system as fluid moves out of the primary

25 system. The loss of fluid will be also reflected in a drop

|

;

1
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ltCK I in the pre ssurizer level. The pressure will be slower than

2 would be the case in a liquid solid system.

3 In a liquid solid system, if you vent the least little

4 bit, why, you have dropped the pressure enormously because

5 the compressibility of water is so small.

6 But in a system with a steam bubble in it, and that is

7 why it's in. there, the steam bubble will expand and tend to

8 hold the pre ssure up a little bit so the pressure wi.11 drop

9 more slowly.
mbb

7 we have initially theWith a re n ;d 1 valve open .'ow10

11 pressure f alling somewhat, we have the liquid level falling

12 in the pressurizer. The high-pre ssure injection is supposed

13 to come on and catch you before you go below saturation.

14 It it does and if the makeup of water into the system at
,

15 the pressure, 16, 170Q pounds, wherever the trip points are,

16 equals the amount coming out the break, you never drop the

17 pre ssure below saturation in the rest of the system and you

18 wouldn't get any steam voiding and you wouldn't see that

19 spurious --

20 0 Is the leak through the PORY large enough such

21 t ha t the HpI cannot equal or exceed the loss?

22 A No, it's smaller.

23 0 At TMI-2, why did the pre ssurizer level come back

24 up again, wasn't it the formation of voids?

25 A Sure.

|

l
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ltCK 1 Q That ha ppened bef ore they terminated HPI?

2 A No, af ter.

3 0 I thought they terminated HPI because of the

4 pressurizer level rising. As a matter of fact, it went off

5 scale and the operator went over and turned it off, or

6 thro ttled it.

7 A Thera are liquid expansion phenomena going on

8 here , too , that complicate the situation, because if you cut

9 the power generation, and then there is still heat removal

10 going on out on the steam generators, why, you cool, a f ew

11 degrees cooling in the or.imary system causes a little

12 contraction in the liquid volume.

13 Just the temperature coefficient of expansion.

14 0 Which would tend to make the level drop still
(

15 lower.

16 A Which drops the level in the -- in the B&W

17 machine s, what happens when the pressure, when the pre ssure

18 relief valve opens, you -- the reason it's opened is you

19 have had a system heat up.

20 The heat removal on the secondary side has dropped a

21 little bit. You are in an imbalance. The system heats a

22 little bit. The pre ssure goe s up.

23 You get the venting. Pressure then relieves. You are

24 supposed to drop back and get the relief valve closing, and
,

25 so en.

:
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itCK ! But in the more general PWR case, as I say, the thought

2 was in terms of the small break analysis, and the coincident

3 logic was that you would get HPI injection and it didn't

4 occur to anybody the operator would go around turning it

5 off.

6 And that you would then hold the pressure up. You

7 wouldn't ge t -- nobody thought much about voiding. We

8 assumed pressure would stay up for a while.

9 0 Nothing in that explanation you 'have mentioned or

10 that prior analysis seems to address what you have described

11 and what's been previously' described to me as an obviously

12 known phenomenon, that if the break occurs at the top of the

13 pre ssurizer, you will have pressure in the coolant sy stem

14 decreasing, and you will have level in the pressurizer af ter
,

15 an initial drop going back up.

16 Thereby, potentially deceiving the operator into thinking

17 t ha t he had more inventory in his primary system than he in

la fact did.

19 A It wouldn't go back up because of voiding

20 someplace else in the system and pushing some of the liquid

21 up in the pre ssurizer until you have dropped below the

22 saturation pressure.

23 0 Right.

24 A If you can, if you drive the high-pressure

25 injection -system hard, and in most of the B&W plants, you
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ItCK I can actually drive against the relief valve. -

2 And I think against the saf e tie s , too , in some of those

3 systems, and you have got enough flow rate at that pressure

4 to keep the pressure up there.

5 If you do that, you wouldn't get the saturation

6 conditions ano voiding.

7 Q I am curious about that because it's my definite

8 recollection that the TMI-2 scenario was one in which the
9 operator did not throttle or terminate the HPI until he saw

10 his pre s'surizer level go off-scale high.

11 In other words, for whatever reeson, if it was voiding in

12 the core or anything el:1, I don't know, you know f ar more

13 about it than I do, but it's my understanding that for
,

14 whatever reason, that level went up and went off-scale high

15 before he touched the HPI.

16 And the HPI had come on.

17 A Yes. This was a phenomenon that he had

18 seen before. Tha t is, in previous secondary side trips
\w C W.w

"'um scram but19 where in the B&W system, you don't get the m;E
20 you see if the system wouldn't work its problems out and

21 keep online, he had seen before the relief valve opening.

22 And pressure drop, high-pre ssure injection. And one of the

22 things that he was keyed to do was to go and to keep the

system f rom going liquid,,d/solid by going and tripping his24

25 HPI, clearly an inappropriate procedure under the

!

!

l

-

1
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ltCK I circunstances.

2 But, nevertheless, one t ha t they had been through a

3 couple of times before. At least a couple of times before.

4 And that that initial surge in the pressurizer was not

5 due to saturation conditions but rather to the f act that he

6 was getting high-pressure injection at some hundreds of

7 gallons per minute into the system and hadn't lost all that

8 much yet out the relief valve.

9 Now, so he tripped his HPI and then, by virtue of not

10 realizing that the valve was open and he had a small-break

II LOCA going on, he ke pt the darn things tripped off and then

j\ 12 the pressure went down to saturation.

e 13 Once tha t happened, then the pre ssurizer level no longer
0

.
14 is a valid indica tion.

15

16

17

18

19

20
>

21

22

23

24

25

1
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amn I Q Let's come back to coincident logic because that is

CRAIG 2 where the mechanical problem comes in, and you eliminate the

3 question of human error, at least human operator error. It is

4 more human design error, I guess. That is a situation wnere

6 the ECCS will not automatically actuate until both level and

6 pressure reach a. certain low set point.

I A Yes.

B Q Again. If it was obviously known that under certain

> circumstances certain types of small breaks towards the top of

10 the pressurizer, level would not drop low enough to actuate

11 that HpI and would instead stay on, while pressure did

12 continue to drop to the point where you would want ECCS to

13 come on, that design wouldn't have ceen approved, would it?

14 A I don't think so.

15 Q It would clearly pose a danger.
.

16 A Or would have had other provisions in it to deal

Ie witn the circumstances. I think the proolem was that we had

13 not carrried the small break analysis out far enougn, down f ar

1/ enough in terms of break size and in detail and on out in

23 time. And that we were making the kind of assumption that I

23 outlined to you initially, that in the event of a creak which
~

22 was small enough so that you were w1 thin the capacity of the

23 high pressure injection pumps, they would simply come on

24 cefore you had saturation in the system, and keep you at that

23 point.

.
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cmn 1 And people just didn't think about the void formation in
,

CRAIG 2 that context. If we had gone ahead and, as we should have

3 done, clearly, and carried those analyses out in full detail

4 and for extended times, then I think the kinds of problems

5 that we got into at TMI would have oeen clear enough and

6 there would have been fixes all around.

1 Now the suosequent actions of course have been to

3 recognize that condition and to take out the coincident

2 feature.

10 0 Right.

11 A On that trip. I must say, it is also pretty

12 frustrating, I have read the Westinghouse report from Beznau,

13 which turned up here quite recently, the first we had seen it.

14 It is very straights it is a very straightforward report.
15 They had voiding in that system. They were at saturation

13 condi tions . They had voiding in that system. ?ressurize r

le level stayed up. Tell me wny Westinghouse wasn't cright

13 anou;h to figure out what all of tha t meant.
.

11 C See, to ce honest, that is one of the central

23 things --

21 A That is your question to me. I am glad I asked

22 firsc.

' 23 - That is one of the central things that really

24 cothers me escause I see an organization like Westinghouse

25 give a careful study of that question and not perceive tne

a.
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amn I generic safety issues. I see the NRC taking a look at that

CRAIG 2 design and presumacly approving it at some point in

3 connection with Westinghouse plants, and I hear people now

4 including yourself telling me that this phenomenon of level

5 high and pre ssure low is by no means a startling or new

$ phenomenon whatsoever.

It just seems that an awful lot of very fine minds turnedi

3 on the problem at one point or another and didn't come to the

9 solution. Now again, perhaps the best explanation for that is

10 simply human f allibility.

11 You can't be perfect, no one, no matter how long they

12 study these problems can come up with a perf ect solution for

13 every one. That raises the problem then.

14 A I thnk we can be a hell of a lot cetter than we have i

15 ceen in this case.

13 0 0% ay . But take des tingnouse f or example. As you

1/ say, the destingnouse Beznau report is thorough. They have

13 charts, graphs, diagrams in that thing. Speaking just as a

19 layman I look at it and it appears to be a highly competent

23 job of technical evaluation.

21 A Somehow they came out of that thinking, well, the

22 opera tors here recognized --

23 (Aecess.)

21 (The reporter read the record as requested. )

23 THE WIT:iESS: Apparently they thought that the

!

|
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cmn I opera tors rscognized the problen and dealt with it all right,

CRAIG 2 and that other operators would, and they didn't see it as a

3 difficulty. But I have troubles with their having stopped at

4 t ha t po int --

5 MR. FITZGERALD: Excuse me.

6 (Discussion off the record. )

s BY MR. KANE:

8 0 Before we leave this subject, Chairman Hendrie,

) Westinghouse has made a statement which had appeared in the

10 newspapers to the effect that in investigating and evaluating

!! the Beznau transient, Westinghouse did not perceive any

li generic safety problem to be involved in that transient. It

13 is clear now that that was erroneous in light of the action

14 that the NRO has taken since the Three Mile Island accident.
15 Doesn't that fact, if it is a f act, assuming that destinghouse

15 is co rrect in that statement, doesn't that indicate that this

11 whole reporting system for operational experience is suoject

13 to human f ailings and that those human f ailings can well

19 result in missing important things on occasion?

23 A They have. It has. The answer is yes. And it has.

21 MR. KANE: Let's have this letter f rom, or

22 memorandum f rom 'tr. Hanauer to Commissioner Gilinsky with tne

23 attachment that we have been discussing --

24 '!3. CHOPK0 Already marked in the Kennedy.

25 depos ition.

!
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can 1 MR.KANE: I wasn't sure aoout that. Let's have this
.

CRAIG 2 marked as the next exhibit in order to the deposition today.

3 ( Exhibit 7 identified. )

4 BY MR. KANE:

5 Q Chairman Hendrie, on Sunday, April 1, 1979, were you

6 involved in the process of President Carter arranging to go

to the Three Mile Island unit 2 site?e

3 A I was not -- no, I was not engaged with the

1 arrangements for the President going to Three Mile Island.

10 Q On that day, Sunday, April 1, were you concerned

11 about the explosibility of the hydrogen bubole?

12 A The possibility that there had been oxygen evciving

13 up into that eucole, and the possibility that the mixture

14 mignt be approaching a flammable limit, had been a subject of

15 rising and f alling concern ever since Friday morning f or me.

16 One of the first things that occurred to me in the course

14 of a series of very rapid and, sometimes harried conversations

15 with staff members as soon as I got in on Friday morning, when

19 I learned aoout their celief that the core was extensively

23 damaged and the determination that there was a noncondensaole

21 gas volume in the primary system, it obviously had to oe

22 hydrogen, and I began to wonder how soon, if ever, we would

23 have proolems with oxygen evolution.

24 I could rememoer that PWRs in fact operate with a hydrogen

23 overpre ssure on the volume control tank, or in a destinghouse

I

.
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cmn I system, or whatever corresponds to it on the others. You get
Yoy

CRAIG 2 something like , I don't know, 20, 25 CCfghydrogen dissolved

3 per liter of water or something like that. And it suppresses

4 radiolitic decomposition, or rather, what it does is to cause

; 3 the back reaction to go fast enough so you get no net

6 evolution of oxygen.

7 And I kind of thought that ought to ce holding things down,

8 but it was something that I asked the staff and I think my

9 earliest request to them, as best I can remember, were --

10 would have oeen Friday morning at sometime. To get somebody

11 started calculating what the not evolution rate might be, and

| 12 what -- and also somebody to look into what high-pressurs

13 flammability limits were.

14 I could rememoer very well what the approximate limits were
,

15 down around atmospher ic pressure, bec ause I had done a lot of
W

16 work on hydrogen in containments yearg efore. And I couldn't,b

14 I didn't renemeer any strong pressure dependence to the

| 13 flammability li=it, out obviously wanted it checked.

19 So over . riday, Saturday and Sunday, there were a series,

20 sort of an iterating series of calculations and an aver

21 expanding circle of experts throughout the country wno were

22 sucked into trying to estimate what the evolution rate, if

23 any, might oe. And it went through, and what the flammacility

24 limits were and wnat the pressure surges would be and so on.

2; And thess things went through cycles. And the cycles

.

, , - . . . . . --
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cmn I seemed to approximate the following. Late every af ternoon,

CRAIG 2 why, it would look as though if there were any, it was some

3 days away to a flammable condition. And that position would

4 sort of hold more or less through the evening. And that would

3 be pretty good.

6 And I'd come in the next morning and the first set of

7 reports that had come in is that overnight calculations had

3 changed that and it now looked worse. Then we would go

9 through a cycle of, you know, are we on the edge of having a

10 flammable mixture in the vessel, in which case the ballgame

11 sort of changed leads.

12 0 Was that the situation on Sunday?

13 A It was that way on Friday. Midaf ternoon on Friday I

14 got the first oxygen numbers back up and I didn't like the

15 looks of them. Then they seemed to say, well, no, that's

16 prooably very conservative calculation, so there are mors

1. d ays . Then Saturday morning, no no. It looks much closer in.

13 Sy Saturday night, why, it had gone down again. And

19 Sunday morning it had gone up again.

2] So, and in f act I think, judging oy what I have read of

21 the transcripts on Sunday, why, whils I was down on the Three

22 Mile site, why, the Commissioners up here were having a

23 session about it.

24 We were very concerned acout it down at Three Mile.

23 Q Old you think on 5unday tnet the President was going

1
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amn I into a potentially dangerous situation in visiting the site?

CRAIG 2 A No, but I thought --- but there was a time Sunday

3 morning when it looked like we were getting -- might be

getting awfully close on the . basis of some calculation as to4 ,

|
3 the flammability limit.

5 Q Did you issue any warning to the White House or

7 anything like that? It just doesn't sound like the kinc of

S place where you want the United States President to be.

9 A or anybody else's president for that matter. No,

10 because by the time we got those results -- let's see. When I

11 went down in the morning I picked up Roger Mattsen out at

12 Bethe sda and some communications gear, and we headed then
k

13 down. or hea&mi up. toward the Three Mile site. And Roger had

14 s tatu s.

15 I had asked him to get the latest on the overnight status

i$ and he'd gone out early to the response center to collect

1/ that. And it looked, let's s ee, I don't remember what the

1. numoers were . But it looked as though we were still away

19 away. The President came in. I got there, must have gotten

23 there in the neighborhood of II:30. Went immediately, after

21 checking in at the NRC trailer there at the visitors center,

22 where the emergency operations command post was, I then went

23 immediately down to the airport to see if I ought to stand oy

24 for the President or not.

23 And turned out that the President wanted to meet with
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cmn i Harold, and in a very closed meeting.

CRAIG 2 So he and Roger Mattsen did that. And I then went back to

3 the trailers. And it was sort of af ter the President was in
and out that these series of further phone calls from Bethesda4

3 came thr.ough and said, you know, we have got -- we have

$ enlarged the circle of experts by one more increment on the

a radius and gathered ira another group. And this makes it look

5 oad.
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rc CX l Q So, up to that point, you weren't that concerned

2 on Sunday?

3 A No.

4 0 You did not feel that the President was going into

5 a highly dangerous situation?

6 A No.

4 Q Okay.

8 A And furthermore, even in the control room:. you are

9 a long way away from the vessel, and if you are going to

10 have hydrogen-oxygen mixture , my f eeling was that a good

!! place to keep it away from ignition sources is in a, you

12 know, in a wet vessel.
i

13 Now, latar in the af ternoon, there were some things that
t i

came through that Bob Budngtz, B-u-d-n 3-t-z, who is in the14

15 research office, had gotten called into him that there was
i

l$ the possibility of ignition even from just slop. ming of the '

Is water at the interface. But that was later on.

18 So T wasn't concerned about a pressure surge while tne

19 President was there. But later that afternoon, why, these

1

20 concerns began to come through again from Bethesda and

21 l ooke d wo rse .

22 Stello, cacked by Matt Taylor at the site, was strongly

23 of the celief that the overpressure was keeping down the

24 decomposition, and had calls out to the Naval Reactors

25 Laboratory in Settis, who come close to knowing what there

|

|
1
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rc CX l is to know aoout the subject and Cappel and GE and maybe

2 some other places and I had a couple other places out.

3 By latish af ternoont why, it was clear that we had been

4 chasing a myth. That , in f act, with the overpressure , you

5 weren't getting any net oxygen and never had.

6 Q On Fri. day and Saturday, how seriously did you take

Roger Mattson's warnings about the cubble ?s

8 A dith regard to the oxygen problem or more general?

Q I guess more general. Both the possibility of an'

10 explosion and also the possibility of the bubble expanding

11 and uncovering the core?

12 A Let me talk first aoout the oxygen problem, since

13 I may very well have been the generator of that ghost that

14 haunted us f or three hard days there.

15 I had the f eeling from the time the first results came'

16 in,*<hich surprised me at the size of the oxygen evolution

17 rate they were reporting, I had the feeling that there ware

13 either errors there in the units, or in the calculations

19 that had been done or something, because it sounded to me

20 much too .high.

21 And I told them to go on and, you know, expand their wor 4

22 on it and try to firm it up. And I pretty well felt through

23 the three days, although it was clearly a suostantial

24 concern and subject of a lot of conversations with the

25 commissioners because I told them aoout it, I think about

|

|
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rc CX l midday, my concern about midday or theraabouts on Friday.
,

2 So, it was che suoject of discussion before the

3 Commission very extensively.

4 My f eeling kept being that we still hadn't gotten our

5 hands on an authoritative result and that it just smelled

6 like one of those scary preliminary results that you Jon't

7 want to go o ff and take actions without knowing a ' ttle

8 better. Okay. Now that is about oxygen.

9 On the more general subjects, Roger's concern about the

10 cubble and what it meant for cooling in the core and how we

!! were going to get down, get the bubole out and get the

12 syste m down t- cold shutdown sooner or later, that was a

13 matter ooviously of concern to me and subject of kesping

14 pretty close contact with the staff, including the people at

15 the site.

16 But the machine, af ter all, had gone through its violent

Is evolutions in about the first 15,16 hours on Nednesday, and

15 had oeen stacle in the condition with buoble at 1000 pounds

19 at aoout 230 Fahrenheit for, well, ever since Wednesday,

23 sundown Wednesday.

21 He re we were on Friday, the af terheat was nov

22 sucstantially dam, so that if something untoward hacpened,

23 we would have longer times oefore we began to get

24 substantial core melting. The heat rates are down.

25 And my feeling Friday when Roger was talking about tne
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re CK I unsettling aspects of the whole thing was one of, steady

2 now. Let's not panic ourselves into unfortunate and

3 precipitous actions.

4 The machine had b'en on an even keel after its fi,rst

5 transients and the core damage has occurred. Ne sort of

6 hour by hour are improving our ability to keep the pump

running and improving the status of the plant in that4

a regard. Let's keep it right there and nobody make any moves

9 until we know exactly where we are going.

10 And the concern, then, was, okay, you have got a power

11 f ailure, or the pumps trip out on you. The running pump

12 trips out and you can't get another one started, and you

13 have to start an evolution on to another cooling mode.

14 My f eeling was that, if that happened, we would have a

15 number of hours before any fission products could come out

16 if it went sour, and would have time to evacuate people

17 around the s ite.

|la Q If I could --

19 A And that the situation, while very serious, and I

20 did a lot of sweating and not much sleeping for three or

|21 tour days.

22 Q I can well imagina.

23 A Nevertheless, was not one in which I felt we ought

24 to start taking, oh, moving people out or start some

25 evolution with the machine. In particular, I was rather

1
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rc CK i concerned that Met Ed not get ahead of us and start

2 anything.

3 And talkad to -- I talked to Bob Arnold up there Friday

morning, both to check on what in hell he thought he was4

6 doing with the waste gas releases and what the nature of

6 those was. And also to make sure that he understood that
there wasn't to be any fooling around with the machinet

8 configurations, change of mode or anything without our

9 concurrence.

10 Unless, of course, you know, the machine went sour and it

il got to be an emergency, in which case they would have to do

12 what they could do.

13 Q Two things on that before you go any further,

14 Chairman, because in these responses you gave, all kinds of

15 questions come up. ;

16 With r. yard to that waste gas release, tnere had oeen ;
.

l

11 some question about whether or not that release was |

13 authorized in advance, or at least was disclosed in advance

19 to the NRC, to someone within the NRC.

20 As f ar is you know today, was that release approved in

21 advance by the NRC?

22 A I donit know.

23 Q das it disclosed in advance to the NRC?

24 A I don't know.

25 0 0'< ay .

1
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rc CK 1 A dhat is clear is that I didn't know it was coming,

2 and I didn't know it was deliberate on their part until I

3 talked to Arnold.

4 Q He told you it was deliberate? Because there was

5 some question about that, too.

6 A Let me not say that. Let me think about that a

7 minute. But let me come back to that, about what Arnold

8 told me. I didn't know about it and I didn't know it was
9 deliberate until later on.

10 Harold Denton didn't know that it was deliberate, I know,

11 because he told me when Floyd testified before you people

12 and said he had ordered it, that he was pre tty darned

13 surprised.

14 When I say I don't know whether we were notified or

15 agreed to it, there were NRO people down there in tne --

16 Q Control room.

Ie A In the control room and around the site. And

18 since there are all these investigations going on, I have

19 not gone in f or myself to try to find out. I thought this

23 would all work out in your investigation and ours.

21 And I can't ce sure, but what the shif t supervisor didn't

22 say to an NRC person who was there, look, we are going to

23 have to do a little venting here, and the NRC person, I am

24 not sure that that didn't happen, and I am not sure

25 personally that the NRC person didn't s ay , we ll , yo u know ,
|

t

|

| 1

: |
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rc CK I if there is no other way out, I guess we have to.

2 So , I have to say I don't know.

3 0 Under those kind of emergency conditions, in your

4 role as Chairman of the NRC, should you be notified of that

5 kind of thing in advance and be called upon to approve it or

6 disapprove it before anything is done ?

7 A I am inclined to think that that may be ge tting a

S trifle too fine an operational -- even though it is raised a
9 hell of a lot of flap, may be getting to be too fine an

10 operational point, to have the system- inoperable , that is,

il not allowing anything, anybody to do anything until the

12 Chairman of the NRC makes up his mind.
p

C 13 I expect that is too far away to go to get clearance.

14 0 But that is not what I was talking about. We areO

15 talking acout a specific item, that is, a significant

15 release of radioactivity to the outside environment, the

1e 1200 millirem cloud or plume that resulted here was one

13 which was a cause of some alarm.

1/ A Yes.

23 0 3efore that kind of release is permitted to ta'<e

21 plac3, assuming it was done deliberately during the course

22 of an accidant, snouldn't someone of your stature within the

23 NRC oe callad upon to pass on that?

24 A It depends upon the circumstances. My

23 understanding is that Floyd also claimed that he either had

26 to do that, or there would be worse things.

|
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bwCK I Q I see.

| 2 A And he had to do it when he did it. Now I can' t

3 tell you that I know that is what he said. But I seem to |

4 recall that. The general proposition of who ought to be

5 authorized to order what in one of these emergency

6 situations, in my view, depends very strongly on the |

I
t circumstancas and the available time. If, for instance,

8 the machine is running along stable and that one main pump

9 goes off, they immediately try to start another pumn. They

10 can't get it started. We are now on a track that may lead
i
!

li to a lot of trouble. They can't be calling Washington,

12 0.C., to find out if the Chairman of the NRC -- and

13 explaining everything to the Chairman and see what the great

14 Chairman thinks. They have got to do everything they can do
!

15 and do it as f ast as they can. So emergency situations

13 which require urgent action, the decisions will havs to ce

1. taken by the most knowledgeaole people immediately in

13 command of the situation. And I think that is going to ce

19 true also, and always be a f eature of these things. So

23 depending on whether this waste gas release was something

21 that could very well have been delayed and discussed, or

22 whether it was, in f act, an urgent operational situation,

23 the answer to that kind of consideration would determine my

24 answe r to whether' it was rignt or wrong.

25 Q All right.
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bwCK I A Let me go back for a minute and repair the

2 sugge stion that Bob Arnold told me it was deliberate. I am

3 not sure that he did. He told me that there had been

4 releases between something like, oh, 7 and 8 o' clock to

5 relieve the cuilding pressure in the waste gas system, to
avoid any possibility that ruptured discs might go and 'then6

4 have a much more serious release. And I don't recall

8 whether he said those were deliberate or not.
9 Q Let me jump to something else. Did you tell

10 Gove rnor Thornburg, on Saturday night , March 31 st, that the

11 Associated Press story concerning the hydrogen cubole was

12 e rroneous ?

13 A I think I probably did. I spent Saturday --

14 f or a period there on Saturday, I can rememoer calling one

15 of the civil defense directors in the area a couple of

15 times. And I daresay I called ths Governor's of fice. But

17 I don't rememoer specifically.

13 Q das there something erroneous aoout the Associated

1) Press story on Saturday concerning the oubble7

20 A Ye s .

21 Q What was wrong there?

22 A What had happened was that, in spite of our

23 resciution to let Harold Denton speak for us at the site,

24 there had got to ce such a crcwd of press people, media

25 people at the response center L: is tnesda that Frank

.
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bwCK I Ingram said you have to say something. We were out there
,

2 on Sa turday. You have got to go out there and somecody's
!

3 got to say something -- and it seemed -- or they will tear

4 the cuilding down, and I can't afford to have the building

5 torn down. And so I volunteered to go and do the duty.

6 Q So did you conduct a press briefing?

7 A I had a press briefing.

8 Q That was on Saturday?

9 A It would have been, I think, early Saturday

10 afternoon, as I remember.

11 MR. DORIE: About 4 Saturday af ternoon.

12 THE WITNESS: Was it that late?

13 MR. DORIE: I thought it was fairly late

14 afternoon.

15 THE WITNESS: The days ran fairly long, so 4'

16 p.m. was -- now at that press briefing, I attempted to

Is answer questions in a pretty straigntforward way and not,

18 you know, shilly-shally about the possibilities. There

19 was a line of questioning. I have got a transcript of tnat

20 thing. There were questions along tha line: "What scout the

21 hydrogen cucole? What are you going to do with it?" The

22 answer was, "Well, we are not sure at the moment. The tning

23 is to stay where we are, not make any false moves until we

24 determine tne best way to get it out of there."

25

l

l
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bwCK I BY MR. KANE:'

2 Q While we are on that, you did make some remarks

3 that af ternoon about the explosibility of the bubble?

4 A Yes, there were sort of two lines of questions

5 that I recall in particular. One of them had to do with,

well, would - "If you decided EA take certain steps with5

7 the machine, would you consider that, would that be risky

3 enough so you would consider evacuation," and the answer was

9 clearly. "Yes." There was some discussion chen that went

10 off on that train. There was also discussion aoout, "Is

11 there any chance that it could explode?"

12 There was also some discussion aoout how many bucoles

13 there were, oecause there had oeen a previous -- that

14 morning, I think f rom Harold Denton's press conference,

15 there had oeen confusion over how many bubbles and which

is oubole who was talking aoout. And I attempted to make clear

17 that there were, in fact, two bubbles in the primary

|
13 sys te m. The one in the pressurizer being maintained by the

|

19 pressurizer heaters and into which some hydrogen was |

20 coming, and also we thought then at least one bubble in the ,

l

21 reactor vessel. And the hydrogen might also ce in some

22 other places in the system.

23 0 dnat do you think now of your remark during that

24 press conference that an evacuation out to 20 miles might be

26 considered?

|
|

|
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1

owCK 1 Do you recall making that remark?

2 A Yes, that was in connection with, "Well, if things

3 cegin to look bad, would you consider an evacuation?' And

4 the answer was ooviously, "Yes , evacuation --- that the

5 possibility of a precautionary evacuation in the event that

6 we find we have to make an evolution, and we are not dead

7 sure how it will come out, is certainly something we would
,

8 consider recommending to the Governor."

9 Then the question was, " dell, if you had to evacuate, can

10 you give us some idea how f ar out you might go?" And I

11 prooably reached a little far, but said, "Well, it might be
14 as f ar as 20 miles."

13 Then people wanted to know what aoout Saltimore? What

14 about, Washington? And I told them not to worry aoout

15 Saltimore and Washington.

16 Q For the benefit of the people on the Presidential

la Commission Staff, wno are working on the puolic information

13 aspe:ts of this matter, do you feel today tnat those

11 :omments you made on evacuation and on explosibility of the

23 oubole on Saturday, March 31 st, was an effective way of

21 dealing with the puolic information obligations you had at

22 thet time?

23 A I don't know. It's. a very serious and dif ficult

24 question. On the one hand, you have the urgent need to

25 speak f actually. People have a right to know what we think
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bwCK I we know. On the o ther hand, those reports, the comments

2 that I made, which I think in their entirety, had they ceen

3 presented to any member of the public, wouldn't have excited

4 undue unrest, began to appear very soon af ter that in the

5 form that the Chairman has said the machine's going to

6 explode. And that everybody within 20 mLles is in peril.

And there was a hell of a flap up there that night.s
.

8 Now, if things that you think are factual statement of

9 circumstance are going to get treated that way in the media

10 and are going to cause public panic, as was the case in some

11 parts of pennsylvania that night, then it's a very serious

12 puolic interest question whether you ought to be as

13 f orthcoming as I was trying to be. And I think that is a

14 suoject that is worth some thought.
.

15 I don't know how to deal with it. I would welcome

16 sugge stions.

17 ?or the cenefit of your puolic information people, let me

13 add, there were a number of times during that first week

19 when I desperately wished that I had a group, small group of

23 accredited correspondents wno knew what a reactor was, UPI

21 people, Ap people, television people, press people, who knew
j

22 what a reactor was, who knew what the NRC was, who knew a

23 little oit about the outlines of reactor saf ety, had a

24 little cit of technical background and could understand some

25 of tae technical language, to whom one could sit down and
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bwCK I talk, either in a background session or even on the record,

2 and who could then ce countad upon to present to the public
,

3 straightforward f actual accounts, not leaving out the
_,,

4 caveats and the nece ssary supporting details that help provide

5 a reasonable background.

6 But, I don't know. It is a problem. We try here to say

7 it minute by minute like we think it is. We try to be open,

8 and to say, let everybody speak up. And -- but clearly when

you get situations like Three Mile Island, then that kind of9

10 openness by the agency and its people has the potential, by

11 virtue of misunderstood reports or reporters, sort of

12 misdirected summary of what's been said, has the

13 potential for severe, bad eff ects on the puolic. You know,

14 I think a large part of the human damage from Three Mile

13 Island 2 in that area of Pennsylvania is a psychological

16 stress damage.

I4 And that in turn flows in part fosa the nature of the

13 reporting which in some places and some stories and on the

11 part of some news organizations was, I think, aoout as good

20 as you could have hoped for, because we weren't, you know,

21 we didn't -- weren't in a position to tell everybody

22 everything they wantad to know either.

23 As I s ay, we didn' t know. But on the part of some other

24 organizations, was really wild. Some of the small radio

25 stations would take these things off the press wires which
!

!

!

|
|

--
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DwCK 1 were in themselves incomplete and not see summaries of what

2 a NRC person had said, be it Dudley Thompson the day before,

3 Ed Case later, the day af ter I had my press conf erence. And

4 some of these little radLo stations would pull those things

5 out and just go on the air with just flagrant

6 misrepresentations. Not deliberately, obviously, but

they just didn't understand and they were playing thes

a sensational side.
9

10

'
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ItCK I Q Did the . White House force you into closing down

2 the East-West Press Center on Saturday night, March 31st?

3 A No. I had some discussions on Friday afternoon

4 with Mr. Powell, the President's press secretary, in which

5 he pointed out the perils as a public information sort of
-

6 operation of trying to run briefing centers at several
placs s, geographically separated and inevitably with the4

S people not aole to hear each what the other was saying and

9 so on.

10 And he recommended that we consider deciding
s

11 whether Bethesda, or Denton, at the site, was the best

12 place.

13 I recall we discussed it a little bit and agreed that

14 Denton was in a better position than we were up here because

15 of some of the communications difficulties, and we agreed

16 that indeed, it would be desinable to try to concentrate the

1/ point of supply of puolic information down there at the site

18 with Harold Denton. .

:

19 I also, either, I guess it was Friday night or Saturday

20 morning, I talked to the Met Ed chiefs several times during

21 the day. And in one of those discussions, probably . riday

22 nignt, suggested that in the circumstances, they might want

23 to give up dudr press briefing and let Harold speak for the

24 situation.

26 But it was a discussion, Mr. Powell was concerned

.
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ItCK i precisely aoout the panic side of it creating an unnecessary

2 une as e, and perhaps even panic down there. And our

3 discussion was in the nature of recommendation, you know, of

4 his view of a reasonable way to run it, and discussion of

5 that back and forth.

6 And I concluded that that was indeed a good idea. Then,
.

of course, the next afternoon, in response to the pressi

a crowd at Bethesda, I went and breached my own de termination

9 and regretted it the rest of Saturday evening.

10 0 Was Ed Case opposed to shutting down the East-dest

11 Press Center?

12 A I really don't know.

13 Q Why did you not meet the press before Saturday

14 af ternoon in connection with TMI-27

15 A I think because I spent most of .:riday with a

o 16 telephone stuck in my ear. Either that or sprinting -- I

Is nad to go up to the White House, the situation room there ,

13 in the early af ternoon.

1) But mostly because I was just stuck in here with a
.

23 telephone in my ear.

21 0- So you were jt:st coo committed to other things.

22 A Yss. It was too much, mu:h too much a matter of

23 trying to catch up with the operation, let alone stay on top

24 of it. And I had just tco much to do.

25 3 I wanted to ask you a few questions about some of

!

!
|
|

I
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ltCK I the evacuation recommendations that were made by you, or the

2 discussions about evacuations that you had with Governor

3 Thorn burg. The transcripts and tapes we have show that at

10:07 on Friday morning, March 30, you recommended to4

5 Governor Thornburg that people stay indoors.

6 A Yes.

7 Q By that time, as I understand it, Harold Denton

a had recommended a formal evacuation.

9 A Yes.

10 0 And I am curious as to why you did not deem it

11 advisable to f ollow that advice, instead were talking about

12 simply having people stay indoors at that point.

13 A We ll, my discussions with the staf f tnat morning,

I gue ss soms of which are recorded in the Commission's14

t 15 transcripts because they would have ceen on the speaker

phons , but there were others that were direct to people out16

17 at Bethesda, seemed to make it clear to me that, with regard
,

13 to the machine situation, tne reactor configuration was as

19 it had oeen for some time, since sundown, dednesday, that it

2] hadn' t changed.

21 That if anything, the machine situation was more

22 favorable, cecause the afterheat was dying out all the time ;

23 and oecause the -- sort of the maintenance work on making

24 sure that another pump could be started and so on had gone

23 shead.

|

|

|
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ltCK i Ihey'd gotten a lube oil pump, were working on it to get |

2 it in shape to start. So the machine configuration was

3 be tt e r. And barring an abrupt change in that mode of the

4 machine, the reactor, that is, the stuff inside containment,

5 looked in the circumstance in decent enough shape.

6 There had been these bursts earlier that morning from the

I waste gas header. There was the report of the 1200 MR per

S hour dose rate in the plume immediately over the plant vent.

9 But in part, that was inferred by ratioing an alleged

|0 release rate, curie per second release rate, with a previous

11 day's alleged release rate, and dose above. And, in fact,

12 when I talked to Arnold a little late r that morning, why

13. his helicopter had oeen measuring, oh, something in the 3 ,

14 400 MR range.

15 Even at 1200 alleged, the off-site doses were going to be

16 down in the few tens at the most of the MR range, by the

1, time it got down to surface level and off-site.

13 purthermore, by the time I got anold of the situation, a

19 little af ter 9:00 o' clock, the releases had apparently, at

23 least temporarily been stopped.

21 So that what we had had was an emission of a limited

22 emount of material which would not lead to substantial doses

23 o ff-s ite , i.e. , substantial in an accident sense, and not

2? certainly up to the epa evacuation protection action

2; guidelines.

.
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ltCK I That the release had at least temporarily been stopped i

1

2 and there was some prospect of holding it, although there

3 was worry that they would have to vent again in some hours.

4 or that it would vent itself again in some hours. So

5 here's this cloud which has been lofted an hour or two

6 before. Is now cut off. Is moving gently northward.

7 And if there was one thing I didn't want to do, it was to

S have exposed people in that quadrant to the whatever dose

9 derived from it, as I say, the measurements and projections

10 were not at very large levels, and then move them on out so

11 they could get it again.

! 12 So that it seemed to me to make --
|

13 0 Se tter to stay indoors?

14 A Yes, it seemed to me that much the best thing to

15 do, particularly in view of the very erratic nature of the

16 reporting and what was going on and so on, it was really

I, very harum-scarum sorts of limited cits and pieces of

13 information that didn't tie together.

1) .1obody seemed to have a consistent story and so on. It

23 seemed to me oest to say, wait a minute. The best thing to

21 do is the people off-site and in the area, why don't they

22 sta/ indoors this morning and in a little bit, we will get a

23 cetter handle on thing.

24 Then we can see where we go from there. So that was the

23 initial reection. I recognized that the sta f f had gone

. . _ . _ -. .
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ItCK I ahead and recommended a recommendation but it seemed to me

2 that their reasons for doing so were less a valid set of ;

3 good information that would support that than just general

4 concarn over what was going on.

5 And I was worried about beginning to move people around,

6 both with regard to the thing I had mentioned, that is,

I moving them into a place where here comes the cloud again.

3 You know, they'd just -- it's just gone over them and now

1 we evacuate them and they drive away from the site and get

10 cack under the cloud.

11 And, also, the risks that are inevitable when you try to

12 make a rapid evacuation. You are bound to get some mishaps

13 and there is always a human cost involved in evacuations, so

14 it seemed to me very prudent to just hang on there a minute.

! 15 It didn't sound all that bad to me and it didn't sound

16 like the prudent thing to do to evacuate. And the

Is Governor's information, when I talked to him at that first

13 time around, his people were saying, you know, what

19 evacuation? You know, what are those nuts up to in

23 ?lasni ngton?

21 h nad a cetter tie to the site at that point than I did.

22 Q On the other hand, cy that time, Harold Denton was

23 on-si te , wasn' t he ?

24 A No, no, this was 10: 00 o' clock in the morning.

, 25 Harold didn't get tnere until aoout 1 00 v' clock or a little

-. .-- -. ..
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ItCK I cit after.

2 Q All right.

3 A I talked to the Governor again, it must have been

4 what, about 11: 30 or something like that?

5
'

MR. HASSELL: About 11:30?

6 BY MR. KANE:

e Q That is the second one we f ound on the tapes, at

S 11:40, on Friday morning, March 30, you again talked to

9 Governor Thornburg and at that time recommended a five-mile

10 evacuation of pregnant women and pre-school children.

II A Ye s.

12 0 Did you come to the decision that you should make

13 that evacuation when you received a note from William Dorie

I4 concerning the fact that Harold Denton had again recommended

15 evacuation?-

1

|16 A No.

17 3 No ?

13 A That recommendation sort of -- not a compelled --

Id the recommendation was that the Governor suggest, not order,

23 out suggest that pregnant women and pre-school cnildren who

21 could reasonably leave the area mignt be well-advised to do

24 so, out to a range of five miles.

23 Inat was the nature of the recommendation. And that

24 derived from some discussion that I had had with the

23 Co mmi ssion , in which that sort of limited action with regard

i
- --- - - - - - . _ . _ . . _ . _ , _
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ItCK I to the most sensitive :omponent of the population, most

2 sensitive to radiation, was something that I can recall was

3 discussed, Commissioner Bradford recommended and said it

4 sounded like -- I can rememoer him saying, well, you know,

5 what would we do if we had a good friend and his pregnant

6 wife and small children, you know, in Middletown and we

a weren't Commissioners?

3 And it was made, the recommendation was made to the

9 Governor. I think the Governor's own people weren't very
i

p 10 fond of it. But the recommendation was made to the Governor

o 11 in part because we couldn't discount the possibility that

[ 12 there would ce more of these waste gas releases.

13 And that people who could, pregnant women and pre-school

14 kids who could reasonably leave the area, had transportation

t 16 and didn't have e strong reason to stay, it might be just as )
l

16 well to just avoid the -- even the small incremental

Is exposure to those people.

13

I)

23

21

22

23

24

26

.
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sonCX I Q Did you have any significantly new knowledge at

2 11:40 that you didn't have at 10:07 on Friday that led to

3 this recommendation?

4 A By that time I'd talked to Arnold, had a little

5 better handle on how it looked from his standpoint. Had

6 talked a number of times with staff people, the information

I on the morning releases was firming up a little bit, and the

3 data that was coming back on off-site dose rates was indeed,

9 you k now, down. Oh, there were a couple of places close-in

10 that got around 20, 20 MR per hour or a little Dit above

il that.

12 Sut for the most part, the levels were down and there !

13 nadn't -- I don't tnink cy that time there had oeen any more

14 puff releases. And I had a chance to get a little cetter

15 nandle on the situation. There was also a conversation in
,

16 which I tried, I think, to outline a little more for the

11 Governor what we thought the machine situation was and what

15 the possibilities were. He wanted to know, you know, well,

1) what can happen from here? What do we need to be prepared

20 for?

21 One of the things I wanted to tell him was that, althougn

22 we we re not recommending that he consider at that time any

23 general evacuation, that surely Civil Def ense people ought

24 to ce on alert.

23 0 Ware you informed oy dilliam Corie before you

i _
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sonCK I made that ' recommendation to Governor Thornburg at 11:40 on

2 Friday that Harold Denton had again recommended evacuation?

3 A I just don't remember.

4 Q All right, fine.

6 A And I don't recall that being a factor in my --

6 Q I see Mr. Dorie shaking his head behind you, so he

ooviously agrees with your recollection.e

3 THE WITNESS: Do you rememoer giving me a note?

9 MR. DORIE: No. What you have, what we turned

10 over to the commission was a scratched note that Tom Gibbon

!! nad written. I don't know where he got that inf ormati7n. I

12 would not have, and be in a position to, make a

13 recommendation of that kind to the chairman.

14 MR. KANE: It was my understanding it was a note

15 that simply recited the fact that Harold Denton had again

is recommended evacuation, somsthing to that eff ect.

17 THE WITNESS: If I would have gotten it, .I would

13 have disregarded it because I had oeen talking with Haroid

19 Genton off and on since 9:00 o' clock in the morning, and

2] would have regarded my conversations witn him as a more

21 authoritative source of information than a note. And I

22 couldn't -- If I had had a note, it might have related to

23 the earlier one which I had already dealt with.

24 31 MR. KANE:
^

23 Q Fine. At 3: 41 in the af ternoon on Friday.

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ -. - - - .. . . . _
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sonCK I March 30, you again had a conversation --
.

2 A Yes, called the Governor again.

3 Q At that time you stated to him that it would ce

4 prudent to ce ready for something like a 20-mile

5 evacuation. At that time in the an-~ - -a, did you have any

6 significantly new knowledge that you didn't have in either

7 of the prior conversations with Governor Thornburg?

8 A Only to the extent I'd had that much more time to

9 talk to an assortment of staf' memoers and had a better view

10 of the machine. The reason. I called him in mid-af ternoon,

11 as I recall it, was a feeling on the part of the

12 Commissioners, and that includes me, that we ought to try to

13 till the Governor in as best we could on everything we knew

14 aoout the machine condition.

15 And I hadn' t, there hadn't been an extensive discussion,

16 all that extensive a discussion before. So as I remember

1e it, a good part of the reason for that call was to try to
13 make sure that he understood the various aspects of the j

i

19 macnine condition, particularly the -- with regard to |

23 the possicilities that, A, something in the stacle cooling
i

21 mode we Eere in could go bad, in which case you would be |

22 precipitated into an action situation, and might want to |

23 make a precautionary evacuations and, B, that it was

24 possi ele that, down the line when we figured out how cest to

li get the oubole out, that we might conclude that our cuccle

1
|

l

|

|

. . _ _ _ - - - _ - - - - _ _ _ _
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s bnCK I removing procedure had some questions about it, and we might

2 want to do a precautionary evacuation while -- and have ,

3 people out of the area while that was going on.

4 And the Commission, as I recall it, felt that he ought to

5 understand those various conditions. And as I recall, we

5 got on a speaker phone and he had a numeer of his staff

I people there with him. And I can remember answering as best
,

8 I could questions that 'a number of his staff people had. It

9 apparently was a group around the speaker phone there, just
i j.,.a - ._

10 as dere here on that occasion.

11 Q At the time you were making these recommendations

12 to Governor Thornourg, did you now how many people were

13 residing in Middletown?

14 A I think not very accurately, if at all. I know it
.

15 is not -- you know, knew that it was not a large -- not a

16 large city. But I don't recall -- I guess the transcripts

14 would reflect whatever I thought I knew or people told me at

13 the time.

11 2 Did you have any specific knowledge as to how many

23 people would ce involved in a five-mile radius, ten-mile

21 radius, 20-mile radius, something like that?

22 A You know, I don't recall at this time. Again, I

22 thin'< whatever the transcripts of that sort of period in the

24 af ternoon indicate, are much better than my recollection.

22 0 At the time you had these conversations, did you
,

i

|

I |

? |
-- . . . -
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sonCK I have any familiarity with the terrain over which the persons

2 would have to move In the event of an evacuation, at various

3 radii around --

' 4 A Not in detail but in general. I have been to the

5 Three Mile site. I was on the Three Mile site before even

6 one, back when Unit I was up for construction permit

I review. And you know, I'd driven through the Harrisburg

3 area a few times.

9 Q Were you f amiliar with access routes and times for

10 evacuations of varying distances when you were having those

11 conversations?

12 A No.

13 Q dare you f amiliar with the provisions of the TMI

14 emergency plan at that point?

16 A No, other than knowing that it must have had in it.

16 at least the required provisions under Appendix E and the

ie staff review at the time that it went through, which would

13 have covered contact with local autnorities in the low

19 population zone and that sort of thing.

20 3 Ware you familiar at the time of these

21 conve rsations with the provisions of the pennsylvania

22 Emergency Management Administration emergency plan, or tne

23 ?ennsylvania Sureau of Radiological protection emergency

24 plan?

23 A No. I had some discussion with those, aoout
j
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s bnCK I those, with the Governor. But that was not until Sunday
.

---

2 night wha 1 I was in the area and went up to see him.

3 Q on Friday, March 30, you spoke to President

i Carter. Did you have any discussion of evacuation with

5 president Carter at that time?
:

6 A I reported the situation of the machine, the

releases, what seemed to be the dose rates and what my bests

8 assessment of the situation was as of that time. That would

9 have been acout 10:30, I guess, aoout.

13 And I told him that I had talked to the Governor and had
!

11 recommended that, for the moment, people stay indoors, that |
,

12 there did not seem to me to ce a need for a general I
|

13 ev acu ation. Me then discussed some of the problems we were ;

1,

14 having. I told him particularly, he wanted to know what

{ . could he do to help. And I told him we were having savage )
15,

15 communication proclems and that we were trying to improve

Ie them and get a hold of the phone company and one thing or

IS another.

1 11 And he seid " lever mind thatl I'll put you in business

23 with my White House communications people," which was an

21 enormously helpful step. He also said that he f elt that we

22 should have a senior federal officer on the site wno would

23 spea'< for the Federal Government and for him, and wanted to

24 know whom I recommanded.

23 And I told him I already had a man packing his cag who
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sbnCK i was the best person in the U.S. for it. His name was Harold |

2 Dento n.

3 Q Okay. I wanted to ask you about that. Why did

4 you a ssume the responsibility for recommending evacuationr

6 ratner than leaving the matter to Harold Denton?

6 A I guess primarily because after the staff people,

I Harold and Lee and the others at the response center, had

8 asked state programs to forward that word to the Governor,

9 the Governor had kind of said, wait a minute. My people
S

10 don't seem to be in accord with that. And is this a ormal

11 recommendation of the Commission or what?

12 And I guess they were bucking it upstairs. l

13 Q So that is how you wound up with it. Okay. |
I

14 Let me ask you just two very general questions to round
I 15 out this suoject matter. In your opinion, did the NRC

15 Commission act effectively in this emergency, and wnat ,

1/ should be the role of the NRC Commissioners under these

13 kinds of circumstances?

I/ A With regard to the first question, since I am one

23 of the Commissioners, my view is strongly colored by that

21 cersonal interest. I think the Commission oehaved

22 responsibly and did its best in the circumstance s. There

23 had not, in the agency's emergency planning, oeen any

24 particular thought that, or provision for commissioner

25 involvement in the emergency team actions. The emergency 1

\

!
1

!
!

__
_ _ _ . __
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senCK I response plan as established by the agency and refurbished

2 after the Browns Ferry fire with the response center being

3 put in place there in Bethesda, had contemplated that the

4 executive director, director of NRR and of I&E would gather

3 and form a key emergency management team that they would

6 man, they and their deputies would man that function around

the clock, that there would be support forces there around4

3 the m. And that they would do what had to be done .in terms

9 of informing other federal agencies, communication with the
,

10 sites and so on.

11 I think that in that planning there was a feeling, there

12 was a sense that accidents were likely to happen in such a

13 way, either that they were oig accidents and events would

14 move very f ast at the site, and the licensee's emergency plan
.

would have to be the eff ective one, that is, is supervised'
13s

15 -- shif t supervisors, plant superintendent, operations

17 superintendent and so on, would be the people on the site

13 closs-in, availaole immediately, who would have to deal

19 immediately with it, and that NRC involvement would ce more

23 a catch-up af termath phases or that accidents would ce more

21 -- of a mors minor nature and the ones that would last

22 longer would ce a more minor nature.

23 At any rate, and for whatever reason, whether my

24 speculation is right or wrong, there was not anything

23 specific mapped out for commissioners in this role. And I
,

|

-.
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sonCK I think clearly that was a bad oversight.

2 It is quite clear that in any serious nuclear incident,
3 people are going to want to know that the appointed heads of

4 the agency are active in ths matter. And inevitably,

3 commissioners are going to get pulled in.

6 Now, without any preparation for the event, why, I think

i the Commission did - didn't do badly.

S

?
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rc CK I The commissioners are not nuclear experts. Of all the

2 commissionees, so f ar as I know and can remember, in f act,

3 all the way back through AEC days, I am the only nuclear

4 reactor prof essional who has ever served here.

5 So my presence on the Commission, in a sense, is

6 anomalous, and I. am not sure in the general sense where

7 conuissioners are more likely than not to be people without

S experience in the specifics of reactors and what may happen

9 and what to do about that, how deeply you can involve them

10 in sort of minute-to-minute command of an emergency

11 situation that requires an extensive technical cackground.

12 Friday, Saturday, I was down there on Sunday, Monday,

13 Tuesday, for about the first six or seven days, starting

14 Friday morning when the Commission involvement cecame acute,

15 the Commission meetings were, to a consideracle extent,'

16 e duca tional se ssions. What does this mean? What does tnat

Is mean? What is the significance of the other thing? What

18 could happen here?

19 And I spant a lot of time explaining what this meant and

23 what that meant and what the other things meant. The

21 commi ssioners said what we thought, you know, as far as they

22 could form opinions from what they heard from me and the

23 staff and other sources, would of fer recommendations.

24 But there seemed to be a kind of unspoken but general

26 agreement tnat, of the commissioners, I had the background

;

- - . . _ _ _ _ - - - - - .
_. _ _ _ - . .
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rc CK i to have some better understanding of what was going on. And

2 there was consideraole deference to my views which I would

3 enjoy in quieter times, if it were accorded.
4 0 In that regard, when you are dealing with an

,

I

i

5 unquiet time, do you think it is clear from TMI-2 that.

6 someone within the NRC of your technical background and

scientific stature should be designated as the person who4

8 will be in charge during this type of a crisis situation?

9 A Yes, I think so. If we ever have another one, I

10 am going to go immediately to the response center and I will

11 then go immsdiately to the site or stay at the response

12 cente r, depending on what appears best from a command,

13 overall command situation.

14 It was a mistake for me to have stayed here all of .:riday

15 and part of Saturday. I did what I could on the telephone'

Ic with the staff, oath when I could creak through to the

Il site. I don't think I got through to the site until, well,

13 Friday af ternoon. And the White House communication links,

19 after they went in.

23 And I couldn't seem to move because I couldn't ge t more

21 than the length of the telephone cord away from where the

22 set plugs in, cetween that and the commissioners and people

23 coming and going and four phones at once, and so on.

24 But I would have had a better control on things if I hed

23 ceen in Betnesda in the Emergency |4anagement Center. So, if

|

|

|
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rc CK I one, if anything like that pops again, I will go to Bethesda

2 and then on to the site, if that is -- seems best.

3 And I think -- I attempted in the Three Mile case to

4 maintain a semblance of operational control by my steady and

5 f requent contacts with the staff. Discussion of technical

6 problems, # hat courses of action to take, what the thorny

points were and what to watch out for and so on. That was
4

8 almost -- it was almost a sort of dual, but completely

9 separate role from the one of meeting with commissioners and

10 discussing things with them.

11 Q Chairman Hendrie, has the NRC ever denied an

12 operating license to an applicant who gets its construction

13 permit, ouilt their plant and then went through the

14 licensing process for the OL?

( 15 A No.

16 Q All rignt. Has the NRC ever denied an application

'

il for a construction permit?

13 A In very -- the answer is yes. But I have to point

19 out, not in the sense that, after a case had gone all the

23 way through the review process, and the coard adjudication

21 come to -- the commissioners have never reached down and

22 squelched one.

23 Or, indeed, one has never gone tnrough the whole

24 adjudication process and then had the board recommend in its

25 initial decision, recommend against issuance.
~

:

|
|

l
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rc CK I Sut there have been a number of cases where the staff has

2 made it clear to the applicant that it just was not going to

3 fly as a viaole project, and applicants are not dumo. They

4 are not going to come into a hearing with the regulatory

5 staff prepared to stand up and say this thing doesn't mee t

6 minimum standards of adequate protection for the puolic

7 nealth and s af ety. There is no board in the world that is

3 going to ride that down and say, never mind that.

9 Q Last topic. It has come to our attention,

10 Chairman Hendrie, that there is an current dispute between

11 the NRC as to the manner in which waste, radioactive waste

12 from Three Mile Island Unit 2 should be transported once it

13 has oeen processed.

14 As I understand it, the essential dispute is between NRR

( 15 within the NRC, that feels that the waste can be shipped in

16 the f orm of dewatered resins , and the Division of Naste

17 Management within the NRC, which feels that the waste, the

13 dewatered resins should be cast into some solid matrix like

19 concrete before ceing transported.

23 Have I succinctly descriced the controversy?

21 A Yes, I think you have got the essence of it, yes.

22 Q Why not cast it into concre te matrix form cefore

23 shipping?

24 A The pros and cons of that argument go aoout as

26 follows: The argument, since you have phrased the question
,

L
l

'

?

|

|
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rc CK I that way, let me start out with the arguments against a

2 f urther solidification process.

3 The stuff , you understand, is not all tha t liquid. De

4 you want to give me the brown bottle? Give me the two-

5 oo ttl es .

6 0 You have an example?

7 A Ye s , I will let you have some dewatered resin.

8 Q Has anyoody figured out how many millirems it is

9 putting out right now?

10 A Nons ens e . Clear your sinuses. It is good for

11 you.

12 (Discussion off the record. )

13 Bf MR. KANE:

14 0 That is dewatered resins?

I

15 A I don't know how we will show this to the record,s

16 out that, you can just open that up. It is clean stuff. Is

17 the pre -- that is tne way the resin comes from the

13 manuf acturer oefore it goes into the resin tanks. It is an j

19 organic bead and makes a sort of like finely ground grits.
I

20 Q det sand, maybe?

21 MR. CH0PK0: Would you care to make any other f

22 des;ription of it for the records

23 MR . KANE: I would say for the record that it !

I
- 24 loors to me like slightly damp sand.

2a THE WITNESS: And here is a sample of dewatered j

._.
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rc CK I resin removed from one of the vessels after a prototypical

2 run there on the Epicore II system.

3 Now, the argument against a further solidification

4 proce ss goes as follows: That solidification process will,
,

5 first of all, require a f air amount of design and

6 construction work to get the equipment in place, and that

has a time penalty associated with it.i

3 That is, one would then not be able to begin processing

9 the auxiliary building water that this system was built to

10 process as soon as would otherwise be the case, and the time

11 increments are variously estimated at six months to mayce a

12 little longer, nine months.

13 That has a down side, because as long as the radioactive

14 material is in solution, in liquids in the tanks in the

15 auxiliary building, or, and this is also true of the water

lo in the containment cuilding, the longer that stuff is in

il l oose liquie form in those tanks, free liquid form, the

IS longer you continue to have a small. out finite possicility

19 that somebody will open valves or a tank will f ail or a lea'<'

!

20 will develop someplace and that stuff will get out into the

21 environment.

22 There is another down side to going over now to a
t

23 solidification process, and that has to do with the f act |

24 that that additional processing step of radioactive resins

23 will certainly involve, even with tne best provisions, an

i

!
,

_
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rc CK I additicaal increment of exposure to the work force that has
,

2 to deal with it. And that is again a cost that has to be

3 reckoned in.

< 4 The proponents of not solidifying cite these negative

5 aspects of solidification.

6 Then they turn to the question of whether it is safe, as

7 safe to transport the material in the dewatered form you see

3 here as it would be if it were in the cement.
9 This stuff, the process that leads to this dewatered

10 resin is to, af ter the processing of a ced is -- bed is used

11 up and you are ready to cycle it out, the free water is

12 drained down out of the resin bed vessel, which is a welded

13 steel vessel. And then a vacuum hose is attached, and the

14 stuff is vacuum dewatered. So that it really comes out

#
15 pre tty dry.

15 And at least in this bottle, you can see there isn't any

Ie free water standing.

la Now that is not a compelling proof of the principle, you

19 understand, because I doubt, since they were going to give'

20 me a specimen of dewatered resins that they would have

21 selected a cottle with a lot of free water in it. But la t's

22 not make too much of the specimen oefore us.

23 SJt the vacuum dewatering does indeed remove a lot of the

24 water wnich otherwise would ce trapped in tne in ters tice s

25 cetween these little organic beads.
!

!

|
t

| .
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rc CK L The resin vessels are to be shipped in type 3 shipping
_

2 containers. Now that is a category of shi@ irs casks for
oM.

3 radioactive material and the type Bs -og(the big tough ones

4 which are built and tested to not leak, let alone breach, in

5 all manner of transportation accidents.

6 5 pent fuel is also shipped in type B casks and there

have been extensive sets of tests over the years, running
4

8 these things into concrete walls and exposing them to fires

9 and dropping them and so on.

10

'

11
A'

i 12
e

13

14 .

! *
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16
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24
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itCK I So the proponents of no solidification argue that they

2 believe that, first of all, the dewatering, the resins being

3 in good quality, welded steel vessels, which are in turn

4 encased in tight and accident-proof Type B casks, and withr

5 caref ul attention to the transportation provisions, that

6 indeed, the tran'sportation risk is really just minimal.
So the proponents of no solidification say that you do:

S not gain all that much in public safe ty in the
9 transportation phase from solidification, and you do suffer

10 the downsides, the additional time and the occupational

11 exposure.

12 Okay, the proponents of solidification f eel that, even

13 though the : asks are good and the steel vessels are good and

la the s tuff is, carefully dewatered, that further incorporating
15 the material trapped on these beads in something like a

16 concrete matrix really adds an additional substantial

i 17 additional carrier, and if anything should happen, you

la would have that additional protection.

19 And they point out that our long-range aim with regard to

23 this kind of material is, in fact, to solidify it on rea: tor

21 sites befors it's snipped, so that all the shipment can ce !

22 in complete solid form.

23 And they say, not unreasonably, here in e case where we

24 have to process suostantial quantities of radioactive

25 material from an accident like Three Mile with all of the

i

I

!

__ ~_.
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itCK 1 sensitivity to it and so on, why shouldn't we use here the

2 very best technology that we know aoout. So, those are the

3 points of view and you can choose which way you would like

r 4 to come down.

3 Q In fact --

6 A Accord'ingly.

7 Q There have been some incidents in which shipments

3 of dewatered resins have been found to be leaking wnen they

9 have arrived at the burial site, is that right?

10 A Ye s . I will note that the last se t, such set,

11 were in a so-called -- f rom a so-called solidified resin
12 wastes.

13 Q Even the solidified was leaking?

14 A de ll, there is a urea-solidification proce ss which

!

15 has its fits and starts, is one of several possicle

16 p roc e sse s. And thos e resins from ?allisades that were

is lea.<ing at the site had been solidified, I put the word in

*

13 quotes, by the urea process.

19 It apparently wasn't tightly enough controlled. It does

20 leave the possibility of an acidic li-quid residue which ete
1
I

21 through the drums.

22 But it's f air to note that the shipping provisions for
j

!

| 23 -he Three Mile resin bed materials, the higner-level

24 radioactive materials are a good deal more rigorous than

|
| 25 those provisions.

|

|

|

:
i
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ltCK I That is, those were in 55 gallon steel drums and were

2 Doing treated as low-level activity in Type A shipping

3 containers.

4 This would. be done on a much more rigorous basis. So I

5 think the argument is a f air one. That is, I think there

are good points to be made on, both sides, and the Commissiono

has yet to come down one way or the other.s

3 Bu t, it's not -- it's not a case in which all the white
dds

9 he:rts are on one side of the room and all of the olack
bt

10 heart:- are on the other side of the room.
6

!! Q de have been informed that depending upon the

12 routing that is used for the actual transportation overland

13 of the waste from TMI-2 to the burial site in Hanford,

14 #1ashi ngton, that anywhere from Il to 17 states will have to
t

15 ce passed through dependirig on the routing.

16 Does the NRC intend to parmit the states that will

Il proceoly De involved in having this material pass through

IS their borders to -- afford those states an opportunity to

19 participate in the deliceracions on how it shall oe

23 packaged? ,

;

21 When I say that, I mean in the croadest sense. 3eing

'

22 solidified versus being shipped in aswatered resin form
l

23 .A dell, to the extent that any state, or for that

24 matter, any citizen wants to get his two cents' worth in,

y 25 this will not be a formal adjudication, I would think.

1
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1 It will be -- the Staff will finally come to the Commission.

2 And there will probably still be a disagreement between the

3 offices. And each office will prec&nt its proposition. We have
i

4 already had some discussion along this line, but not to a

5 decision point. And other people can either write -- well, I
.

6 would prefer actually that they would write in and tell us what

7 their views are, because it gets to be kind of a tumult if we

8 have to hear grent numbers of people in open meetings.

9 4 But I'm focusing specifically on the State Governments
'
.

10 that might be involved.
,

11 Is there a procedure whereby the NRC notifies? f
i |

12 | For example, if it's anticipated that the wastes are going i

! i
'

i
/ 13 ; to be shipped across the State of Michigan, does the NRC have i

i

14 ; a procedure whereby it notifies the State of Michigan and the
'

, .

15 state is invited to comment?
i

16 l A In terms of deciding on something like solidification?
!

'

17 j 4 Yes, insofar as it's going to pass through their
!

IS state. -

i
!

!

I9 i A I don't think there -- certainly -- well, I don't
!

20 know that there is anything explicit and formal along that line.

21 , We do certainly notify the states when there is going to be ;

t

22 | a shipment so they know all about it ahead of time.
i

23 ' 4 But not necessarily about a dispute as to how the

24 shipment should be packaged or how it should be processed before
:.-s.o.r:s m conm. ine. ;

25 shipment?

!.
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A No.j

2 O I note by my watch it's 6:00 o' clock. There are many

more things I could ask you, Chairman Hendrie.
3

,

A Well, I can spend some more time if you can. I don't
4

know how the rest of these people spend their Friday nights, but
5

I always plan to stay in the office and give a deposition. It
6

7
saves money. It's good for the health.

G Were I not facing another Commissioner's depositiong

tomorrow morning at 10:00 a.m., I might take you up on that, |9

Chairman, but I think I would rather close by asking you one
10

11 very general question, which I'm posing to each of the NRC ,

Commissioners. Because the Presidential Commissioners
12 |

certainly want the input from the heads of this agency in com-13
:

ja piling their own recommendations as tg the NRC, and so my final |

15 question then is: if you were given all the resources you wanted'

16 and all the discretion you wanted, aside from the immediate

things that have been identified by the NRC Lessons Learned Task:1-

Force, what changes, if any, would you make in the way the NRC
3

is currently set up?:9 ;
|

20 A Well, that covers a wide range of possibilities.

.

21 | 0 Yes; that's the problem the Pr'esidential Commissioners
|

I have.22

A Let me -- since we would like to c1cse in some finite.
23 |

24 time -- you said this was the last question?
=>=-o nnemm. inq

25 ! O Yes, and I would prefer a relatively brief response,
!
I
i

._. _,_. __
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if you can manage that.
3t 3 1

A Let me touch on some areas without -- with the ;

2

understanding that that probably wouldn't exhaust my thoughts.
3

/"

Let me start on the organizational side. If I were equipped
4

f r some period of time with my druthers in the matter, in trying
5

i

to make a better system out of it, I would clear up some of
6

the organizational indistinctness which has been created for us
7

by existing statute, to allow the duly appointed managers of
8|

'
the agency to run it in a more effective fashion.

9

I would want some more staffing.
(k 10

'

11 |
|

I2 ]

l
*-

1:1

, 14

-

15

16 ;

.

I

;6 :

|
:n i

20 ,

!
'

21 |

22

:

23 ;

I

24

.n ava naamn. nnds

25 !
:

-

,

: i
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can i Q Where would you like to see that staffing?

CRAIG 2 A I was just going to say that the Congress recently

3 has been -- gotten rather generous, and awarded us 100

4 people in the licensing, reactor licensing area. And another

5 146, apparently, in the inspection department.

I,would like enough staffing increases to go on in the6

7 inspection and enforcement area, and go get both a site

8 resident and a unit resident on each operating unit and on

9 each unit -- and a construction resident on construction sites

10 soon af ter they start.

11 I think the present force level in IAE with the recent

12 increment begins to come close to that, but doesn't get there

13 quite, and we will be back I am sure in due time, a year or

14 two out, for some more people there. I would also wan' funds

15 and s taff for a -- to establish a NRC -- what should I call
P

!$ it -- operational center.

le I am beginning to think that we ought to have a

13 multicontrol room large simulater f acility, driven oy

19 sophisticated computer a=ay as w can command with tne

23 technology department, to allow us to track and work out on as

21 good a real machine simulation as the technology allows)an

22 assortment of the kind of things we have been talcing acouc

23 here.

24 For instance, we are putting in place an operations

23 evaluation group which is a start en some things that have

i

!

|
|

.
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arn I caen deficient. How valuable would it be if a group like

ORAIG 2 that were aole, wnen they get the LER, had been able to get

3 the LER on Davis-Besse to go into the B&W site with the NRC

4 simulator and start to run that transient.'

5 And the first thing they will find is that it doesn't

5 make sense the way it is written down here in the first

7 report. Then they go back to the operators and say wait

3 a minute. This couldn't, you know, this couldn't be right.

9 Then they get that straight. Then they go back on the NRC

la B&W simulator again and run it and say, okay, well, that

!! seems to be the way it worked out in this case. Now let's

12 try it at full power. Now let's try it if we do some other

13 things. Let's try it if this happenst le t's try it if that

14 happens.

15 I expect that's likely to be -- my intuition is that that

15 would be a very effective way of working through and

14 understanding the ramifications of numbers of these

13 off-normal situations which are really very difficult to

1/ analy:e if you are just sitting there with paper and pencil

23 and a set of drawings of a plant, beccuse you now allow all
.

21 your human intuitions to con e into pl ay, and to come into a

22 play in much the same way that the operators at the plant

23 exer:ise tham.

24 It is not coincidence and just a matter of happenstan:e

23 tnat the Navy experience is good. They train those people

|
|

L
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cmn I on of f-normal situations and they start them out on the

prototypes, on-shore prototypes and train them on real" plants.CRAIG 2

3 And they take them to sea, and train them against casualty

4 exercises all the time. They develop a real intuition for-

5 their machines and that is the kind .of human interaction that
6 can be very effective.

7 There are some pieces of the safety design basis that need

3 improvement. I tend, because I am a professional in the

9 field, to turn to some of these details which are apt to seem

10 down in the -- sort of down in the grudgy detail of the

11 trade, perhaps, to nonprofessionals.

12 But I think we have neglected this operacility aspect,

13 to our woe. And we need to work hard on it. I think if we

14 ever get ba:k into a situation where we are beginning to think

15 about having a new generation, another generation, if you

13 will, of nuclear plants, if I regard what is in the mill now

!/ and operating as maybe an A generation, if we ever concluda

13 that we need a 3 generation, I don't think I would care to

1/ ouild it on precisely the same basis that the A generation is

22 cuil:.

21 .inat I nave in mind are a numoer et detailed aspects of

22 plant design and saf ety basas, residual heat removal systems
9

23 rated at full system pressure with dedicated and fully *

24 ;rotected and redundant power supplies, so that if anything

25 happens on the secondary side of the plant, for instance, in
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amn I pWRs, you don't have to sit there and try to diddle with your

ORAIG 2 steam generators and see if you can get energy out that way

3 but you can cut the whole thing loose and all you ask of the

secondary side is that the steam ganerator tubes not totally/ 4

3 olow out on you.

6 You have got the reactor protection, and af terheat

removal is over here in the containment. That is separate.
4

S It is safet/ grade s it is dedicated. It comes on automatically

9 and when something happens on the secondary side of the plant

10 the operators keep their hands off the reactor.

11 Well, to avoid extending on into the evening, those --

12 Q I think that is satisf actory for my purposes.

13 A That at least tou:hes on a couple of areas and

14 indicates some --

15 Q Let me say this also, Chairman Hendrie, if af ter

16 receiving the copy of the transcript, and having an

il opportunity to think aoout what suggestions you have made here

13 today, you f eel tnat there are some f urther major items that

19 you would like to bring to the attention of the Presidential

23 Commission as e -- as your thoughts on what could os done to

21 change the clRC, please f eel free to submit those in written

22 form and they will os given due note in the Commission's

23 worc.

24 A Olay.

25 *t.1. KANE: Othe- than that let me say that for the
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cmn i time being I have exhausted my questions, or at least I have

CRAIG 2 determined that I do not need to proceed any further with any

3 remaining questions I may have at this time. However, this is

f 4 an ongoing investigation, and it may be necessary at some

5 point in the f uture to bring you back for a f urther

6 deposition.

We will make every effort to avoid having to do that.'

4

3 For that reason I will elect to adjourn the deposition rather

/ tnan terminate it, though, in the thought that it might ce

10 necessary to resume it. I should ask your respective counsel

11 here at this point if they have any questions?

l> MR. CH0PK0 No questions.p

13 MR. KANE: Fine. Then I thank you for your time,#

E' 14 Commissioner Hendrie, and it has certainly been educational

15 and a pleasure to be here with you today. ,

15 THE WII15558 hell, you have kept me -- heaven knows

1/ what mischief you have kept me out of. It may be one of your

13 more useful exercises of public duty.

11 (1hereupon, at 6:15 p.m., the taking of tne

22 deposition was adjourned.)

21

22

23 .

24

23

|

|
|

|
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DR. JOSEPH M. HENDRIE E

Dr. Joseph M. Hendrie, who has spent more than 20 years working in
the field of nuclear reactor safety, was sworn in as Chaiman of the ...

Nuclear Regulatory Comission on August 9,1977. He was named to a four- !Mi~
year tem on the Comission and designated as its Chaiman by President ;

Carter.

He came to the NRC from the Brockhaven National Laboratory in
Upton, New York, where he had been Chaiman of the Departrent of Applied
Science since 1025. He previously had worked at Brookhaven frem 1955-72,

- beginning as an assistant physicist perfoming research on nuclear power . . . . . .

=reactors. He later directed the design and construction of the High
Flux Beam Reactor and the F.1 sed Fast Reactor at Brockhaven, and.from
1971-72 was Head of the Engineering Divisien of the laboratory's Depart-
ment of Applied Science. . , .

From 1972-74 br. Hendrie was Deputy Director for Technical Review :. . . ..

Iof the Atomic Energy Ccmission's Directorate of Licensing. He also
served for six years (1966-72) on the Advisory Comittee on Reactor
Safeguards, an independent group of experts who advised the former AEC
and new the NRC on reactor safety matters. He was Chaiman of the com- F'mittee in 1970. Dr. Hendrie also has been the U.S. representative on
the Intemational Atomic Energy Agency's Senior Advisory Group on ;g
Reactor Safety Codes and Guides. In 1970 he received the Atemic Energy s

Comission's Emest O. Lawrence Memorial Award. .

.

He received the B.S. degree in physics.from Case Institute of Tech- S
nology in 1950, and the Ph.D. degree in physics frem Columbia University lii
in 1957. He was a research assistant at Columbia frem 1950-55. ."

Dr. Hendrie has served on the Risk-I= pact Panel, Comittee on
Nuclear and Altemative Energy Syste=s of the National Research Council.
He also is a member of the National Academy of Engineering, the Ararican
Physical Society, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the
American Nuclear Society, the National Society of Professicnal Engineers,
the American Concrete Institute, the Institute of Electrical and Electric
Engineers, and the New York Society of Pmfessional Engineers. Dr. Hendrie
is a registered professional engineer in the States of New York and
Califomia. He has had numercus articles published in professicnal
joumals, and is a me:ber of Sig=a Xi and Tau Beta Pi honorary societies.

Born March 18, 1925, in Janesville, Wisconsin, he serred in the U.S.
Ar=y frem 1943-46. Dr. Hendrie is married to the former Elaine Kostell.
They have r.o daughters,

t

August 1977
|
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United States Nuclear Regulatory Commissionr

Tel: 202-634-1459
Washington, D.C. 20555
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Acting Head, Experimental Reactor Physics Division1967-70
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Vice Chairman 1969; Chairman 1970
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~~~

Chair:an '-

~'

[I U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission g..

1717 H Street NW j -

.; ( Washington, D.C. 20555 t 1 9
s' % t

Dear Chairman Hendrie:

We are taking "thi opleortunity to bring to your attention a . , ,
~

i;, matter of s'erious concein to us and to ou'r constitue.its.- . !-

. ' . -.:
. . . .. .. , . ,,. . . .... . ,. ... s .- . . .

- 1-

.a:. .. ... Iy=
... ..~

The controversy over nuclea'r power ha,s escalated in recent*

weeks in the wake of"the Commission's repudiation of major
parts of the Rasmussen study. As we understand it, the Com-
mission had relied on thd accident probabilities contained
in the study to support thi continued operation of several
power plants whose safety systems are possibly cuestionable.

Even though the study is no longer considered entirely author-
itative by ths Commission, the NRC has yet to indicate what
the next step will be. Both the Congress and thi public have-

-
;

received information from thd Union' of Concerned Scientists, '

who advocate not only thd shutdown of the 16 plants in cues-
tion, but also a moratori';m on thd licensing and construction
of nuclear power plants-

...

Now, . weeks af,ter ,ths ' release 'of ths Lewis study, ,whi'ch ' raised
~

the doubts about the Rasmussen' report and opened a pandorh's
box of cu.estions about NRC's safety policies and procedures
in general', the Commission has not offered any assessment of.:
th's risks of continued operation of these particular powei-

plan ts , nor has it offered any specific indication of how' it
plans to proceed without the Rasmussen, report.

*

There are severai. crucial ques?. ions whi'ch 'must be addressed
now; -

..

-. .. ..

--Wha't does th'e NRC.pla'n with "res'pect to" ths 'continu ed opeia-*

. , tion"of the 'I4. power olants In cuestion? .-

,.
' ~

- :. :. . .

*
- .- .- - .... . ...

--Wha't risks' ai e.we en'counteiing 'tha~t we did not knew about"
-

. ,

prior to ths Le#1s study?-

,

*

--What consecuences would a shutdown.of any of these plants

j have on the supply of energy to the affected area?
|

I
.

.

elm . .eu . me -.

|...-.......-----...---...----..---.. . - - . - - --. -
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CHAIFE*.N JOSEPH M. HENDRIE .

February 9, 1979 -
' eace 2. -

'
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... .. .. .- .- .- -. . .
.

. . . . .

..

( ....
*

--How will the NRC deal with the types of safety issues raised
by the Lewis study and what, if any, in, proved safety precau-
t. ions are neeced in existing power plants? .

. .
~

Continued delay in confronting these n.atters can only further *

damage the cause of nuclear power development in the United f...

, ,,:*, . States, at an all too critical point in th e 'na tion 's energy,." .' '' .,

((T' by the , crisis i,n' Iran' ~~and the dwindling of o*ur conventio5al . ; -?.
future. The' uncertainties of thi's future, characterir.ed'nowiI.

[q.
~s.~ fuel supplies, neces'sitate' that the'se issues"be resolved. ~

l'
3 -

* .. .:. , .. . . - .. .. .. . .
~-

We appreicate your prompt attention to 'this matter. ~
.

. - -
. .

.

Sincerely, -
.

.

-
.

. .

. .. '

''

Allen E. Ertel Williadt Goodling
,
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\. The Honorable Allen Ertel
United States House of Representatives --

- } _ __
,. ',

Washington, D.C. 20515
-

Dear Congressman Ertel:

Thank you for your letter of February 9,1979 raising questions con-
cerning nuclear reactor safety in light of the recent critique of the
Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400) by a revi.tw group appointed by the
Comission and the Commission's acceptance of the review group's findings.

.

Thi NRC established the Risk Assessment Review Group in July,1977 under
the leadership of Dr. Harold Lewis, Chairman of the American Physical'

Society's Study Group on Light Water Reactor.;. The review group's
charter was to provide advice and information to the Comission regarding
WASH-1400, advice and recomendations of risk assessment methodology and
reccmendations on future courses of action to improve the methodology
and its application. The review group published its report last September.
After consideration of the review group's findings, the Commission-

issued a policy statement on January 18, 1979 sumarizing its resnanse
to those findings. Copies of this policy statement and the report of

' the review group are enclosed.

As you may know, subsequent to the transmittal of your letter, the Sub-
cemittee ona Energy and Environment of the flouse Comittee on Interior
and Insular Affairs held a hearing on February 26 concerning the use of
the Reactor Safety Study, the effects of NRC's recent adoption of the
findings of the Lewis Group, and the safety of licensed nuclear power
plants. Some of the key points made in my testimony at that hearing are
sumarized below. I am also enclosing a copy of my testimony which
provides further details.

In light of the questions raised by you and Mr. Goodling concerning
reactor safety, I believe it is important to place in proper perspective
the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400). A primary goal of the RSS, as
established in 1972, was to obtain a "quantitiye evaluation.of the risk
from the operation of a nuclear plant." The Safety Study was, in effect,.

a " measurement," made by analyzing two typical plant designs, of the
effectiveness of an existing system of nuclear regulation.

|

|

.

|
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designed,

The regulatory system depend's on having nuclear plants sited,
.

lication of

constructed, and operated on the basis of. conservative appsound.and accepted engineering principles, on require ents
for cultiple

t

'and redundant, safety systems, and on a set, of regulatory requiremen sThe designers, %7
tat are updated to reflect operating experience. ff e:.tiva .
builders, and operators of these plants are required to have ei ing

'qua,1,i,ty..e_ssur.ance programs, and their work is subjected to a c.ont nuThe :results of the licensi'

'nicensing and..i,nspection process by the f;RC. d t review by

ud inspection process are, in turn, subject to indepkn enthe Advisory Committee en Reactor Safeguards and often to exam n
i ation in

'

-

' .

public hearings. long
This health and safety regulatory system, much of which evolvedits

before the Reactor Safety Study was carried out, is unchanged inIt' does not depend on the ability to makethat ability

would be highly useful and should be developed, precise quantitative esti. mates of overall risk -- although
basic principles today.

It is an .ex:: 9ll.

he believe this regulatory system has served us wei f the tech-
ceptionally rigorous system, and appropriately so in v ew oIt is our job as regulators to make sure that therek ld ge

is no undue. r.isk.from, licensed facil_i, t,ies and, while one must ac now enology we regulate. f experien :e

strongly held views to the contrary, over 400 reactor-years oto date give us reason to believe that we are on the right trac .
k

l ly

Your letter asks what actions the Commission has taken, particu ar- lants ,

with regard to the continued operation of 15 nuclear powar ph

identified by the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS), to assure t ei Report

protection' of the public in light of the findings of the Lew s
and the Commission's January 18 policy statement. i
Follcwing publication of the review group's findings, the Commiss onReactor Regulat'
asked Mr. Harold R. Danton, Director, Office of Nuclearctions
to review the extent to which licensir.g or other regulatory aMr. Canton recently reported the results of the

A copy of his report is enclosed.relied upon h' ASH-1400. hkh ,
fiRC stiff review to the Commission.In his report, Mr. Denten stated that he has "found no actions wHe noted
because of their reliance en P.55, should now be overturned."l i cer.s

"the re:crd is a whole as showing an ancil'ary use of the RSS inIts principal application has bean to su;plsmant or ccnfirmff."

the mcinstream of analyses and judgments rsached by the staacticas.

|

.c-

-,*-
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' Special attention was given to the issues raised by the UCS in its press
release of January 26, 1979 and referenced in your letter. In his
report Mr. Denton states the NRC staff conclusion that "the record has

. been mischaracterized by the UCS and that, the UCS reco=andations to
require the shutdown of a number of operating facilities are not warranted.
The staff's views are provided in an Appendix to Enclosure 1 of Mr.-

Denton's report. The Corr;nission is currently reviewing the staff,-

findings.
A

l Your letter also asks what risks we are encountering that we did not
know about prior to the Lewis study. The review group was established
to study the present state of risk assessment methodology and to clarify
the achievements and limitations of WASH-1400. It did not identify any'

new or previously unknown risks per se.

74 hat the Lewis Group ha.: told us is that the "measur- ant" of oura
regulatory syste2, as reflected in the overall risk estimates of the
Reactor Safety Study, is much less precise than had been esserted. The
Lewis Group did adt conclude that the overall risk estimates were
higher or lower than reported in WASH-1400, although they speculated on
possible factors in both directions, but only that they thought the
error bands on those estimates were substantially larger than had been
reported. On that account, they re:c= ended to us that the overall risk
estimates of WASH-1400 should be used with great caution - "should not be
used uncritically" were their words -- in the regulatory process or for
public policy purposes. We have accepted and are implementing with
vigor that reco=mendation, as well as the other findings and reccamendatier
of the Lewis Group.

'
With respect to your third question, concerning the consequences resulting
from a shut dowh of any of the 16 plants for the supply of , energy to the
affected area, I have asked the NRC staff to review the most recent
reserve margins for the utilities involved and will provide separately
an answer as soon as it is available.

,

Finally, you ask how will the NRC deal with the types of safety issues
raised by the Lewis study and what, if any, improved safety precautions
are heeded in existing power plants.

I have.already mentioned the review of licensing and oth:!r regulatory
actions that relied on WASK-1400 undertaken by the NP,C staff. The staff
findings and recommendations are contained in the Denton report now
under consideration by the Commission. We will keep you advised of any
acticns that.the Cc.wission deems necessary as a result of this review.

.

em

m **
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1' The Henorable Allen Ertel

NRC staff concarning continued use of risk assessment techniques andIn addition, the Ccamission has provided detailed instructions to the
results in response to the specific coments*of the Risk Assess =ent |

Review Group and has asked the staff to submit by June 3C.1979, detailed
procedures to ensure the proper and effective use of risk assessment
theory, methods, data development, and statistical analyses.

-,.-

|

In conclusion, I believe it is impor': ant to keep in mind what theIt did
'

Comnission did and did not do in response to the Lewis report.
reevaluate its reliance on, and relationship to, the Reactor Safety

However, it did not thereby take a new view of reactor safety.
,

Nor did the Co.aission take a new view of past licensing decisions thateach licensed plant will be so operated as to provide adeouate protection
>

Study.
-

to the health and safety of the public.
,

Sincerely,

Mdb ~._G
.doseph M. Hendrie

-'

Enciosures:
As stated

i 1

,
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jISSUE 2'!

.

f i-

! .

f' SYSTDQTIC REVIEN 0F NORMAL. Pt. ANT OPERATION _
-

,

- l
, AND CONTR01. SYSTEM FAILURES _ |.

.

!
',..

|
-

: Statement of issue _a

|
This issue was identified by D. Basdekas in a memorandum to Ben C. Rusche,

,

>
i

f, in response tn Mr. Rasche's memorandus dated. . ,

!
dated November 19,1976 :

|
I November 3,1976, requesting that staff :nembers identify any signif t- l
,'

cant safety issues they believe are presently being treated in-
,

! ,

adequately by the staff. In attachment 4, item 4 of his memorandum,r
'

j | Mr. Basdekas states:
"The effects of control system failure or, soc:etirnes, non-faulted

.

+ : I ;

operation en safety are not bsing systee:atically reviewed.
e '
' i *

believe that their effects on safety and plant availabilityJ' The first step would te-

shculd receive the proper attention..

to have the applicants p6rforn a Failure !!cde and Effectsi -

Analysis (F}:EA) for normal operation, and in conjunction with
- I

! postulated accidents and other off-normal events."
,*

| \
'

Based on a subseque1t discussion between D. Basdekas and membert of i
;

The Reactor Safety Branch, the issue was redefined as follows:
| "In evaluating plant safety, the effects of control systeet

r.sifuncticns should be reviewed as initiating events for
.
4

anticipated transients and also as failures that could
'

occue concurrently cr subsequent to postulated anticipated-

[ evea.ts (initiated by a different e.alfuncticn) or r'erulatedi
'

( accidents.",

| :
:

Sumary Resoonse
'

Postula:ed ralfunctions in plant control syste s are analy:ed _

separately as initiating events for anticipated transients andg"

.

.e.,

l -

- .

.

.

I.

.
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reported in Safety Analysis Reports. These transient analyses, 1- i

!

identi.fied in the Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis
,

.

['
Reports for Nuclear Power Plants, Regulatory Guide 1.70, are reviewed: ..

*

.
-

for each plant application. When analyzing transients initiated by
-

''
.

.

?a single control system malfunction.,all other control systems are

'tonsidered to respond in a nomal manner,

i

I If additidnel single failures (including a randoa control system mal-

function) were postulated to occur concurrent with or subsequent to
a '

1 anticipated transients. Tess stringent criteria would be used t-

evaluate the acceptability of the consequences because of the Icwer
-

| -

probability of such an asstaned sequence of events, kThe staff be-3
.

- ~

_
_ 1 .. --

i
! ( lieves th'aithe consduences of an anticipated transient plus a*

j \ control system malfunction would be acceptable and less severe than
,

.
'

the 10 CFR Part 100 guidelinec.; *

I s

* --
-

,

| In analyzing postulated accidents, plant control systems are assumed .

I
!
i to respond in their nor.m1 manner unless such a response would be
'

:
beneficial to mitigating the consequences of the accident. In addition,

f
*

f
the staff has evaluated the effects of sece control system malfunctions

I on LOCA's and steamline break accidents. No significant effects on
I
! the consequences were observed. It is the staff's judg:ent that the
I

i consequences of these design basis accidents would not be significantly

affected by ralfunctions in plant control systems because of tho rapid
.

t
change in plant parameters during such accidents. N.

|

i s

!
..

: -

1

!
L

.

|

|
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Failure mode and effects analyses have bee., initiated under a technical |
~

'

. - assistance contract to better identify design requirements for systens g ,i
'!In.

needed to mitigate the consequences of transients and accidents.
e -;

addition, a separate contractor study of control system failure is.
j.

*
*

j
,

being performed for the staff to determine the inmediate and c:snulative
;

effects on the reactor coolant pressure boundary and challenges to
,

.

i

the reactor pr,otection system resulting from control system failures.
,

.

The results of these analyses would provide a basis for any needed
,

new review and safety requirements related to control system cal-
,'

,

functions.
i
:
,

Detailed Discussien |'
.

The effects of malfunctions in nomal plant control systems as

initiating events of plant transients are analy:ed by each applicant
.

as specified in the Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis
j

, ,

;

Reports for !!uclear Power Plar.ts (Regulatory Guide 1.70).
When

l

analyzing transients initiated by control system calfunctions, all'

other control syste as are assumed to respond in a normal manner. ;

:
Anticipated transients identified in this guide represent disturbances

in system variables such as primary systen pressure, pressure vessel

f
liquid level, coolant temperature, coolant flow rate, and reactivity,

In addition, disturbances in secondary system variables in FWR's are
f also considered such as pressure, stes:s generator level, and feedwater/
| The reactor protection system is designed to eenitor

,

steam flow ratio.
N

combinations of these variables and :o automatically shut down the
'

.

.

i
I I
l L
|

-
t

!

i
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I|
.

reactor if acceptable limits ar'e exceeded. The ar.alyses of. the ,
-(

. .

- anticipated transients present in the Safety Analysis Reports demonstrate |
i,

that the reactor protection system has been designed to avoid fuel damage ,

;*..

.
or excessive prisary system pressure as a result of these events. , , .

.

i-

:

The anticipated transients identified in Regulatory Guide 1.70"
f

are c.casidered to be boending events for control system malfunctions.
-

,

For instance, a reduction in primar/ system pressure could be

gaused by a pressurizer cor. trol system fatture or a spurious ,

i

opening of a relief valve. Since a blowdown through a relief valve
.

is a more severe pressure transient, it is analyzed as a bounding

anticipated transient.
.

-

| In analyzing the consequences of such anticipated transients, only a
.

single control system failure or malfunction is considered at one time

and otl.er control systems are assumed to respond in a nomal fashion.

Thus, the process variables monitored by the reactor protection system

are perturbed by a single control system calfunction and the reactor

is scramed as ne:essary to prevent fuel damage. In over 250 reactor

years of c:n ercial c;eration, there has been no abnormal operational

c:r.arrence (a transient event with its attendant control system

respcase) during any pnase of normal operation which has resulted in

a vialation o'f fuel design criteria. On this basis alone, one could

consider the presen: requirecents for analyses of anticipated transients .

'

adetuate for de enstrating .the effectiveness of the reactor protection
r

system. .

.

-
\

O
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Based on this reactor operating, experience, the probibtitty of an
{,j%

'

*

; i ;

(, cochined with a control system response l
I r.

anticipated transient .

i that i ! |i~

. which would reduce the reactor thermal otrformance to the po nt ]

' -
.

For such a l'ow
.

i .

t
fuel failure may cccur has been shown to be low.#s ..

1T .

probability event a less stringent criterion than no fuel damage
.

!
P

j would be used to evaluate the acceptability of the consequences. !

~| j1

The staff btlieves that the consequences for such a combination ofjI :

event would be less than the 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines. !" ,
i .

j'

.

I.

Specific centrol system failures past also be considered in the
.

design and safety evaluation of the reactor protection system. .

,i .

The reactor protection system is designed and evaluated for conformance!.
t | for-

to General Design Criterion 25 - Protection 5ystem RequirementsI

J |
Reactivity Control Halfunctions, and General Design Criterion 24 -'

| *

; i These criteria provide
i . Separation of Protection and Control Systems.
'. |

design requirements for the protection systen resulting from control! * ,

.

- system failures.
! : I

In analy:tng postulated accidents, plant control systems are assumed
,
!

j
to respond in their normal canner unless such a response would

be

f beneffical to mitigating the consequences of tre accident.
1In addition,
:

' m evaluating ; I

,

the staff has considered scee control system failures |
,

For example.
, cesign basis accidents such as t.CCA's and stes::line breaks.

.

t

t
\

~ . , ,

D
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i fa ,
,

venting of an intact steam generatcc due ts inadvertent open ng o
.

j

secondary ,reifef valve cons.urycr.t with a staan Ifne break has been
The impact of considering a self.metion in ,the relief f.

i
t

analyzed.e

d ra:So!ogical cor.seguences for ): f

, valve contro1 ' system on the calculate $1mliarly, asifzetten of the recirculation
:

I

Ithe event was negligible.

flow control system concurrent with postulated LOCA's was considered
,

I,

for scoe of the BWR designs, and had r.o significant ir. pact on the|l system r.stfurstions t

ena*wuences. 'Shile the staff believes t24 centro
, . ,

!
l d

should be considered as single failures e.es evaluating postu ate
-

.

i
accidents, these events (such as LOCA. steenline b'reak, rod eject on,

,

;

|

and locked pop rotor)fepose such rapid ctan;es on plant parazeters
to

that normal centrol system actions or =alf.metiens would appear

have a negligible effect on the course cf tre event.
,

~

The staff has a technical assistance contract with INi!. to condxt
.

'

a f ilure rode ar.d effects at!alysis to tettsr identify design re-
s

quitecants of the equipeent necessary := tritt.; ate tne consequen;e
of anticipated transients and accidents ; cst.: lated for light water

,

The staff also has an active .scr.ical assistance centractreactors. l ses of centrol
with Dak Rid;e National Laboratory for f ath-e code ana y

Currently, in this progrs:n a s . rry and tabulation of un: mali systens.
is teing conducted to detemine set:i:ive areas of the plant

Event:
The results of this ;.:7-t:. in conjunction with-

cant.rol systens. for transients
the results of the failure mcde and eff e: s a.-aiyses

P 3. / *eeded new review s-d
,

and accidents sh:uld provide 3 basit f: \

safety rMulerents relatad to control s;Ite:: ralfuncticas.
$ ..,

i.
*

t

i. *
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The staff concludes that consideration of this issue does not warrant

revisions to any existing license or any change in the current staff !r

* !
,

priority for continuing programs to pursue a more complete understanding e

I of the effects 'of postulated control systes m&1 functions on plant ;

I
transients or postulated accidents, :
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'

SYSTEMATIC Rrl!!'J OF N0?O'at I"ET OpI2ATION
.

o
.

i

AND CONTROL SYSTIM 7AIt'J?.El !'

.

8

The title of this issue should be ch.a=ged to read as follcus:
:

IMPI"' CAT!0'f3 0F CONTROL SYSTEM 7AILURES AN3_;
SAs t.. i

! FLANT DW A.'ICS
. '

e.
?

The present title does not accurately reflect the safeey c=ncersI

',
I expressed. *

*
..

. The subsequent discu.ssion between ma a=d me:hers of the Keac:or Safety
,

Branch represents an inaccurate taference to a brief discussion betwen
-

8 Their unce: standing of my ccscern*

Dr. Ross, Mr. Novack, and me.,

appeared to be correct during that setting, but the way it is statedconveys only part cf it.,

"

is the last :vo parsStaphs of the "Statesant of issue

' I do not agreo with the statement of the ccacets and therefore vi:5o

exa-ple: On page 22-2, las:
1:s discussion and conclusions. To:

-

/'"~ sentence of secend paragraph reads: ~"Although analysas have net beenN
performed for these postulated seque.nces of events, the staff believes "'
that the er.,nsequencas would be acceptable, and much less severe thas \

I do not see hov such athose calculated for postuisted accidasts."
stata=ent can be made, when one has :o censider thse das* c= featuresI

^

e eve *s are not establisned, and-

\
\ co =1:1gste the_consee"e eas oftherefm *5csa ormrided for Sostulate,a ed malysed acticents =.sy

not be suf ficiejla _ _

in esse se. having an u= protected series
*w.

o' f_ events .
< -

">'21 fume:ica
.

Another statement sade on page **-5. see:nd paragrsFh re2ds:
| controls is not c:=sidered when assessing the consequascesof sor=al plan: . . These| of unlikely accidents such as !00A a d Steaulina 3:e:k . . ,

postulated accidea.es i= pose such a rapid change on plas: paracetersthat no: mal plant centrols probably veuld not affect tha course of the
The basic i=plici: assu=p:1:= here, which is est cor ::. is

the cize c nstant of nuclear a:d ther al-hyd=2ulic p: cesses involvedaccident."
tha:
in accidects, and the entire spect ur. of each accident, are not
ec=parsble to the ti=a constan:s of :ha c=ntrol syste=.s that =sy be i .volved.rangi=g assu=ptica which is not supper:ei byThis is .t sweeping and far
the =ature of =csc accident progression =cdes.

.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
.

'

I T\UN Y'
. .

On March 28, 1979, the Three Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI-2) nuclear power plant
*

experienced a feedwater transient that, through'an unusual sequence of failures,
led to a small break loss-of-coolant accident and resulted in significant core

.,

damage. The failures that were experienced occurred in the general areas of
design, equipment salfunction, and human error. In response to this event, a taskg
group was formed to provide an early assessment of the generic aspects of the ,

feedwater transient and the related ensuing events at THI-2 to determine bases for
continued safe operation of other reactor plants similar to TMI-2 that were designed
by the Sabcock & Wilcox Company (B&W). Consideration was given by the task group
to initiating events other than loss of feedwater where it was determined that
such events could lead to a similar transient. In addition, consideration was
given to possible impact on other PWR plants designed by Westinghouse and Combus-
tion Engineering. - -

A recent review by the staff on the frequency of feedwater transients occurring in
B',W plants indicates that 27 transients have occurred in nine plants during the

.

past year. This corresponds to a frequency of three per year per plant. The
corresponding rate for the other PWR plants is about two per year per plant.

The results of this assessment are presented in this report by the task group in
theformofasetoffindingsandrecommendationsineachoftheprincipa} review ,

areas. Additional revf ew of the accident is continuing and further information i j
being obtai d and evaluated. Any new information will be reviewed and modifica- .

tions to the results of the initial review will be made as appropriate.

Many actions have been taken since the TMI-2 event by the staff and industry to
minimize the likelihood of recurrence, including the shutdown of the four operating
B&W facilities for short-ters corrective actions which will also be taken on the
other B&W plants before they restart. As this response is being published, there
are other ongoing activities, including discussions with Westinghouse, Combustion
Engineering, and various utilities, to further improve the safety margins in these
plants. Thus, this is a status report and is not considered to be a complete and
final set of recommended actions. It is not a general critique of ifcensee and
NRC response to the accident. Such review will follow while other ideas are being

,

formulated, but that is beyond the scope of this report. It is likely that other ]
actions, including long-ters actions, will be required as the overall review of |

1the THI-2 accident progresses.
.
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Prior to the THI-2 accident, the general approach used for accident analyses was
Consideration has been

to ensure conservatise in the analysis models and results.
"~

given to the development of best-estimate codes, but licensing calculacions were
done on a conservative basis. It is recognized that shortcosings resulted from

+

For example, the analysis of the September 24, 1977 transient atthis approach.
Davis-Besse did not include the phenomenon of voiding in the core and long-ters
natural circu}ation cooling. Other areas that need to bs reevaluated include the
use of safety and non-safety grade equipment for the termination of transients and

-

*#

mitigation of accidents.
,

On the basis of the results of this interim review, Lt.a task group concludes that
certain design improvements and other actions already being implemented on 84W
plants in accordance with Commission orders are necessary before plant operation

These actions are being specified in the shutdown orders that
can be resumed.
resulted from this generic review; e.g., reactor trip on upsets in the secondary
cooling system of the plant, additional operator training, improvements in auxiliary
feedwater reliability, and further analyses of small break loss-of-coolant accidents.
Other recommendations for longer ters improvements are spectfled in the report.

The staff believes implementation of the recommendations stated in this report
ctor

would further increase the safety margins in the B&W pressurized water rea
Certain of these recommendations also apply to the other PWR vendors ',(PWR) plants.

(Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering) as well as to boiling water reactor s

(BWR) plants designed by the General Electric Company (GE). )
'

The principal recomunendations resulting from the initial review are given in
,

Section 8.0 and are summarized below. In general these recommendations include

the short-ters actions taken in connection with IE Bulletins and the recent shutdown
of the B&W plants and extend certain actions to longer ters improvements.

Plant design features unique to the B&W plants
(e.g. , OTSG and ICS) should

The-

be evaluated with regard to interactions in coping with transients ..

mitigating systems (e.g. , HPI) should also be included in the study.
,

Plant instrumentation should be provided to give improved information on
-

reactor coolant level and margin to bulk coo'ent saturation.
I

i

A study should be made to see whether there are des'ign deficiencies,that may
The reliability.

be corrected to reduce the frequency of feedwater transients.
of auxiliary feedwater systems should be improved. ,

)
Improved means for detecting a stuck-epen power-operated relief valve (PCTV)

In addition, consideration should be given to upgrading
.

should be provided.
the PORY classification to safety grade and the associated controls and
instruments to new standards for control systems; or, as an alternate,

2-
.
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. . . . . . ._.

consideration should be given td closing the renct voivo
a.

daring power operation if res';tting of the s ,t point is not cffectiva in
*

.

reducing actuation of the PORY.
,

.

Provisions should be made to assure that essential containment isolation wilf-

. .
..

occur automatically when the safety injec'tfon system is a-tuated or a high
-

containment radiation level is reached.
,,

.

A study should be made by MRC, the l'icensees, and d: signers of ,the design
basis for the residual heat removal'(RHR) system with regard to its avail-

-
,

ability and coerability as a low-pressure heat removal system when the reactor
*

coolant system is contaminated.
,

An improved systes, including reporting and data assembly, should be developedj

by the NRC to more effectively evaluate actual data from operating experience
*

C.w
to assess whether the trend of data from the occurrence of equipment malfunc-g

y

tions or other events indicates excessive cna11enges to the plant safety
1%v4. .

systems. M
M

Increased use of simulator training fEJ retraining) is needed, particularly .ar
.- q '-

in connection with emergency actions involving single failures, equipment
,-

?,'i l tion

sa1 function, and operator actions, including extension to natural c rcu a y

cooling.

A study,should be undertaken by HRC of actions that could make the operator a
,

I
Such actions

more effective recovery agent or incident / accident mitigator. line diagnostic .

-

would extend the defense-in-depth concept through the use of on-,

computer systems to seek ways to prevent (inhibit) inappropriate actions and,

promote productive intervention. ,

Operator training should be restructured to give more emphasis to protecting
the reactor core under potentially degraded plant conditions.

-

Emergency procedures should be written in real time as an aid for operators
to study and memorize those aspects that deal with the initial short-term

-

The procedures should be written in conjunction with results
ifi-

available from analyses to promote proper understanding and proper ident
response.

cation of critical decision points.

Operators must have a better understanding of any limitations and must have a
Each senior operator murt direct activities-

proper understanding of the plants. .

and must not act simply as another operator.

6 improve ,,

More emphasis is needed on human engineerirg in control room design
-

operator comprehension and response.

1

*

3.
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d using failure mode andl
All classes of operating plants should be reana yzeinteractions.resulting from
.

effects analysis t's identify, realistic plant rator actions during-

failures in non-safety systems, safety systems and opeAssociatedanalysesshouldbeperformedfora
*

lant condition h'ad been* transients and accidents. l

sufficient time duration to establish that a stab e pExplicit consideration should be.

reached. including natural circulation. f ite power.
given to the effects of a loss of onsite or of s

s should be. performedl
For all classes of operating plants, sdditional ana ysef very small breaks (e.g.,
of reactor coolant system breaks in the range oe) and carried out until a

-

t

representative of a stuck PORY or small line rup urd

stable, long-tens cooling condition is establishe .
'

lations) quick engineeringl
NRC should develop (and utilize for audit ca culistic and conservative applica-
types of analyses methods capable of both reaLOCAs from initiation through

-

tion to operating transients and small breakh as a small break in a main
stable Inng-term cooling and of other events suc
steam line or a steam generator tube rupture.

the TMI-2 accident is
Standard Review Plans shc'J1d be updated to ensure thatf licensing review for all
taken into account during the normal course o

-
,

future plants (CL and CP). '

licit interpretation of _,/

Regulatory guidance should be developed to give expinterpretation in the past has,
*

l
those General Design Criteria where variab ei ements for control of

*

1ed to inadequacies in instruments and associated requ r
anticipated transients and accident sequences.

h t (a) plant alignment

Technical Specifications should be reviewed to ensure t astated, (b) unplanned events
l

and systes operability requirements are clear ytechnical specifications
-

are required to be reported to NRC whether or notdo not inhibit operator
. are violated, and (c) restrictive provisions

improvisation under abnormal conditions.
1

)
.
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Plant control Systee_s
8.2.3 ,

* Finding

t process controls are not well\
l

The design requirements and criteria for p anFurthemore, the interaction of these feature ,
s

defined in NRC regulations. l systes and the auxiliary feedwaterN
The

d in previous NRC licensing reviews.especially in the BW integrated contro l

system, have not been thoroughly explorei l part in plant operations and the control nt

plant control systems play an essent ah rwise introduce challenges to the p a
of transient situations that would ot e
safety systes.

r could inhibit the control of a
Failure of controis could initiate a transient o
transient otherwise aitigated.

Recommendatior!

d their significance to safety.

The role of control systems in all plants, an The evaluations should bed s Considera-
should be reevaluated by NRC and the ven or . developed by the NRC.1.

' performed by the industry with guidel nesiteria regarding the rate at which
i

,

tion should be given to est'ablishing cr Such transients shouldsystems.
plus (b) those initi|atedtransients challenge the plant safetyl

include (a) those initiated by control fai uret successfully mitigated by the contr#,

included in thisoutside the control system that are no

The plant monitoring instrumentation should beFailure mode and effects should be utfitzed tofrom failures in non-safety systems,
identify

systes.

evaluation. i
realistic plant interactions result ng
safety systems, and operator actions.,

l ation of monitoring systems

As a result of the THI-2 accident, the eva uific monitoring systems, such as
should focus extra attention on certain specsed in Section 2.2.9 of this report.2.

the pressurizer level indication d scus sometimes incorrectly as ati
d j

The pressurizer level indicator has been use , f water inventory in thef
TMI-2, as a direct indicator of the adequacy od indication of

A more direct and more easily interpretesystem would make operator inference an
d j

reactor vessel. i g adequ:cy

Alternate monitoring methods for evaluat nrimary inventory control systeswater inventory in the primary

actions more reliable.
of reactor vessel water level, such as the pevaluated in the racommeided

d as instrumentation
discussed in Section 2.2.9, should also beSpecifically, one approach can be characterizeoperator such derived quantitie3

to measure and directfy display to theor the quantity of and energy content
study.

n

the succooling in the reactor outlet,Also, an assessment of the balance betwee
ator response to maintain adequa"of cooling water in the core.,

additional automation versus improved oper
plant conditions should be made.

.
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FI V . Au los t 23, 1919

A E0Hl'ARATIVC LI5illeG 0F SAFETY CONCERil5 DEf0I:E AND ACil0NS Ar1 Ell illE 1HI ACCIDflit
,

'

1

1

R(CuttlfilDA110fl5 DY lilE HRC REGut AIORY SIAlf littltitillki A (Offill'I'14*SAfEIY CONCERil5 EXPRESSED BY D. L. BASDEKAS, RE ACIOR SAB ETY [HGlHEER* .

imDE DY HAnr0CK Arn! WitCOM C0llpAny, Ol53r;tillt 0 lillll 11111 Isl An's I
| U. 5. NtlCIEAR REGULA10RY C0fB115510N OH HOVIHDER 19, 1916 Allo

Lisiti 2 Nticit AR l'0Wf R l't Alli St?tistfluilli la Illi AICihillt Al lill
:. DEClllGT R 20, 1916, SAFEIY 155DE f"J. 22, NUR[G-Cl'.3

l ;'

On April 26, 1979, almost a month af ter the Illi a(cident Iht flal un k .nv,

'

_5Af fIV filrtlCA110ll5 Of C0litunt SYSIlf1 FAllt' PES AND
WilcoM ChPpJny, des lyner of t he Illt ilm Ir.pr l's.Wer I'lant , e tele ll ' l.sll.w..

~PfAitT0VliMelM . commitment to filic by letter f aimi J. fl. f t.n. fill t.in, vi. e picsirient llue.lc...
lllvision to 11. II. Dentun. Director, Ollite of linricar lie actor firegulat see,

U.5.H.R.C.:
"The effects of control system failures or, somettees, non-f aulted operation
on safety are not being systemat|cally reviewed. I believe that their effects "Subjec t: Integrated inntial System
on safety and plant availability should receive the proper attention. The ihls letter documents the commitment of Ilahcne L ani Wilson tofirst step would be to have the applicants perform a failure flode and Ef fects
Analysis (filiA) for normal operation, and in conjunction with postulated undertake a reliability analysis of the Integrated Control
tccidents aiki other of f-normal events." System (ICS) which will include a failure aunte .uul ellects

analysis.* lhis analysis will identify smures of transients, il
"In evaluating plant safely, the ef fects of control system malfunctions should any, initiated by the 105 and develop res emm.en. led design -

:
I be reviewel as initiating events for anticipated transients and also as failures l'erovements which may be necessaiy to sedm e ll.e lecquein y of

these transients.! that could occur concur ently or subsequent to postulated anticipated events
| tinitiated by a different malfunctlan) or postulated accidents.* In addillon, means will~ lic developed for deroupilny of the
j "... one has to consider that design features to ultigate the consequences of aunlliaiy feedwater control of Ste..e er neratur ualer level fine

the IC5. Ihis endification will provide innliol of ferdwatersuch events are not established, and therefore, those provided for postulated
snel analyst;d accidents may not be suf ficient, tht:s, in essense, liaving an under coergency conditions Indeprimient ni lhe llT.
unprotected Series of events."

.

The scope nf the rcilahllity an.ilysis .uul t hedule for Imth the
On a related issue nn reliability and risk assessment: analysis and develupacnt ni inderemient Icedmler inntrol ullt

be provided within in hours."
"... common s.1de failures and events that may result in such failures, siong
vlih human factors, are expected to contribute most signllicantly to the On Hay IG,1919 the illlC Regulatney Staf f issued trens t litilliti-tF,6tl entit l
univallability of the shutdown system. ..." (from Olsrussion of Issue flo. 00, Staff Report nn the Gyneric Asscument of lecilw.iles; f e.gi.sients fe!,fic ..i.

EIMdE!"_iS E_!""SUEE.I5ht"lk 8'!MI_! tad!?Pd"f "!fGl[G Ol39)
The report reconseints Ll at:

"AII classes of operating plants shnuld lic o r.malysed usipy
f alluie mmle and ef fects analysis to lifentify rc.illstic plant

.. interactions resulting from failures in non s.ilely system *.,
= (n counterin._. lia._ UEGFarguments in liecember 19/G the NRC Regulatory Staf f salety systems ami operator actions during tr.ne.lents andg s

melntained: accidents."

"Although analyses have not been performed for these postulated "Ihe role of control systems in all plants, amt their slyntfl-
sequences of events, the staf f believes that the consequences cance to salety, should be reevaluated Ivy llHC . uni the vetulars,

*

would he acceptehle, and much less severe than those calculated the evaluations should be perfossed by the indu try wille gulde-
Inr postulated accidents." lines developed by the HNC. Consider.illan a.hmsl.1 lec given to

estahlishing criterla regardlnti the raic at whic h tramie nt s-

t.hallenge the plant sal: ty systems. Sue.h Is.ne.icnt s slmnld
. In a Report to the Congress, NUlt[G-00R, April 12, 1918, The Office of include (a) those leiltlated by control f allnse plus (h) those
fluclear Regulatuiy * arch of flRC, in justifying its position that no inillated outside the control system that are ont succe,slully
further research e6 was needed on " Improved Plant Controis", reported: i,ltigated by the control system." r,

"It 15 believed that only a small reduction in risk could result frnen .. b
- - - - - - - - _ _ _ - _
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ELEMENTS'0F PROPOSED PLAN _

.

/

' IMPLEMENT ON OPERATING PLANTS BY JANUARY 1, 1981
-

,

IMPLEMENT ALL CATEGORY A ITEMS BY J,ANUARY 1, 1980'

OR PRIOR TO OL ISSUE WHICHEVER IS LATER
I

OBTAIN COMMISSION APPROVAL OF THE STAFF S FIRST
#

-

COMPLETED OL REVIEW
.-

. -

'.*
- .

*w

.-
'

ASSUMED THAT PROPOSED SHORT IERM ACTIONS WOULD'

NOT PREJUDICE IMPLEMENTATION OF RECOMMENDATIONS
FROM ON-GOING INVESTIGATIONS

.

/

|

..

__-__-________m_ - -
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NEAR TERM IICENSING DECISIONS

s -

.

PROPCSED-

OPERATING LICENSE PLAN __

SALEM 2 OCT 79

NORTH ANNA 2 OcT 79

DIABLO CANYON Nov 79
3EQUOYAH Nov 79

.

.

CONSTRUCTION PERMIT ~
,

'

BLACK F0x
~

DEc 79
'

PItsRIn. FEs 80
.

.

_

LIMITED WORK AUTHORIZATION

SKAGIT DEC 79
~

.

l

|

|
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PRESIDENT'S COMISSION ON THE ACCIDENT AT THREE MILE ISLAND
- I

l

AUGUST 23, 1979 !

.

'
.

WE REQt!5ST THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONERS TO REVIEW
I-

ANY PLANS TO RESUME LICENSING ACTIVITIES, AND TO TAKE INTO

EXPLICIT CONSIDERATION THE VIEWS EXPRESSED HERE THIS MORNING
-

'

3Y INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION, AS WELL AS TESTIMONY

FROM PREVIOUS HEARINGS OF THIS COMMISSION WHICH GAVE RI E TO
.

THOSE VIEWS.
. .

.

d

.
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PRESIDENT TCOMMISSION"0N' THE" ACCIDENT' AT' THREE"MIE ISLAND'-

.

SUFFICIENCY OF RECOMMEND TIONS?,.

FORECLOSURE OF COMMISSIONS OR IMI SPECIAL INQUIRY'

'

ACTIONS?

i

|

FEASIBILITY OF SUBSEQUENT LICENSE MODIFICATION OR'

REVOCATION? |

.
-

.

.-

ADEQUACY OF TECHNICAL FIXES?*

.DEQUACY OF PRESENT LICENSING'

-

4
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/ AN

IMPLEMENTATION OF REQUIREMENTS FOR
:.

f' ~ OPERATING FLANTS AND PLANTS IN CL REVIEW. .

.

Positien' fr.cpiensentat{cn.

Position Catecery' i

Abbreviated Des ~criction ;

Sect. Title '

Anc. - Cceplete implementa-
Emergency Fewer Supply tion.

~

f
2.1.1 Requirement

ASubmit program descrip-
Ralief and Safety' Valve tien and schedule.

-'

2.1.2 Testing b
Complete test progrm. By July ISal

ACcmplete implementaticn.

[1.3.]DirectIndicationof
'

Valve Pesition
Develep procedures and A

2.1.3.b Instrumentation for cascribe existing inste.

Inadequate Core Cooling
New level instrument Adesign submitted.

ASubeccling metar insta11ecl.

New level instrument S
installed.

.

A -

Cc=plete implementation.
.

.1.1 Diverse Centainment s

Isolation
ADescription and imple-

) Undicated H, Centrol mentation schedule.
Panetraticns '

SCxplete installatten.'

I=plementation ec=ple:e by January 1,1980, er pircr- t:c OL,
.

'Categcry A:
whichever is later

I=plementation eccclete by January 1, 1981Categcry 3:

Relief and safety valve festing shall be satisfac crily ex.cleted ifer all
plants pricr to receiving an operating license after July 1, 1981.

D

.

|

<

*v --~ , , _ ,
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.IMPLEME!1TATION TABLE _ (Centinued).

_

..

Positien Implementat{cn
iosicien Catecory'

Accrevia:ec DascriationSect. Title _

nc. AReview precedures and

2.1.5.c Recembiners bases for reccmbiner use.
A

-

Imediate leak
2.1.6.a Systems Integrity for reduction program.,

,

High Radioactivity A
Preventive maintenance

,

program.
-

A
Complete the design

Plant Shielding Review review.2.1.5.b

I=plement plant 3*

modifications.

Impiccentatien ec=plete by January 1,1980, or prict to CL,
*Catagery A:

whichever is later. complete by January 1,1981iCategory B: .Implementat ca
.

%

.

*

.
*w

$

e

.

.

! !

! .

~
|

.

i

.

I

_. ___ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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IPiPLEMENTAT!CN TABLE (Cen%inued).

.

..
-

, , . .

Position
Sect. Acoreviaceo Posicion Implementat{cn-

Title Descriction Catecaryno,

2.1.7.a Auto Initiaticn of Ccmplete implementatien A

Auxiliary Feed of control grade.
.

Complete implementation 3.

of safety grade

2.1.7.b Auxiliary Feed Flow Complete implementation A

Indication

2.1.8.a Pest Accident Sampling Design review cc=plete. A

Preparation of A
revised precedures..

Implement plant
=cdificaticns. 3

Descripticn c" preposed'

modification. A
,

2.1.3.b High' Range Radiation Insta11atica c:=clete. 3

Monitors -

2.1.3.c' Imcreved Icdine 'Cemplete impie=entaticn A '

Instrumentation

2.1.9 Transient'L Accident Cc=ciete analyses, =

Analysis precedures and training
,

Centainment Pressure Installaticn c = pieta 3

Moniter
'

s
Centainmen: Water Level Installatten c = pieta a

Meniter

Centainment Hydrogen Installation ec.:pleta 3-

Moniter
.

RCS Venting Design submitted A

Insta111tien cc=piete 3

"Cacegory A: Imolecentaticn ecmclete by January 1,1950, er prict te CL,
'

wnienever is later.
Catascry 3: Implementa:icn ecmclete by January 1,1981.

.

"Anaivses, crccscural changes, anc c;erating training shall te ,:revidec
cy all cceracing plant licensees and a;plicants fer coeratir:; licences
felicwing :ne attacned schedule,

.-._ _ _ ..
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IMPLEMENTATION TABLE (Continued).

Pcsiticr$' i
'

J

Sect. Acoreviaceo ecsicien Implementat{cn
no. Title Descriction Catecary

2.2.1.a Sitift Supervisor Ccmplete implementation. A
!Responsibilities

.2.1.b Shift Technical Adviser Shift technical adviser A
on duty.

Cceplete training. B
.

2.2.1.c Shift Turnover Cc=plete i= placentation. A -*

Procedures

2.2.2.a Centrol Recm Access Ccmplete imple=entation A

Centrol ,

1

2.2.2.b Onsite Technical Establish cantar. A_

Support Center
'

2.2.2.c Onsite Operational Ccolete implementation A :
'

Support Center
'

.
.

. . .
* ,

"Categcry A: ' Implementation czplete by January 1,1950, er price :: CL,
whichever is later. -'

Category 3: Imple=encatien c=plete by January 1,1981.

;

|

.

.

.
!

|
'

.

s

1

1

,

_________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . . _ _ _
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IMPLEMENTATION REQUIREMENTS PRIOR TO OL ISSUE
,

.

SECTIG,N NO. ABBREVIATED TITLE REQUIREMENT .

-

.

2.f.'3.A DIRECT INDICATION VALVE COMPLETE IMPLE-
POSITION ,' MENTATION

2'.'1','3'.B INSTRUMENTATION FOR DEVELOP PROCEDURES

INADEQUATE CORE COOLING AND DESCRIBE EXIST-
ING INSTRUMENTATION

NEW LEVEL INSTRU-
MENT DESIGN SUBMITTED

2.1.4 DI. VERSE CONTAINMENT COMPLETE IMPLE-
ISOLATION MENTATION

CONTROL DESCRIPTION AND2.1.5.A DEDICATED H2
PENETRATIONS IMPLEMENTATION

*
SCHEDULE

2.1.7.A AUTO: INITIATION OF COMPLETE IMPLE-
--

AUXILIARY FEED MENTATION OF CONTR0t.-
GRADE

'.

2.1.7.3 AUXILIARY FEED FLOW COMPLETE IMPLE-
.. .

INDICATION MENTATION ,

2.1.8.A POST ACCIDENT SAMPLING PREPARATION OF.
REVISED PROCEDURES

2'.1'8.3 HIGH-RANGE RADIATION PREPARATION OF-
~

MONITORS PROCEDURES TO COR- '

*

RELATE DIRECT.RADI-
ATION MEASUREMENTS
TO ACTIVITY LEVEL

2.2.1.A SHIFT SUPERVISOR COMPLETE.IMPLE-
RESPONSIBILITIES MENTATION

2.2.1.3 SHIFT TECHNICAL ADVISOR SHIFT TECHNICAL
ADVISOR ON DUTY

2.2.1.C ' SHIFT TURNOVER PROCEDURES COMPLETE . I.MP LE-
-

MENTATION

2.2.2.A CONTROL ROOM ACCES CONTROL COMPLETE IMPLE-
MENTATION

..

e

_ _ _ _
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ANALYSIS AND TRARN2MG SCHEDULE

Comolet".cn DateTask Description _
d,

* ,

( Small Break LCCA analysis and preparation July-Se;:rtember 1979*| 1. of emergency precedure' guidelines'

i

2. Implementation of small break LOCA
.

emergency procedures and retraining December- 31, 1979
of operators

_

|

3. Analysis of inadequate core cooling and-
preparation of emergency procedure Octcher 1979

-

guicalines .

4. Impicaentation of emergency procedures
and retraining relaced tc inadequate January 1980

i
core ecoling

1

5. Analysis of accidents and transients and
preparation of emergency procedure Early 19G
guidelines

3 cenths after
6. Implementatien of emergency precedures guidelines establishedand retraining related to accidents

and trainsienes
Pretest

| 7. Analysis of LOFT small break tests (Mid-Sepa.ber 1979)
'

'
.

..

= Range covers ccepletion dates for the fcur NSSS venders'
.-

e

9

9

d

4
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EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS IMPROVEMEN S

AND COMMITMENTS REQUIRED FOR OPERATING PLANTS AND NEAR TERM OL'S
. J

N Implementation

Item 'f; Categoryl/
' I

1. Upgrade emergency plans to Regulatory Guide 1.101
- A

'

with special attention to action level criteria 's;based on plant parameters. ,

2. Implement certain short term actions recommended ~

.

by Lessons Learned task force and use these in
action level criteria.2/

..

2.1.8(a) Post-accident sampling .

ADesign review complete
'
'

''
APreparation of revised procedures ,,
B -Implement plant modifications

'
ADescription of proposed modification
B2.1.8(b) High range radioactivity monitors
A

2.1.8(c) Improved in-plant iodine instrumentation

3. Establish Emergency Operations Center for Federal,
State and Local Officials

l
A(a) Designate location and alternate location and

provide communications to plant
8

(b) Upgrade Emergency Operations Center in
conjunction with in-plant technical
support center

.

-

Implementation prior to OL or by January 1,1980 (see NUREG-057"1/
~ Category A: ,'

Category Al: Implementation prior to OL or by mid-1980.
Category B: Implementation by January 1,198,1.

.

The implementation of the Lessons Learned task force recommendation item 2.1.3(b)2/;

l instrumentation for detection of inadecuate core cooling, will also be factored
into the action level criteria.

_ - _ _ _ - _ . __
- .- -
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.

.

uepy '

"EeV

Impl ementation
Catecory

Item
1

.

A
4. Improve offsite monitoring capability ,

5. Assure adequacy of State / local plans ,

I
A

(a) Against current criteria ,

B
(b) Against upgraded criteria

6. Conduct test exercises (Federal, State, local,
licensee)

Al
(a) Test of licensees emergency plan

Al
(b) Test of, State emergency plans

(c) Joint test' exercise of energency plans
(Federal, State, local, licensee)

B
New OL's

Within 5 years
,All' operating plants

\-

.
**

8

.

! '

.

f

i
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RELATED INITIATIVES ON EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
4

Upgrading of Power Reactor Emergency Preparedness
.

1. ,

Six teams formed
.

Regional meetings held

Review of first six plants underway

2. Concurrence in State Plans

3. hRC (Carter) Task Force - templete

4. Rulemaking
August 9

Task Force submittal of draft for Comission cement
August 31

End of comment period on advance notice of'
rulemaking ,

September 21
050 submittal of rule changes

'

NRC/ EPA task force recomendation on issuance of policy
.''

5.
statement on Emergency Planning Zones

July 25
.'fECY-79-461

'

. EPA approved policy statement - will be published
in Federal Register about September 15 ,

,

I
.

'. ;!
-

I

!
.

e
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' March 13, 1975 -
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.

. . .
. .

.

. .. ..Com,issioner Gilinsky .
'

- ~ *
- '

-

.
,

' . . .

Thru: Acting Executive Director for Operat. ions '. 4' "

e -

TECH!lICAL ISSUES
. .

-. . - .-... . ,
,. .. . . ... . . . . . ...

. ,

. ... . .,.

Attached you will find,. in accordance Mth your ' oral reouest, -
'

discussion of some technical issues I believe to be imp'essarilyortant'

subjects for Ccmission consideration, although not nec
-

.

in the imediate future. The list is confined to reactor safetytopics. ' -
.- ?

.. ..
-

...
. .

I have also appended a list of some reactor safety. policy issues )that have ccme to my attention in technical reviews. -
!- .

.,

..

These enclosures represent my personal views and have not been '
'.

staffed out tli'th the organizations normally concerned with such --

matters. '

.
>

,
.

, . .

.- .~ '

-: $1
'

'
-

.

* ' * '

St phen H. Hanauer. '

.-

. . Technical Advisor
.

. . ~

Encis
. -'' '

'..

1. Technical Issues ', -

.. .

' .

I
.

' . . ' .
-

.,

. .
. 2.' Policy. Issues :.

. . - . . ' . . ' . . ...' ..'. . . . . . . ' \

.-
-

. . . . . . . . . .- . . .
.. -

. . ..- cc: w/enci - '.-
.' '. ' ' *- - . .. .-*

Chairman Ande'rs '
''

: -
-

'- - - '

'
-

-*

Cen:nissioner Kennedy .' '.-

.
.

Comissioner ttason *
- -

,

Cc.:aissioner Rcwden ~
'

-
.

L.V. Goss.ick- '
- ' ' '

'
-

E.' Case .''
*

-

H. Kouts
, .

- .
- - '

* . . .

F. Schroeder .
'
'

, .' '

A. Giambusso".
.

- ~- '.-' . --

R.(linegue
'

-
.

f.
,

. . . . ,. ,

; .
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-
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. . .

. .
,

'' '

.l . Desien Objectives and Safety Desion Basis for Water Reactors ."
%

' '

Although your mother-in-law a'nd your Congressma' 'will tell you thatn
the safety goal is zero risk, we know that this is unattainabTe and that-

some non-zero risk must be accepted in all activities. The social question'-

involving cost / risk / benefit ecmparisons of the varicus alternatives that
are realistically availab.le needs tb he established. The Rasmussen Study. -

made an important first step in quantitative risk evaluation but the ..
~

technology is not yet available to resolve this question in a completely
quantitative way. The study has pointed out a dispar.ity between (a) cur
present " design basis" safety approach in which all potential accidents,

are either put into the design basis for complete mitigation or remain -

outside the design basis and have no safeguards compared to (b) the more
realistic viewpoint of a spectrum of. accidents .each with probability and-

consequences of its own. Serious consideration should be given to modifying '.

. the preser,t all-o.r.-nothing app. roach in the' light of reality. -

,
,

'

2. Desica Objectives and Safety Desion Basis for Non-Water Reactors
% .

"

For non-water reactors, we h've neither the operating experience nora

the . Safety Study to guide us in developing criteria. The situation is*

reasonably well in hand for HTG?.s, but the potential for autocatalytic:
,

positive feedback leading to core nuclear explosions in U!FBRs is creating
grcat uncertainty t egarding thei'r design requirements. Calculations of

,

such violent events are increasing in' scope and sophistication. However, ,

the results presently depend to a considerable extent on the phencmena .

: postulated to occur. For the near ter=, the staff has already decided,

' that a core disassembly accident musst be part of the licensing design
basis. This decision is subject to future revision based on further research
that ERDA is convinced will show that such events are so ' improbable they need

, . .not be considered.:- - -
. . .

-
. -

.
. ,.' Adequate safety must be provided. Too heh safety - added safety equipment

not actually needed to provide adequate safety - wastes scarce and valuable
r?scurces. Attention to improbable severe postulated events tends to short-
chmge, core probable but less severe accidents that should be considered.-

.
-

.
.

An 'importint corollary' issue is whether the planned UIFSR safety research
programs meet.the totality of HRC needs. ..

. . ...
,,

- - - -
, .

. , .
- --.

. - -
.

1
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-
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NRC has not established quantitative reliability criteria for safety .
.. .

'

, % ated systems. The operating plants are one of our chief source's oM
infomation but we do not know whether the rate of abnomal occurrences
'now bein'g experienced is a satisfactory one or not. - We do 'know that
nuclear unit availabilities and capacities are not satisfactory.
to find cpt whether safety system availability is satisfactory' arid toWe neef,

Aprove whatever aspects of reliability need improving. ,

J_

E' 4. Human performance
, ,

*
i .- .

. .. -
..

i >. .s. .
- -

] Present designs do not make adequate provisiert. for the limitations o .i

Tpeople. Means must be found to improve the perfomance of the people
on whom we dep,end and to- improve the . design of equipitant so that it is

L less independent on human performance. 1. "-,;.,
.

,

The potential for internal and external" sabotage constituting a public .
safety hazard, and the deg ee to which design and operation needs to take
sabotage into account, need to be delineated.

" help, but seme of the issues are non-technical. Studies new underway should.

, technical criteria are needed. In spite of this' difficulty,
.. . .

- , s

The relative roles of human cp' eration and automation (both with and without
-

~
.

_
,

on-line computers) should be clarified. Criteria are needed regarding allowabl
. computerized safety-related functions and ccmputer hardware and softwaia .

autrements '.for safety-related applications -
. "

. . ,
.

5. Plutonium Dose Criteria .
* . -

. . ...

* -
-. . .

-

Present accident dose guidelines values are given only for whole-body.
.-

. ,
,

and thyroid doses. Other -dose co=ponents (lung, GI tract, bone) should becovered by similar guidelines. A number (or numbers) for plutonium
is. particularly ' badly needed and will be particularly hard to establish. ,

~. ,

'
. .. - - -

-

S. Sitino : -. .. .
* .

. -
, ;. _ ,

,~
.

Present criteria for siting are in need of improvement in 'he following
.- \

'

areas:,

a. 'The design basis external events now in use for licensing are founded
on various schemes for estimating a "probible maximum" event.

We do not.haveany good way of estimating the retu.rn interval or the frequency of the
. .

earthquake or flood calculated in this way. Furthermore wit are not likely
to develop cood methods for doing so in the near future because of the sho,rt

-

*
: !~ *

. .

') - -

i ;

j' !
. . . . -, .

,

- .~ ..
. ,

.

. -.
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. .. .

.
. . -,
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'

' history (a few hundred years at best) and the long recurrence interval desired} ~
.

.

(sometimes we talk about a million years). Various developmental pethods.-

for estimating frequencies of desi.gn basis events, chosen as we choose them,
give recurrence intarvals substantially shorter than a mill.io'n years. The

.

#

Tack of knowledge and the des' ire to be conservative is going to make
resolution of this problem very difficult. -

,, .N -

b. Our population siting criteria are indefinite at best. The applicant
.

-

is required to study population distributions around a' site and to project
'

them for the life of the plant which, of course, he can do only very crude 7
but our criterion for population distribution surrounding'the plant are ver:y
vague. Recent attempts to be more quantitative in this area met with great.

resistance frcm the industry and from the old AEC. They tend to be over-
! simplified, but I believe we could do.better than has hean done.. A related

' problem is our present total lack of control over what goes in near the -t

plant after the sit.e is approved. We have some vague words about the
licensee's responsibility to stay informed about subdivisions, ammunition
plants, IJ:G terminals and other post construction materialization.of things
that would have made the site unacceptable if known before licensing. So=eday
some operating reac' tor is going to have a new neighbor of a really abeminable
kind and we are going to have trouble coping with it.-

s
,

.. .

I believe we are not being serious enough about siting alternativesc. .

that'may offer substantial safety improvements. An obvious exa=ple is',
underground siting about which we are just starting a study in RES. '

,
,

.

7.' Decree of Detail and Realism in' Safety Evaluations
'

.. } . ,, -,, .-
~ ,

'

I The great improve =ent in ecmputei codes available for use in an'alyzing /
| the course and consequences of postulated accidents has rather naturally led
j to a corresponding increas'e 'in the depth and detail of Regulatory review of,

these accidents., On the face of it this is a good thing. It leads to bettertechnical understanding and increased realism in evaluations'. But is overall
safety review enhanced by such detailed examination of.certain design basis
accidents?-

It is at least arguable that a broad brush treatment, with plentyJ. of arbitrary conservatisms, gives at least as much safety with a lot less
work on everybody's part. 'A recent ind obvious example is the new ECCS
regulatien, which specifies in gory detail exactly hcw these calculations are
to be made. There are many arguments for and against use of such details and
the subj' ct is about right i'e reopening, .in ::;y opinion.a

..
-

A related subject is the very.large increase in the capability of the NRC
.

staff to make independent calculations in many accident areas. This has -

proved to be inval.uable in increasing the staff's tt:chnical~ understanding
.

and should be continued even if some of .the details are recognized as too
detailed for 1icensing. ~

|
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1. Internal Ouality Assurance ' .
-

- .s .

( se are not taking our own medicine with regard to a quality assurance
{ program'in Reg. We do not have a quality assurance organf tation, independent
i of the line, reporting to higher management and we have very lit.tle auditing_

and QA in the line. If 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, is good' stuff, then it should!- be applied to the NRC organization. This must be applied to the quality
of our product - safety decisions 'as well as the quantity and timeliness --

i\ .of our output. ' . . . . :.in~ . : :. . . ? ...:. :
'

-

y .:, y- ~~ .:-. .

'

2. Makino Better, Faster and More Generic Decisions ' '

..
.

'

Our recent record is mixed.. A good example is AT16 and a bad example
is turbine missiles, about which we seem not to be able to make up our,

minds. Future technical safety review should not be endless and mindless .--

~

repetition of what we have been doing for the past couple of years but
rather censolidat ion into ' general decisions and general principles, better

-

identificatior of what is truly important (risk evaluation?), and increasing, iautomation of rout.ine evaluations. '

l
. -

.
.

, .-. . .

1'

3.'* Stabilization of Reculation Recuirements and Standardization of D'siens |

.

e
\. .

-

Our recent reviews of the standardized designs that have'been submitted ' !
'

. and recent discussions on standardization (and piggy-back).show the !-

fol. lowing:
. .

'
-

- .

i
. -

. . -
,,

a. The' standardization designs submitted are not consolidations of,' previous experience. The proposed standard designs include a large number.

: of " improvements" not yet actur.lly designed. So, these first standard cps.

will be based on a bunch of premises, even more than recent custcm cps.
.

'
~

' . *
'

b. New information from design and operating experience and safety
- -.

''

research programs, and new insights as a result of this experience and,

research have pointed the way to im-

while and in scme cases necessary. provements in safety that seem worth-The pace and guidelines of the standard,

. reviews has not permitted implementation of these, so they are hanging over
our heads as a serious threat to standardization. ~

.
,

. -
.

-- e

c. . As a result of a. and b. and of the'long time lag between today's'

bunch of' promises and construction and operation of standard plants, more.

attention needs to be paid to the execution .of standardization over the
uext several years and stabilization of Reg requirements. ).
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This is closely related to Item 3. 'In the past couple of year's surprises '
I have come both from operating expe'rience and frem improved understanding I

'by.both Rep and the industry of safety problems we thought twre put ,to bed.
An obvious exa=ple is all the trouble we had with ECCS evaluation medels.
Innovatiqn by applicants will continue to generate surprises. We must

| develop metaads for dealing with these surprises, in cases and generically,-

|
,- without having a fire drill each time. - -

- .
.
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